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Abstract 

Lost circulation is a frequent problem and a significant contributor to the non-productive time 

(NPT) in the drilling operation. Field reports and experimental studies have revealed that 

conventional solutions are doomed to fail in many complex loss situations. Factors such as 

fracture sizes, depth, temperature, pressure, and type of formation, complicate the problem and 

limit the lost circulation materials (LCM) options.   

The primary objective of this research was to develop a flowing crosslinked polymer-

based drilling fluid by introducing a gelling polymer and a crosslinker to the LCM and drilling 

mud formulations. The goal is to enhance wellbore strength by increasing the fracture resistance 

of weak formations to avoid potential mud losses. Other objectives of this research covered 

developing different fast-curing LCM pills to treat lost circulation in challenging situations. 

Different types and combinations of polymers, crosslinkers, and reinforcing nanoparticles were 

utilized. Further, in this research, machine learning (ML) algorithms were used to assess the 

relationship between the crosslinked polymer recipes and drilling fluids additives. The ML 

approach aims to expand the developing study and to open more opportunities for this work to 

be efficiently applied in the field.  

The novelty of this study is in the use of the organic and inorganic crosslinker in 

controllable gelling polymeric LCMs that can seal near wellbore fractures and stable 

unconsolidated formations. Besides, this research introduces a new concept of gelation kinetics 

of polymeric gels in drilling fluids. This concept and the post-experimental analysis conducted 

in this study are essential for the petroleum industry to develop new lost circulation preventive 

and corrective methods. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1  Overview of Lost Circulation Problem and Wellbore Strengthening 

Lost circulation is often ranked as the top issue in drilling. Many drilling problems are directly 

related to lost circulation, such as differential sticking and hole instabilities. Severe well control 

implications can arise in the event of loss of hydrostatic pressure inside the wellbore due to the 

loss of a large volume of drilling fluid. Besides, the time spent solving the lost circulation and the 

associated problems can lead to substantial non-productive time (NPT). The NPT refers to any 

time that drilling stops, or any time spent on unplanned operations. Rehm et al. (2013) reported a 

statistical study on lost circulation in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) for ten years. The study revealed 

that more than 12% of the NPT was due to lost circulation events. Moreover, about 18% of NPT 

was due to kicks and wellbore instabilities.  

As a common field practice, loss circulation materials (LCM) are added to fill any pores 

and pre-existing or induced fractures. Other methods include drilling techniques and technologies 

such as under-balanced drilling (UBD), managed pressure drilling (MPD), and casing while 

drilling (CwD). However, the application of some of these unconventional drilling methods can 

be costly or associated with equipment, personnel, or technical challenges. The problem often 

becomes very complicated when large fractures exist in the formation or drilling in challenging 

downhole conditions. Highly fractured formations, weak rocks, depleted reservoirs, and 

abnormally pressurized intervals have driven the need for wellbore strengthening technologies. 

Technically, the concept of wellbore strengthening is based on anticipating the wellbore issues and 

design drilling fluids that can seal and plug near wellbore fractures efficiently to strengthen 

unstable formations. 
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The wellbore strengthening or touching is a currently widely used term in drilling. The 

objectives of wellbore strengthening are to expand the drilling window and allow drilling operation 

to continue with less risk of lost circulation events, and to minimizes the number of casing strings, 

especially in deep and ultra-deepwater applications. The methods applied in wellbore 

strengthening aim to increase formations resistance to break by plugging and sealing near wellbore 

fractures. Successful application of wellbore strengthening helped in accessing difficult reserves 

with varying fracture gradients (Kiran et al. 2017). Figure 1.1 shows the types of conditions and 

formations that cause lost circulations. In such formations, the margin of safe drilling window 

between pore pressure and formation fracture pressure is very narrow, which increases the 

tendency to breakdown and mud loss. This safe margin dictates well design, mud program, and 

well control (Salehi and Nygaard 2011). 

 

Figure 1. 1: Types of conditions and formations that cause lost circulations. 
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The wellbore should be protected from fracture initiation or propagation to stop or prevent 

lost circulation. For that reason, wellbore strengthening techniques enhance the wellbore hoop 

stress or increase the formation's resistance to fracture propagation. Generally, there are two 

common hypotheses of how a wellbore can be strengthened: increasing wellbore hoop stress when 

fractures are sealed. The other is by enhancing fracture propagation pressure by fracture tip 

isolation with proper LCM (Salehi 2012). The commonly used physical models for wellbore 

strengthening are the stress cage, fracture closure stress (FCS), and fracture propagation resistance 

(FPR). 

The stress cage model assumes fracture bridging occurs close to the wellbore, and fluid 

filtrates from the fracture walls into the formation. The increase in hoop stress in the stress cage 

model is assumed due to the compressive forces transferred to the bridging particles at the fracture 

mouth (Alberty and McLean 2004a). In the FCS model, the fracture must be initiated first, then 

bridging particles forced into the fracture. The low permeable plug formed by particles bridging 

will isolate the fracture tip from wellbore pressure. The fracture tip isolation and increased fracture 

closure stress will prevent the fracture from reopening (Dupriest 2005). The FPR model, instead 

of increasing hoop stress, aims to increase the resistance to fracture propagation. This is attained 

by evaluation of mud cake inside the fracture. A good mud cake built inside the fracture will isolate 

the tip and prevent further propagation (Morita et al. 1996).  

There are several available numerical models for wellbore strengthening to simulate lost 

circulation due to fracture propagation. However, most of them assume linear rock elasticity and 

fail to consider porous features of the formation; therefore, the effect of fluid flow and pore 

pressure are not considered (Alberty and McLean 2004b). Salehi (2012) introduced a new 

numerical three-dimensional model to solve three-dimensional poroelastic models and identifies 
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potential loss zones. Figure 1.2 illustrates the common hypothesis of improving wellbore strength 

(Mehrabian et al. 2015). 

 

Figure 1. 2: Strengthening mechanisms based on (a) stress cage model, (b) fracture-closure stress model, and 

(c) fracture-propagation resistance model (Mehrabian et al. 2015). 

1.2 Problem Statement and Motivation 

Lost circulation problem often complicates in narrow operational windows. It becomes 

more challenging, as selecting proper LCM is most often limited by temperature, depth, and 

fracture sizes. Figure 1.3a shows three examples of the common formations that cause lost 

circulation, which are highly permeable rocks, fractured formations, and depleted reservoirs. Due 

to this situation, the operational drilling window becomes very narrow, as shown in Figure 1.3c.   

Over the past years, LCMs have evolved considerably. Innovative and engineered materials 

have been introduced to treat various types of loss zones. However, due to many uncertainties, 

their success rates are  still meager. The selection of types, concentrations, and particle size of the 

bridging materials needs a comprehensive study of the mud loss mechanisms. Besides, when large 

particle size is required to seal large fractures, as shown in Figure 1.3b, the risk of plugging and 

difficulties in pumping increases. 

The motivation of this study is promoted by the success of several deployments of 

crosslinked polymers in high permeable formation to shut-off water zones in oil production wells. 

Therefore, the crosslinked polymers have great potential for application as lost circulation 

materials. Developing and optimizing a controlled gelling polymer can produce efficient and cost-
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effective crosslinked polymers capable of sealing and strengthen the near-wellbore area to solve 

the root cause of the loss circulation problem.  

 

Figure 1. 3: Complications of mud loss problem in narrow operational window and limitations of 

LCM selection at different formations. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

This study investigates the application of polyacrylamide cross-linkable polymer gel in the drilling 

mud formulation to enhance wellbore strengthening. Organic and inorganic crosslinkers were 

considered. Further, this study seeks to develop procedures and novel polymer gel systems to be 

applied in naturally fractured formations. The main objective of this study is to provide a 

responsive, adaptive, and efficient solution to the loss circulation problem in challenging situations 

such as high fractured formations. The treatment will be independent of fracture size and can solve 

the lost circulation problem in one trial, saving a lot of non-productive time (NPT). The proposed 

solution will be based on a controlled gelling polymer which will be developed in this study. The 
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objectives of developing a crosslinked polymer for lost circulation treatment and wellbore 

strengthening can be summarized in the following sub-objectives:  

1. Develop formulas of a flowing cross-linkable polyacrylamide-based drilling fluid with 

a controlled gelation rate. 

2. Develop cross-linkable polyacrylamide-based pills for lost circulation treatment.  

3. Study the gelation kinetics of the gelling LCMs in drilling fluid formulations. 

4. Investigate the efficiency of the polymeric gel systems in sealing and plugging multiple 

near wellbore fractures as a corrective treatment.  

5. Investigate the feasibility of using the developed formulations for drilling fluid loss 

prevention as a proactive treatment.  

1.4 Research Hypotheses 

The research hypotheses were based on the studied literature where the challenging situations of 

lost circulation and the affecting factors of polymers crosslinking were investigated. The following 

hypotheses are considered for this research:  

• A crosslinked polymer can form a strong gel capable of sealing near wellbore fractures 

if the formula is well designed. 

• The gelation process may occur in the pipes and drill string if the gelation process is 

not adequately controlled. 

• Crosslinked polymers are compatible with water-based drilling fluid. However, 

flocculation and instabilities may occur in some conditions.  

• The crosslinked polymers cause minor formation damage. 
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1.5 Research Scope and Methodology 

The research methodology of this study was classified into four levels of investigation to cover the 

scope and meet the objectives. The research levels include theoretical literature review, 

experimental investigation, post-experimental analysis, and machine learning modeling. The 

workflow of four these levels is structured in the framework shown in Figure 1.1.  

 
Figure 1. 4: Research methodology framework 

The scope of each investigation level is discussed in the following methodologies:  

i. Theoretical Review: The objective of the theoretical review conducted in this study is to 

provide a comprehensive review of literature on the lost circulation problem, drilling fluid 

filtration mechanism, and lost circulation materials. The gap in the literature, operational 

challenges, and limitations were defined. Understanding of literature and lost circulation 

problem provide the base for selecting potential polymers and crosslinkers to meet the specific 

conditions and applications. This review aims to provide an in-depth evaluation of the 

commercially available polymers and crosslinkers to characterize their working conditions, 
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gelation factors, stability, and cost.  Findings and outcomes from this review study also helped 

design the research framework by identifying the required experimental analysis and required 

investigations.   

ii. Experimental work: In this study, three stages of experimental studies were conducted to 

develop the polymeric gels and evaluate their performance as LCM.  In the first stage, the 

potentials polymers and crosslinkers were screened based on their rheology. The screening was 

conducted for all components in drilling fluid formulations. The goal was to select the proper 

materials and concentrations to establish the crosslinked polymer-based fluid formulation to 

be used as LCM.  In the second stage, static and dynamic sealing experiments were conducted 

to test the performance of the optimized formulations in sealing both permeable rocks and 

fractures in different conditions. In the third stage, post-experimental analyses were carried out 

to evaluate sealing efficiency and formation damage potential risks. It is worth mentioning that 

this is the first time the filter cake and formation damage of crosslinked polymer is investigated. 

The details of all the experiments are described in Sec 4.3. 

iii. Machine Learning Modeling: A machine learning (ML) approach was used in this study to 

expand the rheological assessment of the crosslinked polymers formulations. The approach 

depended on the nonlinear regressions using several machine learning algorithms. The data 

generated in the experimental work was utilized to build datasets used as inputs for the ML 

models. The ML algorithms, model training, parameters tuning, and model validation are 

explained in Sec 4.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  

This chapter summarizes the findings of the literature study and emphasizes the complications of 

mud loss, LCM selection criteria, particle size, and concentration considerations. A comprehensive 

background study was conducted on drilling fluid loss, filtration mechanisms in different fluid and 

rock systems, and applied solutions. The challenges, limitations, and current gaps were 

highlighted.  

2.1 Mechanisms of Mud Loss and Affecting Factors  

A mud loss or lost circulation can be defined as the uncontrolled mud flow from the wellbore to 

the formation driven by differential pressure. The mud escapes the wellbore by different 

mechanisms depending on the formation type. Loss formation can be highly permeable or 

unconsolidated formations, natural fractures, or fractures induced by wellbore pressure and drilling 

operation. In overbalanced drilling, the hydrostatic mud pressure is maintained slightly above the 

formation pressure to hold formation fluids from entering the well. This pressure should be less 

than the formation fracturing pressure to avoid wellbore breakdown and fluid loss.  

Moreover, the equivalent circulating density (ECD), which represents the dynamic 

circulation density exerted in the wellbore, should not exceed the formation fracturing gradient. 

The ECD is expressed as the sum of hydrostatic mud pressure and annulus pressure loss due to 

friction. Hence, high circulating pressure loss makes ECD exceeds the near-wellbore hoop stress 

and tensile strength of the rock, causing loss of circulation (Salehi and Nygaard 2012b; Ghalambor 

et al. 2014). In microfractures, the excessive pressure imposed by the fluid circulation can 

propagate these fractures and increase the loss rate. Therefore, the drilling operation window 

between the pore pressure and fracture pressure should be carefully considered in mud design and 

during drilling operation.  
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The commonly used classification for lost circulation was based on the amount of loss. The 

industry has classified loss into three categories; seepage, when mud loss is below 25 bbl/hr, 

partial, when the loss rate is between 25-100 bbl/hr, and total, when the loss rate is higher than 100 

bbl/hr or there is no return. Sometimes, this classification is different for static and dynamic 

wellbore or other types of mud; for instance, for the oil-based mud (OBM), when the loss is greater 

than 30 bbl/hr, it is considered a severe loss (Rabia 2002). This classification was used for many 

years to assess the lost circulation problems and how to address them. However, it does not provide 

enough essential information for designing a preventive or corrective strategy, such as the 

formation type, the loss mechanism, or abnormally pressurized zones. A better classification is 

based on the formation type in which the loss occurs as it gives more information on the loss 

mechanisms. Figure 2.1 illustrates the difference between these three types of loss zones. 

 
Figure 2. 1: Lost circulation mechanisms. 

Ghalambor et al. (2014) stated that the current adopted classification focuses on the 

mechanisms of lost circulations, which can be categorized into loss to pore throats, loss to induced 

or natural fractures, and loss to vugs or caverns. For instance, seepage losses are usually 

encountered in high permeable formations such as sandstone, where large pore throats exist. In 
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contrast, partial losses are more observed in unconsolidated sands, gravel, or microfractures (Javeri 

et al. 2011; Brandl et al. 2011). The total losses are associated with large fractures, apertures, and 

vugular and cavernous formations (Bugbee 1953; Ghalambor et al. 2014).  

Narrow operational mud windows make the lost circulation problem more complicated. 

Usually, it is more likely to exceed the fracture gradient in depleted reservoirs, deepwater wells, 

deviated wells, and HPHT wells (Zamora et al. 2000; Addis et al. 2001). For example, drilling in-

fill wells in depleted reservoirs is usually associated with frequent mud loss incidents because of 

the significantly decreasing fracture pressure. Fracture pressure decreases due to the drop in pore 

pressure through the field's long production life. A similar situation is faced in deepwater wells; 

the density of seawater, which is much lower than rock's density, lowers the overburden pressure 

and causes lower than usual fracture gradients, which narrow the operational window. Moreover, 

narrow mud windows are also observed in deviated wells, where loss can occur at the high 

inclination at a pressure significantly less than the normal fracture gradient (Byrd and Zamora 

1988; Salehi and Nygaard 2011).  

Identifying the loss mechanism is critical for quick action in the rig site. Usually, the loss 

profile and mud tank level reflect the loss mechanism. Table 2.1 summarizes the typical profiles 

of loss rate and pit level for different loss mechanisms. In some situations, where the loss occurs 

due to exposure to rock with high permeability, the loss rate increases gradually with more 

exposure to the rocks while drilling is proceeding deeper. The onset points on the profile, which 

reflects the starting of the loss, are shown for each type. The bit-level or mud tanks also vary with 

the same trend corresponding to the loss rate. The first type shown in Table 2.1 is the loss due to 

high permeable formations, where the loss continues to increase steadily after the onset point of 

the loss.  After a while, the loss drops with time, suggesting that the loss occurs at the drill bit. The 
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loss then reduces gradually as the drilling passes the trouble interval. Beda and Carugo (2001) 

stated that for loss to highly permeable-rocks, the pore size of the rocks should be at least three 

times more than the size of the mud solids (Beda and Carugo 2001; Lavrov 2016).  

Table 2. 1: Loss rate and mud pit level at different loss mechanisms, modified after (Chilingarian and 

Vorabutr 1981) 

 

On the other hand, the loss mechanism in natural fractures depends on the wellbore 

pressure and the fracture's hydraulic aperture. In addition, the viscosity of the mud, fluid leak-off 

through the wall of the fractures, and the filter cake evolution inside the fracture also control the 

loss severity. It is worth mentioning that the fracture's permeability depends highly on fracture 

width and the mineralization products inside the fracture. For the fracture to be conductive and 

causes fluid loss, the fracture width needs to be large enough to provide enough permeability. The 

loss rate can be very high if there is a connected-fractures matrix with significantly high 

permeability, which can cause severe fluid loss. According to Dyke et al. (1995), natural fractures 

cause about 76% of the losses at one major operator (Lavrov 2016; Dyke et al. 1995; Kumar et al. 

2011). Table 2.2 summarizes different types of lost circulation mechanisms, the typical formation 

characteristics, loss rate profiles, and preventive or corrective measures.   
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Table 2. 2: Loss classifications based on mechanisms and formation characteristics 

Loss 

classification 

Typical formations 

characteristics  
Mechanism Loss rate profile  

Preventive/corrective 

measures  

Porous scale   

▪ Permeability 

matrix  

▪ Sands 

▪ Sandstone 

▪ Silt  

 

▪ Starts gradually. 

▪ Depends on filter 

cake permeability   

▪ Usually seepage loss, 

less than 10 bbl/hr 

▪  If not controlled may 

become severe loss 

(10 - 50 bbl/hr) 

▪ Manage ECD 

▪ Use loss circulation 

materials (LCM) 

▪ Mange drilling 

parameters and hole 

cleaning 

Fracture 

scale  

▪ Natural fractures  

▪ Induced fractures  

▪ Fracture network  

▪ Depends on 

fractures size and 

filter cake inside 

fractures walls 

▪ A significant drop in 

mud height inside the 

wellbore 

▪ Severe loss 

▪ May lead to a total 

loss. 

 

▪ LCM 

▪ Wellbore 

strengthening  

▪ Pill and cement plugs 

 

Vuges or 

caverns   

▪ Cavernous 

formations 

▪ Large natural 

fractures   

▪ Mud invasions 

depend on the size 

of the vugs and 

conductivity of the 

surrounding 

fractures network 

▪ Sudden severe or total 

loss  

 

 

▪ Particulate LCM 

▪ Crosslinked pills  

▪ Cement plugs  

Abnormal 

pressure 

▪ Subsalt formation 

▪ Depleted formation 

▪ Deepwater 

 

▪ Occurs due to 

tensile failure in 

narrow drilling 

operational 

windows 

▪ Loss has two stages; 

first, it starts gradually 

during fracture 

creation, then 

increases abruptly 

with fracture 

propagation.  

▪ Managed pressure 

drilling (MPD) 

▪ Wellbore 

strengthening  

 

Moreover, in the drilling operation, the common classifications and general loss circulation 

mechanism set the base for considering the other factors and lost circulation mechanisms. 

Basically, the factors affecting loss circulation can be divided into controlled and uncontrolled 

factors. The controlled factors represent the drilling operational factors that can be optimized 

within reasonable limits. These factors include the mud type, mud density and rheology, LCM type 

and concentration, circulation rate, rotary speed, tripping speed, and annulus back pressure if chock 

valve is available.  The uncontrolled parameters represent the reservoir's pre-existing condition, 

such as temperature, pressure gradients, rock type, porosity, permeability, and natural fracture 
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sizes.  The effect of these factors on mud loss and how to help in loss prevention is explained in 

detail in section 2.4. 

2.2  Review of Applied Solutions in the Field and Current Gaps  

Solving lost circulation reduces many drilling potential problems such as hole instability, 

differential sticking, and well control issues.  A major concern in drilling is the immediate 

detection of lost circulation events and the post anticipation of potential loss areas to apply 

appropriate preventive or remedial measures. Effective drilling fluid design and proper selection 

of remedial actions help quickly regain circulation and avoid amplified drilling costs due to 

increased NPT. The industry's solution techniques can be classified qualitatively into corrective 

and preventive methods, depending on whether the action is taken before or after the loss.  

2.2.1 Corrective and Preventive Treatments  

The corrective treatments are defined as any remedial actions taken after the loss occurs. The aim 

is to quickly stop the loss and regain drilling fluid circulation to avoid drilling problems and reduce 

NPT. Corrective treatments include adding conventional plugging materials in a single treatment 

or a blend of one or more LCM types, spudding LCM pills, or cement plugs, depending on the 

type and severity of the loss.  

The common corrective solutions can be grouped into four methods. The first method is 

called the waiting method. This method is applied when the loss is minor or seepage. After drilling 

is stopped and a few stands of the drill string is pulled out above the loss zone while monitoring 

circulation and pressure. If the loss continues to propagate, a conventional LCMs such as sized 

calcium carbonate, fibrous and flaky materials, or graphite are used to help seal off the loss area 

(Luzardo et al. 2015b; Ezeakacha and Salehi 2018). The second method is redesigning the drilling 

fluid by including plugging materials with the proper size or mixture of LCMs to form a low 
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permeable mud cake. This method is used when the loss is partial to severe. While applying this 

method, the mud column level inside the well should be maintained to avoid possible kicks or loss 

of well control. This third method is the spotting of the LCM pill. The pill is intended to create a 

physical barrier by filling the void in the lost circulation zone by squeezing an extremely thick 

material or a mixture of LCMs.    

The process of applying the pill may utilize an open-ended drill pipe to inject the pill 

mixture. Then the pressure is maintained to gently squeeze the pill for a period  to ensure pill 

integrity. The pill should be designed to fill and bridge inside the loss structure rapidly. Many 

rapid-set LCM pills are available in the industry that can quickly react with mud after being spotted 

inside the loss zone. The formation of a dense, flexible plug inside the fractures helps quickly 

resume the drilling operations (Sweatman et al. 2004). 

The fourth method in the corrective treatment is cement squeeze or plugs, which should be 

the last resort if the loss was not contained by the previous techniques or in case of sudden severe 

or total loss. Treating lost circulation with cement squeezing and plugs is irreversible in many 

cases; however, it has an advantage over the LCM pill because the pill may fail due to the swab 

and surge effect during drill strings trips in and out of the hole. Therefore the treatment with cement 

squeeze and plugs are usually applied in non-producing zones where formation damage is not an 

issue, and loss is extremely severe (Fidan et al. 2004a). 

  In both the cement squeeze and cement plug approaches, a cement slurry is placed in the 

thief zone to isolate it completely. However, there are some differences between these two 

techniques in terms of operational procedures and cost. The cement squeezing is considered to 

take less time and cost compared to the cement plug. The process restores the drilling fluid 

circulation by spotting a cement slurry across the loss zone, waiting on cement to cure, then drill 
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through the plug. The advantage of cement squeezing is that the cement can be injected through 

the bit to save the time required for pulling out of the well or using a small diameter tubing called 

the stringer that can be installed below the drill pipes. Low-pressure formation such as depleted 

reservoirs are good candidate for this treatment (Luzardo et al. 2015a). On the other hand, the 

cement plug requires more cement volume and is used when large fractures or caving are 

encountered. A combination of cement squeeze and plug may be necessary in severe cases, mainly 

when the loss occurs below the casing shoe (Wojtanowicz and Zhou 2001).   

The case study reported by Rahmanifard et al. (2014) is a good example showing attempts 

to solve loss circulation by the methods explained above while drilling a 12 inches section of an 

exploration well. They first used less density mud and conventional LCM to stop the loss, then 

pumped LCM pill (110 bbl mica in 20 lb/bbl), which failed due to the loss severity. Eventually, 

the loss was cured by pumping a 100 bbl cement slurry with concentration of 137 pcf (Rahmanifard 

et al. 2014).  

Over the last decade, techniques and methods of loss prevention have developed 

significantly. The urge to develop new prevention and proactive treatment techniques comes from 

the amount of time and cost lost in solving lost circulations and the subsequent instability and well 

control problems. The field's practice and experience have proven that preventing the loss in the 

first place is easier and less expensive than curing them (Magzoub et al. 2020a). Moreover, LCMs, 

in many cases, fail to restore drilling fluid circulation due to extreme downhole conditions, which 

will lead to tremendous NPT. The goal of preventive or proactive treatment is to reduce the 

tendency of loss events by taking actions before the loss. This is achieved by either a set of 

operational techniques such as manipulating drilling parameters or wellbore strengthening 

methods. 
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In drilling rig sites, there are many useful practices used to prevent lost circulation. For 

example, reducing the mud density, using proper solids handling equipment and ensure hole 

cleaning to maintain the mud density, and minimizing the equivalent circulating density (ECD). 

Another effective practice used in the rig site is to slowly run-in drill pipes to avoid surge pressure 

effects that may cause stability problems and lead to lost circulations (Lavrov 2016). Also, gradual 

starting on mud pump and drilling fluid circulation, which is called break-circulation, after a long 

period of static condition reduces the risk of lost circulation, especially in deep wells with long 

open-hole sections. A successful practice is the addition of proper LCMs to the drilling fluids 

before entering a known loss zone, which has significantly reduced loss tendency and increased 

the formation fracture gradients in many reported field applications (El-Sayed et al. 2007; 

Belyakov et al. 2018).  

Although these practices are proven effective in preventing lost circulation in many cases, 

in some situations, the downhole conditions pose more challenges. For instance, narrow 

operational drilling windows make it very difficult to manipulate the ECD. In such cases, proactive 

treatment is highly recommended. The most effective proactive treatment is the method of 

wellbore strengthening, which can be defined as any technique applied to widen the gap between 

the pore pressure and the formation fracturing pressure by toughening or strengthening the 

wellbore (Salehi 2012).  In the process, the fractures are sealed and plugged while drilling to 

increase the formation fracturing pressure. This pressure presents the maximum pressure that the 

formation can withstand before causing the fracture to initiate or propagate, which is the key 

parameter in loss mitigation.  

In general, wellbore strengthening can be applied in many situations where narrow 

operational windows limit the use of other methods. For example, in deepwater drilling, depleted 
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reservoirs with varying fracture gradients and highly fractured formations. In addition to the 

significant benefit of reducing lost events and enhancing well-control, the wellbore strengthening 

contributes significantly to NPT reduction (Lavrov 2017) during the cementing stage after drilling, 

as highlighted by the industry. Sealing the natural and induced fractures while drilling contributed 

to quick and efficient cementing jobs by reducing the loss of cement slurry. 

 

Figure 2. 2: Selection chart of preventive and corrective treatment and methods. 

Furthermore, all loss prevention and reduction techniques depend mainly on the drilling 

fluid and well construction design. Proactive treatment plans should be considered in advance by 

accurately identifying potential loss intervals, estimating the loss severity, and studying the 

formations' geological characteristics causing the loss. Therefore, the implementation cycle of 

wellbore strengthening should start by data collection, knowing the similar loss events from the 

offset wells, determining fracture dimension, and modeling fracture creation and sealing 

mechanisms. Based on this information, a proper design of the mud would be prepared in advance.  

Several case studies and field deployment experiences reported that a significant 

enhancement in formation fracturing pressure was achieved, which helped reduce the number of 
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required casing strings and NPT (Nygaard and Salehi 2011). The various techniques applied in the 

industry for preventive and corrective measures are summarized in a decision-making flow chart 

illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

2.2.2 Solutions from Drilling Technologies and Techniques 

Generally, applied solutions methods can either rely on using plugging materials that are selected 

and designed based on formation type and loss severity or on drilling technology and techniques, 

such as casing while drilling (CwD), underbalanced drilling (UBD), and managed pressure drilling 

(MPD).  

Managed pressure drilling (MPD) is one of the most efficient drilling methods used to 

reduce NPT by reducing the number of unplanned casing strings and safely drill through very 

narrow operational windows with high lost circulation risk.  Unlike UBD, the MPD does not 

encourage fluids influx into the wellbore. MPD's primary objectives are to mitigate drilling hazards 

such as lost circulation, stuck pipe, wellbore instability, and well control incidents by increasing 

operational drilling efficiencies.  

According to the definition adopted by the Underbalanced Operations and Managed 

Pressure Committee (UBD &MPD) of the International Association of Drilling Contractors 

(IADC), the MPD can be defined as an adaptive and flexible drilling process used to precisely 

control the pressure profile in the annulus and throughout the wellbore. Overall, the MPD allows 

quick intervention to react to any observed pressure variation.  The MPD can be used in a reactive 

or proactive approach. In the reactive MPD, the well is planned to be drilled conventionally, and 

the MPD method and equipment are used as needed when unexpected problems are encountered. 

On the other hand, in the proactive MPD, the annular pressure profile is actively controlled. The 

MPD application requires proper personnel training and proper selection of the MPD method to 

better address the encountered problems.  
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Recent studies showed that 25 to 33% of all Gulf of Mexico NPT could be reduced using 

MPD (Malloy 2007), besides several successful cases reported in the literature (Essam et al. 2019; 

Hollman et al. 2015). The MPD provides a reliable solution to a difficult drilling situation where 

the driller can navigate through a narrow operational window and avoid many drilling problems 

and associated costs. However, it is worth mention that these methods are associated with logistics 

complications. Additional equipment and rig components are required, which may be limited by 

cost and the rig site area. Moreover, the application may be feasible on offshore wells where 

seawater is available to be used in the MPD process, unlike onshore wells. Also, proper training is 

required for the personnel to be familiar with the method and the MPD well control matrix.  

Underbalanced drilling (UBD) is one of the earlier drilling techniques used to prevent 

drilling fluid from causing formation damage and preserve the reservoir for characterization 

purposes. The Hydrostatic pressure of the mud is intentionally allowed to drop below formation 

pressure by designing a lighter drilling fluid or adding less dense substances such as air, inert 

gases, or natural gas. The Influxes from the well are encouraged and controlled by surface 

containment devices such as rotating control device (RDC), drilling choke manifold (DCM), or 

multiphase separator (Hannegan 2001). Among the benefits of the UBD that includes, but are not 

limited to, reduction of formation damage and differential sticking, the UBD is a reliable solution 

to lost circulation since the hydrostatic pressure is reduced to a level where the loss is not possible.  

As an example of UBD application in avoiding lost circulation, the following case studies 

can be highlighted. Misbah (2010) reported drilling of a horizontal section in Libya. The rock 

strength properties from core analysis collected from an offset well revealed low formation 

pressure and high wellbore instability risk. Therefore the UBD was adopted successfully to drill 

the well to the planned TD of 10767 ft (Misbah 2010). Similarly, 18 UBD horizontal wells have 
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been drilled in  Saih Rawl Field in Oman (Eissa and Al-Harthi 2003). Over the last 40 years, the 

UBD has been a common practice in the South Texas fields. Reports showed that lost circulation 

rates were up to 100 gpm; with the help of UBD, the operators successfully mitigated this problem 

and saved up to $200,000 in drilling fluid cost only in addition to the reduced NPT (Tangedahl 

1996).  

This method's shortcoming is due to the many technical limitations, safety and 

environmental concerns, and the relatively high cost estimated by up to 30 % more than 

conventional overbalanced drilling (Malloy 2007). The technical limitations include the 

requirement of additional surface and downhole equipment and skilled operation crew. In addition 

to the potential wellbore instabilities that resulting from wellbore stress, and high-permeability and 

fractured reservoir, which is not favorable in UBD due to well control complications (Rehm et al. 

2013).   

Casing while drilling (CwD) is a technology used to reduce some of the drilling problems 

associated with open hole exposure time. Reducing the formation exposure time to the mud will 

reduce lost circulation problems, formation swelling due to filtration, and the NPT by saving 

casing running time (Pavković et al. 2016; Patel et al. 2019). Besides reducing the open hole 

exposure time, the casing while drilling has unique filter cake features resulting from plastering or 

smearing effects. The inherent plastering effect in CwD helps strengthen the wellbore and prevent 

lost circulations. The plastering effect is caused by the tight clearance between casing and hole, 

which is usually larger when the drill pipe is used. Karimi et al. (2011) investigated some of the 

key factors that contributing to the positive effect of CwD on filter cake properties. The authors 

suggested that the casing to hole diameter ratio  be in the range of 0.75 to 0.9, as shown in Figure 

2.3. Also, cuttings size with casing drilling was an indicator for successful plastering effect 
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occurrence; therefore, it is recommended to reduce the length of the drill pipe portion used on top 

of the non-retrievable casing drilling assembly  (Karimi et al. 2011). Naveen and Babu (2014) 

conducted experiments on the plastering effect on the filter cake properties. The possible reason 

for the plastering effect was the crushed cuttings in the tight clearance between the casing and 

wellbore. During drilling, the contact with the filter cake leads to plastering effect and formation 

of a thin layer but strong enough to prevent mud loss.  

 
Figure 2. 3: Annular space in regular drilling and casing while drilling contributing to plastering effect 

(Karimi et al. 2011). 

Multiple field case studies documented the significant effect of CwD on enhancing filter 

cake properties and reducing loss circulation. For example, it was reported that the cutting spearing 

helped reduce lost circulation in a field in Peru (Lopez Herrera et al. 2010). Also, drilling in a 

highly permeable section in an oilfield in Colombia was successfully operated without severe loss 

by understanding the positive effect of filter cake plastering. In addition to several reported cases 

in Oman (Sánchez and Al-Harthy 2011), Malaysia (Dawson et al. 2010), and Western Australia 

(Graves and Herrera Gomez 2013), where cutting spearing into the pore hole greatly helped in 

wellbore strengthening and mud loss prevention. Meza et al. (2017) demonstrated the difference 

in filter cake properties in conventional drilling and CwD and how it affects lost circulation, 

especially in weak formations. Their experimental setup was designed to hold a 7” pipe placed 

eccentrically in a hole with small clearance to touch the wall on the same spot in every rotation. 
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Figure 2.4a shows the smear and plastering effect on the filter cake cross-sectional view. The mud 

particles were forced to enter the rock, which helped plug the pores and reduce filtration and filter 

cake thickness, unlike the filter cake simulated by the conventional drilling shown in Figure 2.4b 

(Meza et al. 2017). 

     

(a) (b) 
 

Figure 2. 4: Cross-sectional view of filter cake during a) conventional drilling and b) casing while drilling 

(Meza et al. 2017). 

2.2.3 Review of LCM Types, Formulations, and Applications 

Over the past years, drilling fluids development has offered various smart lost circulation 

treatments with chemicals and materials designed for specific loss situations and drilling 

conditions. However, the sealing pressure may become very low if the materials’ size and 

concentration are not appropriately designed. Besides, thermal stability plays a non-negligible 

factor affecting the performance of LCM. The sealing efficiency depends on the re-opening 

pressure produced and how quickly the circulation is restored. The following subsections review 

the available LCM types, including the most recent advance of new smart chemicals. The 

temperature constraints, the recommended concentrations, and the range of particle size 

distribution are summarized.  

 There are many LCMs available for lost circulation treatment and wellbore strengthening. 

Proper selection of LCM type among various available options requires careful consideration for 
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formation characteristics, filtration mechanisms, and downhole conditions.  In general, LCM 

should provide sufficient mechanical strength to resist stress from drilling operation and wellbore 

pressure (Salehi 2012). The LCM should also adapt to downhole environments such as temperature 

and geochemical attributes (Cook et al. 2016). The LCMs can be classified on many bases; the 

most used classification is based on the appearance. They are classified as granular, flaky, and 

fibrous materials, or a blend of two or more (Alsaba et al. 2014). Another classification is based 

on the treatment method, corrective or preventive treatment, as bridging materials for wellbore 

strengthening or pills and plugging materials.  

Granular LCMs are the most used additives with drilling fluids for lost circulation 

prevention and treatment. Granular LCMs include organic clay, perlite, calcium carbonate, 

walnuts, graphite, and gilsonite. The common characteristics of this type of LCM are the wide 

range of particle size distribution, the large surface area, and resistance to crushing forces. The last 

property is what makes them a good candidate for wellbore strengthening application. Bridging 

theories and many researchers have emphasized on the significance of particle size and high 

hardness provided by the granular LCMs (Lee and Dahi Taleghani 2020).  

Flaky and fibrous materials are also important for adequate bridging and sealing of loss 

zones. The coarse bridging materials lodge into fractures opening, while the fine particles seal the 

voids in the bridge (Gatlin and Nemir 1961). Flaky materials and fibrous materials are widely used 

in corrective and preventive treatments due to their flexibility, flat shape, and various sizes. 

Although most of the flaky and fibrous types of LCM are known to have little or no mechanical 

strength, they can form mat-like bridges over the face of the permeable formation, which reduces 

filter cake permeability (Howard and Scott Jr 1951). Using LCM may have some limitations in 

OBM due to suspension capacity and in drill-in fluids due to formation damage considerations. 
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More options of LCMs are available to overcome this limitation, such as acid/water-soluble LCMs, 

which are easy to be removed after drilling by washing and acid treatments (Alsaba et al. 2014).   

Some downhole conditions and complex situations of lost circulation require using blends of two 

or more types of LCMs. Several studies revealed that using LCMs mixture increases sealing 

efficiency to cover a wide range of pore throat sizes and fractures (Al-saba et al. 2014b).  

Recent studies were conducted on smart LCMs such as nanoparticles (NP), encapsulated 

downhole mixed pills, and shape memory polymers (SMP). Mansour et al. (2019) used SMP that 

can be activated by downhole temperature to restore predesigned shape to seal large fractures 

(Mansour et al. 2019). NPs are engineered materials in the range of 1–100 nm; they have distinctive 

properties under a wide range of operating conditions.  

 
Figure 2. 5: A schematic representation of mud losses while drilling in the case of (a) typical LCM and (b) 

NPs (Modified from Borisov et al. 2015). 

A successful field application reported by Borisov et al. (2015) showed that nanoparticle-

based invert emulsion drilling fluids can significantly reduce fluid loss and create a thinner filter 

cake compared to fluids containing LCMs alone (Borisov et al. 2015). Due to their superior 
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properties, NP can fill the gaps between the micron-sized particles, which leads to lower 

permeability and decreased filtrate flux (Figure 2.5) (Seetharaman and Sangwai 2020). 

Moreover, synthetic polymers and polymeric gels are used to enhance filtration control and 

provide higher thermal stability. Most crosslinked polymers used for conformance control in water 

shutoff applications can be used for fluid loss prevention and wellbore strengthening. In this study, 

a crosslinked polymer comprising PAM and PEI that can be used in temperatures above 130oC 

(266oF) were developed. The crosslinked polymers successfully sealed fracture and permeable 

cores with high sealing pressure up to 1000 psi. Comparing the crosslinked polymer with a 

conventional LCM formulated by calcium carbonate (55 lb/bbl) and cedar fiber (10 lb/bbl), the 

crosslinked polymer reduced the mud loss by 80% at 130oC (266oF).  Table 2.3 summarizes the 

broad types and their applications. Information on the table is summarized from (Alsaba et al. 

2014; Rafati et al. 2018; Hamza et al. 2019; Mansour et al. 2017). 

Table 2. 3: Broad types of LCM and their applications 

Classification Description Examples Application 

Granular 
Variable sizes 

High crushing resistance\ 

Sized calcium carbonate, walnut, 

nutshell, sized ground marble,  

Wellbore strengthening  

Bridging materials 

Flaky 

Thin flat shape 

Large surface area 

No degree of stiffness 

Cellophane 

Cottonseed hulls 

Mica, corn cobs 

Seal permeable formation 

phase 

Seal voids may exist in 

bridging materials  

Concentrated pills 

Fibrous 

Longs and flexible 

Various sizes 

May have a little degree of 

stiffness 

Cedar fiber, nylon fiber, mineral 

fibers, sawdust, shredded paper, 

and natural cellulose fiber. 

 

Corrective treatment in 

seepage loss  

Preventive treatment 

Concentrated pills in severe 

loss  

Blends of 

LCMs 

Blends of LCM with 

different sizes and strength   

Blends of granular, fibrous, 

flaky, or enforcing materials 

such as nanoparticles  

Preventive and corrective 

treatments  

Wellbore strengthening  

Nanoparticles 

High surface to volume ratio 

High thermal stability  

 

 

Silicon Nanoparticles  

Iron Hydroxide NP 

copper oxide nanoparticles 

Calcium Carbonate NP 

Reduce filtration  

Reduce pipe sticking  

Mitigate formation 

hydration 
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Polymeric gel 
Crosslinked polymers with 

controlled gelation time 

Polyacrylamide crosslinked with 

polyethyleneimine, aluminum 

acetate, chromium acetate, or 

chitosan   

Polymeric gel Pills  

wellbore strengthening  

Smart LCM 

Swellable/Hydratable LCMs 

combinations 

Shape programable 

Encapsulated pills  

Shape memory polymers 

Swellable clays  

Encapsulated crosslinkable 

polymers  

Preventive and corrective 

treatments in deepwater 

wells, HPHT wells, and 

reactive formation.  
 

2.2.3.1 Temperature Constraints  

Downhole conditions such as temperature and pressure are considered pre-existing factors 

that must be considered in selecting the proper LCM for designing drilling fluids. In such 

situations, lost circulation becomes more complicated, especially in large fractures (Saleh et al. 

2020). The constraints in selecting effective LCMs stem from the fact that most of the conventional 

LCMs fail to seal at high temperatures (Lee and Taleghani 2020). Conventional filtration control 

materials and inhibitors do not function at high temperatures. Materials such as organic or 

cellulosic substances exhibit high degradation under high-temperature environments. In addition 

to degradation, mud flocculation occurs at high temperature, causing a negative impact on filtration 

control and LCM effectiveness. Besides, the high temperature limits the functionality of the 

commonly used chemical deflocculant. The flocculation tendency increases at high temperatures 

due to the high alkalinity caused by contamination from formation fluids. In ultra-high temperature 

formation, the best option is to use thermoset rubbers, ground coal, and mineral fibers. Some 

researchers suggested adding temperature resistant materials to the drilling fluids such as strata-

wool and mineral fibers (Loeppke 1986; Salih and Bilgesu 2017).  

 A study conducted by Cole et al. (2017) on the lost circulation events occurred in 38 

geothermal wells drilled between 2009-2017 in the U.S. provided insight into the challenges faced 

in high downhole temperature. The study revealed that field treatments were 71%, 69%, and 84% 

for the seepage, partial, and total loss, respectively. The failure was due to the high temperature 
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and its impact on the LCM and the base fluid, in addition to the depth and length of the loss 

intervals (Cole et al. 2017). 

 Good rheology is essential to maintain the LCM suspension at high temperatures. 

Deterioration of rheological properties imposes constraints on the LCMs concentration and size. 

Various thickening agents are added to the drilling fluid to provide the required rheological 

properties, such as xanthan gum and sepiolite. However, not all these chemicals or clays can 

function at high temperatures. Echt and Plank (2019) tested the carrying capacity of sepiolite and 

xanthan gum in the water-based fluids at a temperature ranging from 80oC to 150oC (176oF to 

302oF). Results showed that unlike xanthan gum, the sepiolite exhibited excellent suspension up 

to 150oC (302oF), as shown in Figure 2.6 (Echt and Plank 2019). 

 
Figure 2. 6: Effect of high temperature on carrying capacity of drilling fluid (Echt and Plank 2019). 

Several studies suggested using crosslinked polymers for treating lost circulation at HTHP 

since crosslinked polymeric gels have high thermal stability. Metcalf et al. (2011) formulated a 

crosslinked polymer system to solve loss circulation problems encountered in the Permian Basin 

of West Texas. Their formulation contained a mixture of polymer, LCM, and silicate particles. 

The field trial showed a 60% reduction in the fluid loss within 9 to 12 hrs., and total circulation 

was regained in 18 to 24 hrs. In another study, Jian et al. (2019) used crosslinked polymers with 

an extended gelation time to cure loss at 150oC (300oF) with high sealing pressure up to 1430 psi.  
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Another factor affecting mud loss is the rotational speed. Studies revealed that it has a 

significant effect on dynamic filtration in combination with other factors. Ezeakacha and Salehi 

(2019) conducted an experimental study to characterize the dynamic filtration in permeable cores 

at a rotational speed varying from 30 rpm to 110 rpm and temperature range from 120 to 240oF 

(48oC to 115oC). The results showed that LCM concentration and temperature greatly influence 

the filtration, as shown in Figure 2.7. The notation A, B, and C in the figure refer to LCM 

concentration, rotary speed, and temperature, respectively. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the low 

and high property level used as boundaries for the sensitivity analysis, as shown in Table 2.4. An 

interesting finding out of this study is that increasing the temperature from 120oF to 220oF (48oC 

to 115oC) showed a significant impact on dynamic mud filtration, diminishing the increase of LCM 

concentration from 30 lb/bbl to 80 lb/bbl. The filtration increased by 23% at elevated temperatures 

(Ezeakacha and Salehi 2019b).   

 
Figure 2. 7: Effect of temperature with LCM concentration on dynamic filtration (Ezeakacha and Salehi 

2019b). 

Table 2. 4: Boundaries for sensitivity analysis of the three factors affecting mud loss (Ezeakacha and 

Salehi 2019b) 

Factors  Notation Low level High level 

LCM concentration  A 30 lb/bbl 80 lb/bbl 
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Rotary speed B 30 rpm 110 rpm 

Temperature  C 120oF 220oF 

In conclusion, based on several studies (Wenjun et al. 2014; Thaemlitz et al. 1999; Fink 

2015), the following factors should be considered in selecting LCM for high-temperature 

applications:  

1. High thermal stability to avoid degradation and rheology deterioration. 

2. Resistance to pollutants such as salts and chemicals, and formation fluids. 

3. Environmental impact.  

2.2.3.2 Recommended Particle Size Distribution 

According to API RP 13B-1 (2020); API RP 13B-2 (2018), the LCM should have specific 

characteristics. For instance, too small particles will pass the fractures and fail to bridge on fracture 

mouth. Similarly, too large particles will not be able to get into the fracture and seal it. Therefore, 

proper size distribution is essential for fast and adequate sealing. The theory behind particles' effect 

was first introduced by Andreasen and Anderson (1930) in what is known as the ideal packing 

theory (IPT). The IPT refers to the full range of particle size required to seal all voids, including 

the voids formed during the bridging process. The cumulative filtration fluid (Cum Vol%) is 

proportional to the particle size diameter by Equation 2.22. 

                      𝐶𝑢𝑚 𝑉𝑜𝑙%  ∝   𝑑𝑥…………………… (2.22) 

Where x is related to particle size distribution; 𝑥 = 1  when particles are evenly distributed, 𝑥 <

1 when particle distribution is shifted towards the smaller size, and 𝑥 > 1 when the larger size is 

dominating the distribution.  

Abrams’ rule suggests the mean particle size of the bridging particles to be equal or slightly 

greater than 1/3 of the average pore size of the filtration medium. For example, the rule suggests 
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that for 150 µm porous, the bridging particles should be having a medium particle size of 50 µm 

(Abrams 1977). More specification to the suitable particle size for an enhanced sealing efficacy 

was proposed by Vickers et al. (2006), as shown in Table 2.6.  

Table 2. 5: Recommended particle size specification with respect to the pore throat size (Vickers and Elkin 

2006) 

Particle size of volume % Recommended specification related to the average size of the pore throat  

D90 Equal to the maximum pore throat  

D75 Less than 2/3 of the largest pore throat  

D50 Larger or equal to the 1/3 of the mean pore throat  

D25 Equal to 1/7 of the mean pore throat  

D10 Larger than the smallest pore throat  

The importance of particle size distribution on improving LCM performance to enhance 

sealing efficiency was emphasized by many researchers (Al-saba et al. 2014a; Aadnøy and 

Belayneh 2004; Bao et al. 2019; Ezeakacha and Salehi 2019b). Ezeakacha and Salehi (2019) 

studied different concentrations of LCM and observed a significant effect of particle size and 

concentration on the dynamic mud loss; however, it could not mask the negative effect of high 

temperature as discussed in the above section (Ezeakacha and Salehi 2019b). Al-Saba et al. (2014) 

used slotted discs with different sizes of aperture and fracture tips to evaluate the LCM 

performance. Based on the results, the authors suggested using blends with a wide range of 

particles to reduce a fluid loss (Al-saba et al. 2014a). Aadony and Belayneh (2014) emphasized 

the importance of the wide distribution of particle size in the LCM. The larger particles form the 

bridge on the fracture mouth, and the smaller particles fill the gaps and stop fluid loss through the 

bridged particles. Kageson-Loe et al. (2009) demonstrated that for articulated LCM, the finer 

particles are also crucial for plugging and bridging on fracture opening. As shown in Figure 2.8, 

the mixture of large and fine particles is necessary to create a tight filter cake and to reduce the 

fluid leak-off through the fracture walls.  
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Figure 2. 8: Illustration of the significance of fine and coarse particles on LCM performance 

(Kageson-Loe et al. 2009). 

The LCM particle size also influences the plastering effect, which is important for wellbore 

strengthening. He et al. (2018) conducted several HPHT filtrations experiments on 16 cores and 

then used the Brazilian test to quantify rock specimens' strength after the filtration test. Based on 

the analysis, the particle size distribution was a major factor in wellbore strengthening 

measurements. The author suggested the D50 of the particles be equal to the mean pore throat size 

to get the maximum benefit of the plastering effect. 

From the above discussion, a proper particle size selection for LCM treatment is crucial. 

However, according to Dupriest (2005), particle size selection is relatively unimportant when the 

lost circulation is treated using heavy pills because the sealing mechanism depends on the 

concentration of heavy, immobile mass that fills and plugs the voids. The author also 

recommended that particles less than 100 μm be used only for matrix seepage, not for severe loss 

or fracture treatment. For the pill application, particles of 400 μm showed better performance. 

Table 2.6 summarizes the importance of particle size selection based on different studies on 

wellbore strengthening modeling.  
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Table 2. 6: Importance of particle size in different models of wellbore strengthening (Dupriest 2005) 

Wellbore 

strengthening model 
Strengthening theory 

Significance 

of particle 

size 

Illustration Author s 

Fracture Closure 

Stress (FCS) 

Fluid invade the fracture 

Isolated fracture tip and 

increases closure stress 

 

Not important 

 

(Dupriest 2005) 

Stress Cage (SC) 

The LCM strength support 

and prop the fracture at the 

fracture opening. Tangential 

stress around the wellbore 

increases 

Important 

 

(Alberty and 

McLean 2004a) 

Fracture Propagation 

Resistance (FPR) 

Fluid not required to invade 

the fracture 

Fracture tip is isolated 

Important 

 

(Mehrabian et al. 

2015) 

3D poroelastic 

models 

Restoring hoop stress is the 

main mechanism during 

fracture sealing. 

A change in particle size 

appears to be necessary to seal 

different sizes of crack mouth 

Same size particles for sealing 

the crack tips 

Important 

 

(Salehi 2012) 

2.3 Implications of Mud Loss and Operational Challenges 

2.3.1 Chemical and Geochemical Challenges 

Chemical factors refer to the mud's chemical composition, such as LCM and rheology additives, 

while geochemical factors refer to the formation rock's type and composition. The drilling fluid's 

ability to stop and prevent mud loss highly depends on the chemical and geochemical factors and 

the interaction between them. This section summarizes the impact of each of these factors on mud 

loss.  

The chemical influencing factors can be broadly grouped into three aspects, the mud type, 

the type of rheology additives, and most importantly, the type of bridging materials used for 
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filtration control. The water-based mud (WBM), oil-based mud (OBM), and aerated mud are the 

common classifications of mud type. The general composition of OBM is illustrated in Figure 

2.9a, in weight percent, excluding weighting agents. OBM consists of 25 to 75 wt.% of aqueous-

brine fluids, while the oil phase is dispersed within the aqueous brine phase. Offshore OBM 

generally contains high saline calcium chloride solution, about 30 wt.%. The filtration control 

additives in OBM may contain asphalt and gilsonite, and amine clays or lignite products. The 

WBM, on the other hand, composes of sodium or potassium brine as a continuous phase. The 

generalized composition is illustrated in Figure 2.9b, showing the typical formulation for onshore 

and offshore applications. For offshore applications, the WBM usually contains special polymeric 

additives to control swelling of clays and geochemical complications (Wenger et al. 2004).  

 
Figure 2. 9: Typical composition of a) OBM and b) WBM, excluding weighting agents (Wenger et al. 2004). 

In addition to this broad classification, Zaba and Lyons (1996) summarized the base fluid 

used for mud formation into fresh-water, inhibited that suppress clay hydration, low-solids, 

emulsified, and oil-based mud (Zaba and Lyons 1996). The fresh-water muds have pH ranges from 

7 to 9.5, and several additives are used, such as clays, dispersants, and organic polymers. The 

filtration control in this type of mud is based on the rheology and conventional LCMs. The 

inhibited mud is used to suppress the reactive clays by preventing hydration caused by the mud 
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filtrate invasion. Examples of these muds are lime, seawater, and gypsum muds (Zaba and Lyons 

1996). Many reports from literature show variations in loss control capabilities depending on the 

mud type. For instance, the OBM usually performs better than WBM, especially at HPHT 

applications due to the higher thermal stability, in addtion, better filtration control performance 

can be obtained by using the inverted emulsion drilling fluids (Abduo et al. 2016). 

Other influening parameters, such as mud pH and mud and filtrates alkalinity, are essential 

for colloidal particles such as bentonite to form a compressible filter cake. Hydration of bentonite 

can significantly diminish the effectiveness of its filtration control. Therefore, some chemicals, 

such as caustic soda, are added to prehydrate bentonite in freshwater to improve its fluid loss 

characteristics (Johannes 2012). Additionally, thinners or dispersants are added to enhance fluid-

loss control and reduce filter cake thickness by plugging the tiny openings in the filter cake (Darley 

and Gray 1988a). For example, lignosulfonate is known for enhancing rheology at high 

temperatures and therefore reduces fluid loss. Ghazali et al. (2018) synthesized A biopolymer 

tannin-lignosulfonate and used it as a deflocculant to reduce mud gelation at high temperatures. 

Figure 2.10 shows the enhancement in clay dispersion when deflocculant is used, which prevents 

the attraction of particles with different charges.   

 
Figure 2. 10: Effect of deflocculant on clay dispersion (Ghazali et al. 2018). 
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Fluid loss additives or bridging agents can be classified based on a chemical perspective as 

inert and non-inert particles. The common bridging agents include sized calcium carbonate, mica, 

nutshell, and fiber (Munoz Jr and Todd 2006). The reaction of non-inert additives with drilling 

fluid components and formation ions affects the wellbore's fluid properties and stability. For 

example, when starch is added to a drilling fluid containing chemically bonded ceramic 

particulates, the starch hydrates into a colloidal suspension, causing fluid gelation and affecting its 

loss control properties.  

The geomechanical factors, on the other hand, are beyond control. It involves lithology and 

mineral composition, which are considered one of the pre-existing conditions that cannot be 

controlled. The industry has realized that the mud design and evaluation of dynamic mud filtration 

should incorporate geochemical factors for good loss circulation prevention practice. Also, the 

real-time performance of the drilling fluid depends on the geochemical properties of the drilled 

formation. Therefore, chemical tests should be conducted on the mud and filtrate to monitor any 

contamination from formation fluids that can affect its performance. The analysis includes various 

measurements such as alkalinity, lime content, total hardness, methylene blue test, H2S content, 

electrical stability, and water activity (Darley and Gray 1988b). 

Statistics showed that most lost circulation events occur in permeable sand and induced 

fractures, particularly in shale formations. Wellbore strengthening can enhance fracture opening 

and propagation pressure and filter cake plastering to prevent lost circulation (Contreras et al. 

2014; Nwaoji 2012; Salehi 2012).  The proper design of LCMs particle size helps avoid leaks of 

mud and enhances fractures propagation resistance. However, the interaction of mud chemicals 

with rocks and formation fluids may significantly reduce the treatment's effectiveness (Fuh et al. 

1992). 
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 Several studies revealed that rock type and lithology significantly affect dynamic mud 

filtration (Ezeakacha et al. 2017; Ezeakacha et al. 2018; Wenger et al. 2004; Deuel Jr and Holliday 

1998). Ezeakacha and Salehi (2018) investigated the impact of rock type and lithology on WBM 

filtration characteristics. The authors used dynamic HPHT filtration tests to evaluate LCMs 

performance in different rock types, including Upper Gray sandstone, Michigan sandstone, Indiana 

limestone, and Austin chalk. The dynamic filtration tests revealed that lithology complexities had 

a significant impact on the affecting factors of mud loss, such as LCM concentrations. For 

example, the Upper Grey sandstone exhibited a delayed invasion time and lower filtration profile 

than the Michigan sandstone, as shown in Figure 2.11 (Ezeakacha et al. 2018).  

 

Figure 2. 11: Effect of rock type on dynamic filtration (Ezeakacha et al. 2018). 

In another study, Ezeakacha et al. (2017) demonstrated the effect of lithology on mud 

filtrations and filter cake plastering. The authors studied various mud filtration affecting factors, 

including permeability and rock mineralogy. The study disclosed that studying dynamic filtration 

using standard ceramic discs only considering permeability variations is misleading and does not 

reflect the actual filtration mechanism. Figure 2.12 summarizes their dynamic filtration test on 

cylindrical cores from Austin chalk and limestone. The accumulative filtration and filtration rate 

were greatly depending on the type of rock (Ezeakacha,Salehi, and Bi 2017).  
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Figure 2. 12: Dynamic filtration using cylindrical cores from a) Austin chalk and b) limestone 

(Ezeakacha,Salehi, and Bi 2017). 

One of the significant concerns in treating loss circulation is the formation damage caused 

by the LCM and how it varies with different rock types. Salehi et al. (2015) conducted an 

experimental study to investigate rock type implications on filtration profiles and formation 

damage. Different formations were tested, including Bandera Brown, Berea Buff, and Michigan 

sandstone. The mud filtrations results showed that Michigan sandstone exhibited the highest loss, 

more than 100% higher than Bandera Brown. The bridging particles used in the drilling fluids 

were visible in the SEM images taken after the filtration test, as shown in Michigan cores in Figure 

2.13. 

 
Figure 2. 13: SEM of Michigan core after the filtration test (Salehi et al. 2015). 
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2.3.2 Thermal and In-situ Stresses Complications Impacting Mud Loss 

Lost circulation to fractures is usually the worst to face during drilling. Successful treatment should 

enhance the near-wellbore hoop-stress and prevent fracture propagation. However, sometimes due 

to many complications, even a good designed and implemented wellbore strengthening fails to 

achieve decent fracture gradient improvement. In the beginning, the subsurface rocks before 

drilling are under a balanced stress condition; such equilibrium is disturbed when a wellbore is 

created. Drilling alters the stress distribution in the localized area around the wellbore. The absence 

of rock leads to a redistribution of stress around the borehole. Near-wellbore regions could fail if 

the stress concentration exceeds the rock's strength (Kang et al. 2009). These stresses can cause 

micro-fractures, which can propagate and grow if not stabilized and sealed through mechanical 

wellbore stabilization. Instability may be caused by excessive stress, physicochemical effects, or 

a combination of both factors, resulting in the failure of the borehole in tension that appears in the 

form of induced fractures (Darley and Gray 1988b). It is crucial to distinguish these types of 

induced fractures from the natural ones.  

The induced fractures are caused by drilling processes and in-situ conditions resulting from 

the stress concentrations around the wellbore. They are expected to be confined to a specific part 

of the borehole wall. This will allow it to have only local penetration near the wellbore that does 

not help in assisting reservoir drainage since they are likely not connected to reservoir permeability 

networks. Natural fractures generally transect the entire borehole at arbitrary orientations and 

sometimes act as the primary reservoir permeability network and likely to contribute to 

hydrocarbon production; therefore, it is vital to distinguish between those fractures correctly. 

Fracture-initiation pressure (FIP) and fracture-propagation pressure (FPP) are essential 

parameters for preventing and mitigating lost circulation. Overburden stress gradient, formation 

pore pressure gradient, and Poisson's  ratio of rocks are evidenced to be the independent variables 
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that control fracture pressure gradient (Eaton 1969). For significant fluid loss to occur, a fracture 

must initiate on an intact wellbore or reopen on a wellbore with pre-existing fractures and then 

propagate into the far-field region. Wellbore-strengthening operations are designed to increase one 

or both two pressures (FIP and FPP) to combat lost circulation. 

The stress concentration in the near-wellbore vicinity is dominated by the mud density or 

the equivalent circulating density (ECD), which determines the magnitude of the supporting 

pressure provided by the static or dynamic fluid pressure during the drilling operation, which helps 

hole stability. However, this pressure also affects how rapidly fluid pressure penetrates the 

wellbore wall. In the absence of an efficient filter cake, such as in fractured formations, a rise in a 

bottom hole pressure may be detrimental to stability. It can also increase differential sticking risk 

(Pašić et al. 2007).  

2.3.3 Wellbore Strengthening  

To stop or prevent lost circulation, the wellbore should be protected from fractures initiation or 

propagation. For that reason, wellbore strengthening techniques enhance the wellbore hoop stress 

or increase the formation's resistance to fracture propagation. Generally, there are two common 

hypotheses of how a wellbore can be strengthened: increasing wellbore hoop stress when fractures 

are sealed. The other is by enhancing fracture propagation pressure by fracture tip isolation with 

proper LCM (Salehi 2012). The commonly used physical models for wellbore strengthening are 

the stress cage, fracture closure stress (FCS), and fracture propagation resistance (FPR). 

The stress cage models assume fracture bridging occurs close to the wellbore, and fluid 

filtrates from the fracture walls into the formation. The increase in hoop stress in the stress cage 

model is assumed due to the compressive forces transferred to the bridging particles at the fracture 

mouth (Alberty and McLean 2004a). In the FCS model, the fracture must be initiated first, then 
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bridging particles forced into the fracture. The low permeable plug formed by particles bridging 

will isolate the fracture tip from wellbore pressure. The fracture tip isolation and increased fracture 

closure stress will prevent the fracture from reopening (Dupriest 2005). The FPR model, instead 

of increasing hoop stress, aims to increase the resistance to fracture propagation. This is attained 

by evaluation of mud cake inside the fracture. A sufficient mud cake built inside the fracture will 

isolate the tip and prevent further propagation (Morita et al. 1996).  

There are several available numerical models for wellbore strengthening to simulate lost 

circulation due to fracture propagation. However, most of these models assume linear rock 

elasticity and fail to consider porous features of the formation; therefore, the effect of fluid flow 

and pore pressure are not considered. (Alberty and McLean 2004b). Salehi (2012) introduced a 

new numerical three-dimensional model to solve three-dimensional poroelastic models and 

identifies potential loss zones. Figure 3.9 illustrates the common hypothesis of improving wellbore 

strength (Mehrabian et al., 2015). 

2.3.4 Thermal Complications Affecting Mud Loss 

Drilling in HPHT reservoirs or deep water often involves thermal complications that jeopardize 

fluid loss control.  Wellbore strengthening works to enhance hoop stress by propping and plugging 

natural and induced fractures to prevent its propagation. But thermal stress around the fractures 

can diminish the hoop stress achieved by the wellbore strengthening effect. When cold mud flows 

into hot rocks, the large temperature differences between the fluid and the wellbore surrounding 

rocks alters the state of stress around the natural or drilling-induced fracture. The exposure of 

surrounding rocks to the cold mud lowers the borehole breakdown pressure (Choi and Tan 1998; 

Morita et al. 1990) 

The study of the rocks' non-isothermal geomechanical properties is usually based on the 

thermo-poroelasticity, which combines the heat transfer equation with the poroelasticity equations. 
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Chen and Ewy (2005) used the thermo-poroelastic theory to build a sensitivity analysis model to 

study the effect of thermal stress on wellbore stability.  Their conclusion demonstrated that heat 

transfer between the wellbore and surrounding rocks decreases the effective hoop stress and 

reduces fracture gradient. The pore pressure will also change because the coefficient of pore fluid 

is much larger than the coefficient of formation rocks, particularly in low permeable formations. 

The difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the formation rock and the pore fluids 

can alter the near-wellbore stresses. This will lead to a thermal-induced deformation of the 

borehole and the surrounding rocks (Stephansson et al. 2004).  

Field reports showed that thermal complications due to temperature variations are essential 

to be considered in fracture propagation evaluation. Such consideration enhances the wellbore 

strengthening strategy by considering the thermal impact on different loss prevention methods. 

Numerous analytical and numerical modeling models are available for analyzing induced thermal 

stress for a non-isothermal wellbore strengthening evaluation.  

 
Figure 2. 14: Effect of temperature variations on failure pressure (Peter-Borie et al. 2018). 

Peter-Borie et al. (2018) studied the cooling effect on geothermal wells and found that 

temperature variations resulted in tensile failure in all studied cases. Figure 3.14 shows the 
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summary of the studied cases and the reduction in failure pressure with respect to the temperature 

difference between the mud and the surrounding rocks (Peter-Borie et al. 2018). 

Finally, many reports from the literature showed that lost circulation events occurred while 

drilling for no obvious reason related to problematic zone or changes in operational parameters. 

For example, four deepwater wells in the Gulf of Mexico suffered repetitive loss circulation 

incidents, and the only possible reason was the significant reduction in mud temperature below 

formation temperature. Figure 2.15 shows the case on one of these wells, where a clear correlation 

between mud temperature logs and the record of encountered lost circulation despite the low ECD 

(Gonzalez et al. 2004).   

 

Figure 2. 15: Correlation between mud loss and drop in mud temperature in a deepwater well in the GoM 

(Gonzalez et al. 2004). 

2.4 Effect of Operational Factors on Mud Loss 

Operational factors such as rotary speed, mud rate, wellbore geometry, hydrostatic, and bottom 

hole pressure are the most affecting factors on dynamic mud filtration. From a quantitative 
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perspective, most of the lost circulation occurs during the well's dynamic state, specifically through 

drilling-induced fractures (Howard and Scott 1951; Allen et al. 1991; Magzoub et al. 2020a). 

Among factors affecting mud loss, there are preexisting factors beyond control, and there are 

factors that we can design and control to prevent or cure loss circulations. The suitable mud 

formulation and proper drilling operation design are the keys to better loss prevention and lost 

circulation management. The following sections highlight the effect of the important operational 

factors on mud loss.  

2.4.1 Effect of Mud Rheology on Mud Loss 

Rheology of the mud plays a significant role in defining the filtration properties and overall mud 

efficiency. Rheology's significance is observed on various filtration affecting parameters, such as 

the fluid capacity to carry LCMs, flow characteristics of fluid invasion into the formation, mud 

hydraulics, and ECD. Besides, rheology of mud affects rock fracturing, fluid-rock-interaction, and 

hole cleaning, which directly affects mud density and borehole stability (Khodja et al. 2010; 

Bohloli and de Pater 2006). 

In the absence of large natural fractures or abnormally pressurized zones, loss prevention 

is manageable by merely optimizing mud properties and rheology. Drilling operators pay great 

attention to designing and sustaining good rheological properties to avoid high ECD and fluid loss 

(Wastu et al. 2019; Igwilo et al. 2019). However, maintaining good rheology is a challenging goal. 

The drilling fluid rheology usually alternates due to many factors, such as contamination while 

drilling and thermal degradation (Steffe 1996).  

However, the drilling fluid viscosity alternates due to contamination while drilling (Steffe 

1996). Therefore, the management of drilling fluid components and rheological characteristics is 

a challenging process. Such problems can be solved by chemical processing of drilling fluid by 

various polymers types (Kudaikulova 2015; Kister 1972; Du et al. 2018).  Some of these materials, 
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such as polymers, are considered fluid loss control additives and viscosity enhancers. (Caenn and 

Chillingar 1996; Hamza et al. 2019). A recent study by Rana et al. (2019) revealed that enhancing 

mud rheology by adding sodium dodecyl sulfate modified graphene (SDS-Gr) helped to reduce 

thy mud loss by 20% after aging the mud at 150oF (Rana et al. 2019).  

Deliberate reduction of rheology to lower the ECD is a common practice. However, field 

reports showed that insufficient hole cleaning in deviated wells or when drilling in a low rate of 

penetration (ROP) might increase mud rheology due to accumulation of the larger cuttings in the 

hole. An operating company reported using an engineered synthetic-base drilling fluid to enhance 

rheology while drilling into a deepwater reservoir in GoM. As a result of improving mud rheology, 

specifically maintaining the yield point, the hole cleaning improved, and a 17 ½”-hole was 

successfully drilled with less ECD and no mud loss (Friedheim 2004). Many authors have 

emphasized the relation between rheology and mud loss. Therefore, for loss prevention, it is 

essential to understand the fundamental of rheological models. Sun and Huang (2015) 

demonstrated that the fluid invasion radius is affected by the fluid flow index (n) of the power law 

model. The author also concluded that for a wide range of differential pressure, from 5 to 20 mPa, 

the rheological characteristics governed the variation of fracture length and evolution of mud 

invasion radius.   

Another mud loss influencing parameter affected by rheology is the fluid leak-off, which 

is a measure of the magnitude of pressure required to force fluid into permeable rock or fracture 

network. The leak-off is expressed by the deflection on the plot of injected fluid into rock 

formation versus the pressure obtained from the pressure integrity test (PIT). Lavrov (2016) 

highlighted rheology's significance to the leak-off through the fracture and the buildup of mud 

cake inside the fracture. The main factors that dominate mud loss through natural fracture are 
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drilling fluid rheology, wellbore pressure, and hydraulic aperture of the fracture (Lavrov 2016). 

Majidi et al. (2010) conducted a quantitative analysis of lost circulation in naturally fractured 

formations. Their mathematical model based on the Herschel-Bulkley model revealed a 

distinguished relationship between the rheological properties of the drilling fluid, such as yield 

stress and shear-thinning viscosity, and the mud loss to fractures, as shown in Figure 2.16.  

 

Figure 2. 16: Effect of yield stress on the ultimate volume of losses, b) effect of shear-thinning on mud loses 

(Majidi et al. 2010). 

2.4.2 Effect of Pressure on Mud loss 

The drilling window between the formation and fracture pressure is beyond control, while the 

hydrostatic and the bottom hole pressure are controllable parameters. Care must be taken when 

designing the drilling fluid to be heavy enough to hold back the formation pore pressure but not 

so heavy that it causes the formation to fracture, especially at the weak areas such as the casing 

shoe. Exerting excessive pressure on the formation increases fracture creation tendency, which 

leads to severe losses. However, several field reports and analysis of small changes in downhole 

pressure and fracture gradient showed that many lost circulations occur at pressures far below the 

fracturing pressures. Several actions can be taken to prevent this from happening, such as 

controlling operational factors, hole cleaning, and ECD to minimize downhole pressure. The ECD 

is the most important parameter during the dynamic state, especially in depleted reservoirs, 
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deviated wells, deepwater drilling, and fractured shales. In depleted reservoirs, the drop in pore 

pressure reduces the total formation stress, which increases the risk of fluid loss. 

Minimizing downhole pressure can be obtained by controlling drilling operation factors 

and following precaution measures. For instance, many wells experience mud losses due to high 

surge pressures during running in drill pipe because of the limited compressibility of the drilling 

fluids (Howard and Scott 1951; Majidi et al. 2011). For example, a 450 to 650 psi surge pressure 

at 7,500 to 10,000 ft is equivalent to a sudden increase in mud density of 1.2 ppg (Goins Jr et al. 

1951). Any increases in the ECD put the well at the risk of fracturing  and lost circulation if any 

further surging pressure is exerted. Another important factor causing pressure surges is the starting 

and stopping of the mud pumps. Rapid starting of mud flow creates a high pressure that may cause 

mud loss, especially when breaking circulation while the bit is at the bottom of the hole. When 

downhole pressure increases, the loss occurs, most likely at upper locations where weaker 

formation cannot withstand that pressure. Accurate modeling of critical annular pressure losses is 

essential to design proper mud weight, viscosity, and other drilling parameters. Many researchers 

explained through numerical models that viscous pressure losses caused by dynamic circulation 

are the main cause for significant downhole pressure and loss circulation (Salehi and Nygaard 

2012a; Ozdemirtas et al. 2009; Kostov et al. 2015). 

Furthermore, in the absence of proper LCM to wedge the fractures and form a low 

permeable filter cake, the fluid invasion affects the wellbore status due to penetration of the fluid 

pressure (Pašić et al. 2007).  Figure 2.17 illustrates the mud weight effect on wellbore stresses. 

Intact well is the case when the wellbore pressure is in balance with the fracture initiation pressure. 

Then fracture initiates before it propagates with more wellbore pressure.  
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Figure 2. 17: Status of the wellbore with respect to wellbore pressure. 

Monitoring pressure and flow behavior inside the wellbore is one technique of identifying 

the type of losses due to natural fractures or induced fractures. Majidi et al. (2011) conducted a 

pressure sensitivity analysis to recognize losses due to natural and induced fractures. The outcome 

of their study provided guidelines for the best practices for loss prevention. Generally, the variation 

of pressure defines the type and amount of fluid loss. Figure 2.18 compares variation in loss rate 

with the variation of differential pressure of overbalance drilling in British Petroleum (BP) wells 

reported by Dyke et al. (1997). It is clearly shown from the data that small changes in pressure 

have more effect on the loss caused by hydraulic induced fractures and less on the losses to natural 

fracture (Dyke et al. 1995). 

 
Figure 2. 18: variation in loss rate with the variation of differential pressure of overbalance drilling in BP 

wells (Dyke et al. 1995). 
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2.4.3 Effect of Drill Pipe Rotational Speed, Flow Rate, and Wellbore Geometry on Mud Loss 

Annular pressure losses depend on the flow regime and the annulus geometry (Haciislamoglu 

1994). The mud flow rate in and out of the hole is not only one of the indications of lost circulation 

but also an important influencing factor. All flow indicators such as pumps speed, fluid velocity, 

standpipe pressure decrease in case of lost circulation. This situation usually reduces the true 

vertical height of the hydrostatic column, which increases the risk of taking a kick shortly after the 

loss occurs. Close monitoring and controlling of drilling operational factors help mitigate the lost 

circulation.  

For instance, the mud flow rate has two opposite effects on the situations leading to 

excessive pressure in the hole, causing fractures and severe losses. Low flow rates may affect hole 

cleaning, leading to cutting accumulation in the well, increasing mud density, hydrostatic pressure, 

and ECD. In contrast, high mud flow rate increases circulating pressure in the annulus and boost 

the invasion of fluid into the rocks (Lavrov and Tronvoll 2003). In normal conditions, the extra 

pressure exerted by the friction losses, which causes the ECD to increase, is estimated to be 300 

to 500 psi for 10,000 ft. This will add about 0.6 to 1.0 ppg above the static mud gradient (Chaney 

1949). The possible mitigation action is to reduce the circulation rate to reduce this annular 

pressure loss and the resulting ECD.  

Furthermore, wellbore geometry impacts mud loss in many ways since it directly affects 

hole cleaning, wellbore instability, and fracture creation. Most of the borehole instability analyses 

assume fixed circular borehole geometry and do not consider other variations. The drop in the 

circulation pressure that causes the ECD to increase depends on the true vertical depth and hole 

geometry. Well geometry has a significant effect on this situation, especially when drilling a well 

of 9-7/8”, or narrower (Deeg and Wang 2004). The smaller the well is, the smaller the annular 
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clearance between the drill pipe and the well, which increases the mud velocity and downhole 

pressure. Annular pressure losses increase as annular clearances decrease (Haciislamoglu 1994).  

Another impact of borehole geometry is the required minimum flow rate for proper hole 

cleaning. Hole geometry increases flow rate and fluid velocity needed to ensure efficient cutting 

transportation, affecting hole cleaning, mud density, hydrostatic pressure, and ECD (Guo and Liu 

2011). Deeg and Wang (2004) studied the effect of changing wellbore geometry on lost circulation 

control. The authors demonstrated the variation in wellbore strength using two cases: a regular 

circular borehole with no defects and a borehole intersected with an induced or natural fracture.  

Changing geometry altered the safe mud window, which required using extremely viscous gel-like 

materials to strengthen the wellbore and prevent loss circulation (Deeg and Wang 2004). 

Due to operational considerations, the operational parameters and mud properties are often 

difficult to be maintained at a level that can provide sufficient hole cleaning. Therefore, drill pipe 

rotation and high mud flow rates are the best solution to avoid this condition. However, this will 

adversely impact lost circulation.  

2.4.4 Effect of Temperature on Mud Loss 

Pre-existing downhole conditions, such as temperature, are critical factors affecting mud loss. Due 

to the degradation of additives and properties deterioration, the drilling fluid rheology will severely 

impact fluid loss through highly permeable or fractured formations (Ezeakacha and Salehi 2018). 

The temperature effect can be classified into two aspects: the effect on drilling fluid and the effect 

on the surrounding rocks. At high temperatures, all clays tend to flocculate and lose their filtration 

control properties (Ghazali et al. 2014; Caenn and Chillingar 1996; Remont et al. 1976).  

Selecting proper LCM for high-temperature applications represents a great challenge, 

especially with large fractures that require plugging material with larger particle size. A major 

problem facing using such large particles at high temperatures is maintaining good solids 
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suspension properties (Kulkarni et al. 2016).  Magzoub et al. (2020) demonstrated through an 

experimental study that fractures fail at high temperatures (300oF) when attempting to seal the 

same size of fractures using the same types and concentrations of LCM that have been successful 

at low temperatures (Magzoub et al. 2021).   

On the other hand, the surrounding rock may experience significant thermally induced 

stress due to the thermal contraction of the formation rocks. The thermal effect on rocks has been 

under investigation by many researchers to understand its impact on the stress condition and 

stability of intact well. However, there is not much progress achieved in the analytical solutions 

because considering the thermal effect and pore pressure variation requires theoretical background 

and comprehensive analysis. The numerical solutions also restricted by the complexity of the 

relationship between heat transfer and pore pressure in the wellbore vicinity.   

 

Figure 2. 19: Thermal impact on hoop stress along the wellbore wall (Wang 2018). 

Wand (2018) developed a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the significance of induced 

thermal stress and lost circulation, considering different formation properties and loss conditions. 

His finding evident that temperature differences between the drilling fluid and the surrounding 

rocks increase the possibility of fracture propagation during fluid invasion into the rock. Besides 
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diminishing enhanced hoop stress attained by any wellbore strengthening attempts for loss 

prevention. Figure 3.14 demonstrates the reduction in hoop stress around the wellbore when the 

rock is cooled down from 180oF, making it more difficult to arrest the fracture before it propagates.  

2.5 Outcomes from Literature Review and Current Research Gap 

This chapter reviewed several studies, available data, and background theories required to 

understand the lost circulation problem. The comprehensive review and study of different 

mechanisms and affecting factors is essential for developing new formulations for lost circulation 

treatment. Several factors impacting mud loss and its application in wellbore strengthening have 

been discussed.  

Several major conclusions can be drawn from this theoretical study. For example, the 

applied solutions in the field are either relying on using plugging materials or on drilling 

technologies and techniques such as casing while drilling (CwD), underbalanced drilling (UBD), 

and managed pressure drilling (MPD). Each of these methods has limitations and faces lots of 

technical and operational challenges. The most critical factor influencing the success of any 

treatment is the proper selection of materials types, sizes, and concentrations for specific lost 

circulation cases.  

Despite recent technology advances, lost circulation materials still have some limitations 

as plugging downhole tools due to the large size of the particles required to seal large fractures, 

pumping difficulties in deep wells, and high temperatures. This exerts an additional load on mud 

pumps, increases ECD, and sets limitations on bit nozzles size.  Large fractures are difficult to be 

sealed with conventional LCMs such as graphite, sized calcium carbonate, nutshell, and cellulosic 

fiber. Selecting LCMs type and concentration is vital in naturally fractured and unconventional 

formations (Al-saba et al. 2014b). Moreover, LCMs fail to regain drilling fluid circulation in many 
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cases due to the extreme downhole conditions and high loss severity. Therefore, multiple trials of 

LCM pills or cement plug may be required to continue the drilling operation. 

Formation damage is also a big concern in drill-in fluids. As alternative solutions, some 

drilling technologies are also widely used, such as underbalanced drilling (UBD), managed 

pressure drilling (MPD), and casing while drilling (CwD). Despite the significant CwD 

advantages, some challenging and limitations also exist. Many operators do not recommend this 

for exploration wells. Also, the risk of fatigue problems in casing connections, and the limited 

flexibility with almost blind drilling where MWD tools and logging while drilling tools (LWD) 

are unavailable (Pavković et al. 2016; Patel et al. 2019). 
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Chapter 3: Polymer Gels as Lost Circulation Solution 

Since this study focuses on polymer gels as a loss circulation solution, an extensive background 

study was conducted on the theory and chemistry of crosslinking. This chapter contains a 

comprehensive review of crosslinked polymers, considering optimization, cleaning, gelation 

kinetics, and compatibility with drilling fluid formulations. This study is essential for selecting a 

suitable gel system for lost circulation solution and wellbore strengthening.   

3.1 Theory and Chemistry of Crosslinking 

Crosslinking changes the physics of the polymers, making them stronger and produce high 

molecules. The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) defined the 

crosslinked polymer as a macromolecule formed by chemical or physical reactions involving 

regions such as functional groups on existing macromolecules (Lambla 1989; Work et al. 2004). 

The crosslinking of polymers can be through chemical reactions or physical interactions. In 

chemical crosslinking, the region that works as a functional group can be an atom, a group of 

atoms, a branch connected by bonds, or a weak chemical interaction. While in physical 

crosslinking can be entanglements or physical interaction. Chemical crosslinking is a synthetic 

method in which the polymers are crosslinked through polymerization or post-crosslinking 

between polymer chains by the crosslinker's reaction with the polymer's reactive groups. The 

polymerization of the functional groups into the chains is responsible for producing the crosslinked 

polymer. Moreover, there are interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) that cannot be classified 

as physical or chemical crosslinks. The IPNs compose of two or more chemically crosslinked 

polymers entangled together in a way that cannot be physically separated from each other, which 

produces high molecules (Oyama 2015; Gooch 2011; Palsule 2016).  
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Another classification of the crosslinked polymers gel system, which is also based on the 

crosslinking process, can be grouped into three categories: the in-situ gels or immature gels, the 

preformed or mature gel, and the foamed gel. The difference in these three categories is described 

by the state of the gel and gel formation process. For example, the in-situ gels are immature gel 

where physical properties require a trigger to change. The trigger can be physical stimulation such 

as temperature and pH, or chemical reaction. In other words, the in-situ gels can be either thermo-

reversible gels, pH-sensitive, or ion-sensitive gels (Swapnil DS et al. 2013; Liu et al. 1999; 

Makwana et al. 2016). Although these types of gel are widely used, the crosslinked process 

involves some challenges and drawbacks, such as the difficulties in controlling the gelation time, 

shear degradation, change in gelation compositions in addition to dilution and contamination, 

which significantly affect the final gel quality (Bai et al. 2015).  

The success of LCM gel treatment depends strongly on the possibility of adjusting its 

gelation time and its final gel strength (Ghriga et al. 2019). These are essential design factors to 

address the operational requirements during the injection operation of the in-situ gels. In this study, 

three chemical crosslinkers, organic, and inorganic were used to crosslink polyacrylamide 

molecules. The main affecting factors of the in-situ gelation process are discussed. 

3.2 The Onset Temperature of Crosslinking 

Onset temperature and gelation time of gel formation are the two essential characteristics of the 

crosslinkers. The onset temperature refers to the temperature at which the thermo-responsive 

gelation mechanism is triggered, and the transition process starts. There are some analytical 

solutions to estimate the onset temperature of crosslinking by estimating the polymerization degree 

(Stockmayer 1944; Flory 1941). The best and most accurate method is through differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC). The DSC has been used by many researchers to provides insights 
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into the crystallization process of polymers. Since the gelation process is similar to the 

crystallization process, the DSC can be used to study gelation as well. The onset temperature (To) 

can be obtained from the DSC exotherms by finding the peak temperature of the exotherm (Wang 

et al. 2005). Liu et al. (2016) also used the DSC to determine the onset crosslinking temperature 

of PAM crosslinked with hexamethylenetetramine + hydroquinone (HMTA- HQ). Figure 3.1 

shows the DSC curve of the PAM/HQ system, where a distinguished peak can be observed around 

140oC. This peak is because the crosslinked polymer absorbs heat before gel formation and then 

releases it after gelation (Liu et al. 2016).  

 

Figure 3. 1: DSC curve of the gel system composed of 0.6 wt.% PAM and 0.6 wt.% crosslinkers (Liu et al. 

2016). 

Many methods based on rheology measurements were reported in the literature to 

determine the gelation kinetics of crosslinked polymers. All methods aim to determine the onset 

temperature and gelation time. For instance, the static shear method gives faster results and 

accurate determination of the inflection point representing the onset of the gel formation.  

In contrast, the dynamic shear method, which is applied using rheometers, gives a more 

quantitative measurement of the gelation rate (Broseta et al. 2000; Vasquez et al. 2003). The 

dynamic shear method results provide a direct measurement of the gel strength, which depends 
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mainly on the gel's elasticity. Therefore, the gelation time can be evaluated by measuring the elastic 

properties (storage modulus) through dynamic shear testing (ElKarsani et al. 2015a; Mohamed et 

al. 2015a). The gelation process is a function of the polymer and the crosslinker concentrations, 

water salinity, temperature, and time. Mohamed et al. (2015b) used DSC to demonstrate salts' 

effect on PAM gelation mechanisms. The authors concluded that the fractional gelation, a measure 

of the gel formation, reduces with added salt. For example, in Figure 3.2, the fractional gelation 

was less when the polymer is crosslinked without salts. Based on the presented results, to achieve 

7% of gelation, the process took about 26 min and 36 min when adding 1% NaCl and NH4Cl, 

respectively, compared to 15 minutes only when the polymer was pure (Mohamed et al. 2015b). 

 
Figure 3. 2: Effect of salts (43.2 g/L) on fractional gelation of emulsified PAM/PEI, 9:1 ratio 

(Mohamed et al. 2015). 

Furthermore, the aqueous medium alkalinity/acidity will also impact the gelation kinetics, 

as demonstrated by Liu et al. (2016). Figure 3.3 shows a significant reduction in gelation time 

when pH was decreased from 8 to 4.5. The gelation time decreased from 10.6 hours to 3.2 hours. 

However, the gel strength was increased from 530 Pa to 620 Pa, which was the initial gel strength 

at the original pH. The author attributed this alteration in gelation time and gel strength to the acid 

environment, which promoted the decomposition of the crosslinker and the 
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hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) and increased the polymerization reaction. While in the alkaline 

environment inhibited the decomposition of the HMTA (Liu et al. 2016). However, Wang et al. 

(2007) have demonstrated that, even in an alkaline environment, the HMTA can decompose and 

successfully form crosslinked polymer at high temperatures.  

 
Figure 3. 3: Effect of pH on the gelation process of PAM/PEI gels (Liu et al. 2016). 

At a specific temperature and after a predetermined time for gel formation, the gel system 

will develop. Adequate and designed time is needed for gel formation to avoid the formation of 

the gel in the pipes during the placement process, especially in high-temperature wells. In other 

words, PAM/PEI systems tend to slow the gel formation process at lower temperatures and 

accelerate at high temperatures. To overcome this, treatment of lost circulation at lower depths 

(lower temperatures) may require quick-curing gels as the time needed to apply the gel and pump 

it from the surface to the bottom of the well is short. In comparison, lost circulation at high 

temperatures (deep wells) requires slow gelation to avoid gel formation during the injection. 

Accurate determination of gelation time is a vital factor in gel placement to determine the time at 

which a rigid 3-D gel structure is formed. 
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3.3 Organic and Inorganic Crosslinkers  

The classification of organic and inorganic is generally used to describe the origin of the 

crosslinkers. The common inorganic crosslinkers used in the industry include aluminum (Al3+) and 

chromium (Cr3+). And the types of organic crosslinkers are countless, including 

polyethyleneimine, phenol-formaldehyde, and hexamethylenetetramine (Hamza et al. 2019; Sheng 

2010). Despite the variety of available crosslinkers, the selection is limited by downhole 

temperature, stability, and polymer precipitation under harsh conditions, shear degradation, and 

cost.  Organic crosslinkers are more common in the oil and gas industry due to their higher thermal 

stability (Zolfaghari et al. 2006).  

Although the crosslinking mechanism is similar, the response to pH and temperature is 

completely different. The pre-existing temperature condition governs the selection of the 

applicable crosslinker. The final gel strength and thermal stability are in favor of organic 

crosslinkers. Generally, the inorganic crosslinked gels have lower onset temperatures and higher 

acid tolerance. For example, inorganic crosslinked gel such as chromium acetate gel becomes 

ineffective at a temperature above 80°C (≈ 176oF) (Amir et al. 2019). The inorganic crosslinkers 

have low thermal stability due to the ionic bonds with the carboxylate groups of polymers. This 

bond is not as strong as the covalent bond in the organic crosslinkers, which causes lower thermal 

stability. Additionally, the large number of free amide groups, usually left uncross linked with the 

limited ionic bonds, increases the degree of degradation of the polymer molecules at higher 

temperatures (Burns et al. 2008).  

Furthermore, inorganic crosslinkers are more prone to precipitations due to the crosslinking 

of the free carboxylate groups available on the polymer backbone. As an example of this situation, 

the chromium acetate gel always has a high tendency to precipitate in high alkalinity and high 
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temperatures. In addition to the downhole conditions, toxicity plays a major role in selecting 

suitable organic or inorganic crosslinker (Kabir 2001). Therefore, the inorganic crosslinkers are 

under a lot of research to expand its thermal stability and enhance its gelation control due to 

environmental and safety issues. Table 3.1 summarizes the main differences between the organic 

and inorganic crosslinker.  

Table 3. 1: Differences between organic and inorganic crosslinkers 

Crosslinker 
Type of 

bond 
Examples Toxicity Onset temperature pH 

Gelation 

time 

without 

retardation 

Organic 
Covalent 

bonds 

Polyethyleneimine (PEI) No 130oC 11.2 
50 min no 

salts 

phenol-formaldehyde High 120oC 9  

hexamethylenetetramine + 

hydroquinone (HMTA- HQ) 
Low 

140oC at original 

pH=8 
 10.6 hours 

at 110oC 

Inorganic 
Ionic 

bonds 

Aluminum acetate No 50 to 75oC 6.2 to 8.5 
18 to 50 

min 

Triamine silicate or 

Functionalized silica (FS) 
No 130oC 6 to 7 50 min 

Chromium Acetate No 50oC 5.5 50 min 
 

3.4 Gels as Lost Circulation Materials 

This section reviews the application of crosslinked polymers in the oil and gas industry, focusing 

on the drilling application and LCM formulations. The potential application of wellbore 

strengthening, particularly the acrylamide polymer system, is highlighted. The review also covers 

the commercially available polymers and crosslinkers and their performance evaluation in HPHT 

conditions. Technically, the sealing mechanism of the crosslinked polymer depends on their 

controlled gelation process. The polymer/crosslinker system can be squeezed or circulated inside 

the wellbore and invade the formation. The fluid then gels and seals off the permeable and 

fractures, causing the loss. The earliest reported application of crosslinked polymers was for 

treating high water production zone. A crosslinked PAM was used to plug a highly permeable zone 
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in a producer well (Paul and Strom 1987). Similarly, the crosslinked polymers were used in drilling 

as LCM to be injected and crosslinked downhole (in situ gels) to seal loss zones.  

The polymeric formulations have been under investigation in many studies. Natural 

polymers such as carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and starch are widely used in drilling fluid 

formulations as viscosity and loss control additives. Moreover, several fields and laboratory 

reports revealed crosslinked polymers' applicability in lost circulation treatment (Gibson et al. 

2011; Hashmat et al. 2017; Al-Muntasheri et al. 2008). The polymeric gels have great advantages 

in sealing large fractures that have challenged the conventional granular and fibrous LCM, such 

as calcium carbonate, graphite, fibers, and LCM blends (Hashmat et al. 2016a). To expand 

crosslinked polymers' application into wellbore strengthening and formulation of gelling muds, it 

is needed to understand their rheology, crosslinking process, and gelation control.  

The water-soluble polymers are the most used types, such as PAM. The PAM has a wide 

range of molecular weights and relatively low cost (El-karsani et al. 2014). Various types of water-

soluble polymers are also used in drilling formulations, such as partially-hydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide (PHPA) and tert-butyl acrylate (tBA). These types have demonstrated higher 

thermal stability; however, they are more costly than the PAM. The chemical structures of different 

acrylamide-based polymers are shown in Figure 3.4 (Kurenkov et al. 2001; Al-Muntasheri et al. 

2008; Omer 2012).   

The polymers are crosslinked with various types of organic and inorganic crosslinkers. The 

commonly used and commercially available types are chromium acetate, ferric acetylacetonate, 

ammonium ferric oxalate, chitosan, and polyethyleneimine (PEI). However, utilizing many 

crosslinkers is limited by environmental concerns, especially in offshore drilling (Magzoub et al. 

2020a). The less toxic and most used crosslinker is the PEI and chitosan. Both chitosan and PEI 
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crosslink PAM because of the amino groups on their backbone (El-karsani et al. 2014). The 

chemical structures of the PEI and chitosan are shown in Figure 3.5 The crosslinked PAM/PEI 

system forms a gel in a wide temperature range (Zhang et al. 2015; Allison and Purkaple 1988; 

Reddy et al. 2003).   

 

Figure 3. 4: Chemical structures of different types of acrylamide polymers used as LCMs (Kurenkov et al. 

2001; Al-Muntasheri et al. 2008; Omer 2012) 

 
Figure 3. 5: Chemical structure of chitosan and highly branched PEI (Zhang et al. 2015; Reddy et al. 2003) 

Until recently, most crosslinked polymers applications were limited to conformance 

control. The gelling formulations are widely used to seal undesired water zones to minimize 
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unwanted water production (Hamza et al., 2019). The unique rheological properties and thermal 

stability encouraged the research on utilizing the crosslinked PAM formulation in LCM 

applications.  The first known application of polymeric fluids in loss prevention backed to 1955, 

when the Union Oil Co. used hydrolyzed polyacrylamide, having a molecular weight ranging from 

50,000 to 400,000 Dalton, to treat lost circulation. However, PAM's concentration was 8 lb/bbl, 

which is much lower than what was used in this study, up to 27 lb/bbl of PAM (Oldham and Kropa 

1955).  

In the beginning, despite the high sealing efficiency and thermal stability up to 400oF, but 

the application of polymeric gels was not very successful due to the presence of divalent cations 

in lime and gypsum formations; also, polymers did not function well in seawater (Gleason and 

Szymanski 1986; Shupe 1981). A few years later, modified aqua-soluble copolymers with a high 

tolerance to electrolytes were developed and successfully deployed (Uhl et al. 1984). Several 

studies were also reported using synthetic polymers for high-temperature drilling in the North Sea 

(Plank 1992). Horton et al. (2006) developed a crosslinked polymer by combining vinyl 

phosphonate co-monomer units into the polymer by copolymerization with the other co-

monomers. The authors described a process of injecting the crosslinked polymer gel into the 

wellbore to form in situ gel and cure severe drilling fluid loss (Horton et al. 2006) 

Fidan et al. (2004) developed a crosslinked gelling pill mixed with diesel oil, bentonite, 

calcium carbonate, and cement. The mixture was successful in sealing large fractures (Fidan et al. 

2004b). Hashmat et al. (2017) conducted filtration experiments with a highly permeable core 

treated with polyacrylamide (0.5wt.%), crosslinked with phenol (0.4 ppb), and formaldehyde (0.37 

ppb). The treatment yielded high sealing and no fluid loss. In a recent field case study reported by 

Fen et al. (2018), acrylamide unites and hydroxyl and carboxyl-based crosslinked system was used 
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in three wells with a successful regain of total lost circulation. Table 6.2 lists examples of 

crosslinked polymers used as LCM.  

Table 3. 2: Example of polymers and crosslinkers used as LCMs 

Polymer Crosslinker 
Concentration/ 

ratio 

Onset 

crosslinking 

temperature 

Author 

Polyacrylamide Polyethylenimine  7.5:1:1 > 130oC 
(Magzoub et al. 

2020b) 

Polyacrylamide 
Aluminum acetate and 

nanosilica 
7.5:1:3 > 130oC 

(Shamlooh et al. 

2020) 

Polyacrylamide 
Functionalized silica 

and nanosilica 
7.5:1:3 > 50oC 

(Shamlooh et al., 

2020) 

Hydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide 
Polyethylenimine 3:1.2 > 120oC 

(Hashmat et al. 

2016b) 

Polyacrylamide  
Phenol and 

formaldehyde 
0.5:0.4 > 100oC 

(Hashmat et al. 

2017) 

Hydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide 
chromic III carboxylate         N/A         > 105oC 

(Ghassemzadeh 

2011) 

Polyacrylamide 
Zirconium (Zr) 

 
66:3 132 to 232oC 

(Al-Muntasheri et 

al. 2008) 

Polyacrylamide  
Zirconium (Zr) 

And activator 
3.4:3.7 38 to 132oC 

(Al-Muntasheri et 

al. 2008) 

Hydrophilic 

polyacrylamide gel 

(HPG) 

Zirconium (Zr) 0.5:0.4 30 to 100oC (Qiu et al. 2018) 

HPAM, Xanthan 

Gum, Guar Gum, 

TVP, and AMPS 

Ethylene diamine 

tetraacetic acid 

(EDTA) 

DTPA: Diethylene 

triamine pentaacetic 

acid 

0.43:20 > 150 
(Kamal et al. 

2018) 
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Chapter 4: Laboratory Experimental Methods and Machine Learning 

This chapter contains a detailed description of the experiments conducted for developing the 

polymeric gel formulations for lost circulation treatment. The design of experiments, parameters, 

experimental methods, and laboratory procedures are explained. The details in this section will 

also cover the Machine Learning (ML) approach introduced in this study for building a rheology 

prediction model for the designing stage of the polymeric gel in drilling fluids.  

4.1 Design of Experiments (DoE)  

Different combinations of polymers and crosslinkers were evaluated for potential use as LCM, as 

discussed in the materials section (section 4.2). The selected gelling polymer system comprising 

polyacrylamide (PAM), which is widely used in non-LCM applications in the oil industry. Three 

potential gelling polymer systems were screened. Polyethyleneimine, aluminum acetate, and 

functionalized silica were used as crosslinkers. Nanosilica addition also was investigated to add 

more strength and stability to the gelling polymer system. Figure 4.1 shows the workflow prepared 

to accomplish the objectives of this study. 

 

Figure 4. 1: Workflow of the polymeric LCM developing study. 
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The study considered gelation kinetics, gel strength, and stability in typical drilling mud 

formulations. The formulation's composition was adjusted to control its gelation process to achieve 

wellbore stabilization and strengthen the formation under the specified conditions of temperature 

and pressure at the desired depth. 

For the optimization study, the viscosity and gel strength measurements are the main key 

parameters. For the wellbore strengthening analysis, the static and dynamic mud filtration 

equipment discussed in this chapter will be utilized, considering the effect of gelation time, 

temperature, concentration, gel strength, and fracture size. As mentioned in section 1.4, this study 

aims to develop a flowing polymeric gel and gelling LCM pills. The designing stages depended 

on material selection and concentration optimization, as discussed in detail in the following 

sections of this chapter. Figure 4.2 shows the flow chart of the developing process for crosslinked 

polymer-based mud (gelling mud) and the crosslinked polymer pill (gelling pill). 

 
Figure 4. 2: Flow process of the optimization study for the crosslinked polymer. 
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4.2  Experimental Methods and Laboratory Procedures  

4.2.1 Material Selection and Preparation of Polymeric Gel Systems 

This study begins with evaluating the potential polyacrylamide to formulate the base fluid of the 

polymeric mud. The PAM was selected because it is a commonly used water-soluble polymer in 

the oil and gas industry. Other options considered were the hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM) 

and the poly tert-butyl acrylate polymer. However, these polymers have higher thermal stability, 

but the PAM still suitable for high-temperature applications in addition to the wide range of 

molecular weights and relatively low cost. Non-ionic Polyacrylamide (PAM) of 12.5 to 20 wt.% 

concentration was obtained from SNF Floerger Group, France. Three different average molecular 

weight ranges (Mw) were considered for the screening study, ranging from less than 200,000 Da 

to more than 1.5 million Da. The viscosity of pure PAM ranges from 70 to 195 mPa.s for the 

lowest and highest average molecular weight, respectively. The PAM is crosslinked with 33.3 

wt.% of highly branched PEI of 750,000 Da average Mw, an example of a commonly used 

crosslinker in the industry. Since the PEI only works at elevated temperatures, two other 

crosslinkers were investigated for the low-temperature treatment. The aluminum acetate and 

functionalized silica. The other additives were barite as a weighting agent, sodium hydroxide to 

raise the mud's pH, commercial tannin-based deflocculant dispersant called Desco®, and lignite 

as mud dispersant. Ammonium chloride was also chosen as the retardation agent because it is 

available, inexpensive, and showed superiority over the other salts.  

For comparison purposes, two water-based mud formulations were used. The first one was 

a basic mud (Ref. Mud#1) containing bentonite as the main viscosity additive. The second and 

third references muds (Ref. Mud#2 and Ref.Mud#3) were water-based mud having a mud weight 

of 9.6 ppg, which is typically used in depleted reservoirs to avoid loss circulation. The Ref. Mud#2 

and Ref.Mud#3 contains, in addition to bentonite, cedar fiber, or sized calcium carbonate of fine 
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and coarse particles mixture that was selected as examples of conventional LCMs. The WBM 

contained 5 lb/bbl cedar fiber or 55 lb/bbl of calcium carbonate with particle size distribution 

having d10 = 2 μm, d50 = 15 μm, and d90 = 100 μm. The detailed composition of Ref. Mud#1, 2, 

and 3 are shown in Table 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively. All materials from commercial suppliers 

were used as received. The three potential gelling polymers with different molecular weights were 

screened to determine the appropriate molecular weight for drilling fluid applications. Table 4.4 

shows the details of the investigated parameters and components. 

Table 4. 1: Composition of Ref.Mud#1 [20 lb/bbl Bentonite] 

Product lb/bbl Weight % Volume % 

Water 341.6 94.5% 97.6 

Bentonite 20 5.5% 2.4 

Table 4. 2: Composition of Ref.Mud#2 [9.6 ppg] 

Product lb/bbl Weight % Volume % 

Water 265.5 65.8 75.8 

Caustic 0.5 0.12 0.14 

Bentonite 20 5 2.4 

Lignite 4 1 1.14 

Mud deflocculant (Desco) 4 1 1.14 

Calcium carbonate 55 13.6 15.7 

Barite 54.2 13.4 3.6 

Table 4. 3: Composition of Ref.Mud#3 [9.6 ppg] 

Product lb/bbl Weight % Volume % 

Water 322 79.8 92.2 

Caustic 0.5 0.12 0.1 

Bentonite 20 5 2.4 

Lignite 4 1 0.8 

Mud deflocculant (Desco) 4 1 0.72 

Cedar Fiber 5 1.3 0.9 

Barite 47.7 11.8 3.2 
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Table 4. 4: Details of the investigated component and parameters 

Component Material Parameter Range 

Polymer Polyacrylamide 
Molecular weight (Mw)/ 

Concentration 

Mw: 0.2 106 to 1.5x106 

PAM: 5 to 12.5 wt.% 

Crosslinkers 

Polyethylenimine (PEI) 

Aluminum Acetate (AlAc) 

Functionalized silica (FNS) 

Type/ 

Concentration 

PEI: 0.25 to 1.5 wt.% 

AlAc: 0.5 to 3 wt.% 

FNS: 0.5 to 3 wt.% 

Enforcement Nanoslica (NS) 
Particle size/ 

Concentration 

Size: 8 nm to 85 nm 

NS: 0.25 to 2 wt. % 

pH control Caustic soda Concentration Lignite: 0.25 to 1 lb/bbl 

Viscosity Bentonite 
Concentration/ 

Addition procedure 

Bentonite: 1 to 5 lb/bbl 

Different addition order 

Deflocculant Lignite Concentration Lignite: 0.25 to 1 lb/bbl 

Weighting 

material 
Barite Concentration 

Increasing weight in the 

range of 9 ppg to 11.5 ppg 

4.2.2 Gel Description According to Sydansk’s Codes  

During preparation, testing, and optimization of the polymeric gel formulas, the gel structure must 

be accurately described. There are different codes to describe the condition of the gel. The 

commonly used codes were suggested by Sydansk (1990). The coding system divides the 

polymeric gels based on the look, structure, and fluid ability. The gel status is classified into 9 

categories, from “A” to “I”. Each letter of the code refers to a specific gel structure and gives an 

idea about the gel strength. For example, the letter “A” refers to the initial states of the solution 

where the fluid has the same viscosity as the original polymer solution. The letters “B” to “H” 

describe the gels ranging from highly flowing to barely deformable if forced to move by gravity 

while pouring out of a bottle. Table 4.5 describes Sydnask’s codes in detail. 

Table 4. 5: Sydnak gel strength codes (Sydansk 1990) 

Gel strength 

code 

Gel description 

A No detectable gel formed: The gel appears to have the same viscosity as the original 

polymer solution 
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B Highly flowing gel: The gel appears to be only slightly more viscous than the initial 

polymer solution 

C Flowing gel: Most of the gel flows to the bottle cap by gravity upon inversion 

D Moderately flowing gel: Only a small portion (5-10%) of the gel does not flow to the 

bottle by gravity upon inversion (usually characterized as a tonguing gel) 

E Barely flowing gel: The gel can barely flow to the bottle cap and/or a significant portion 

(>15%) of the gel does not flow by gravity upon inversion 

F Highly deformable nonflowing gel: The gel does not flow to the bottle cap by gravity 

upon inversion 

G Moderately deformable nonflowing gel: The gel deforms about halfway down the bottle 

by gravity upon inversion 

H Slightly deformable nonflowing gel: Only the gel surface slightly deforms by gravity 

upon inversion 

I Rigid gel: There is no gel surface deformation by gravity upon inversion 

4.2.3 Cores, Filter Disks, and Fractured Disks Preparation 

Different types of filter disks were used in the static filtration experiments instead of the 

filter paper usually used with the API filter press. Carbonate cores were used to prepared filter 

disks. First, a 2.5 inches coring bit was used to prepare the core from a carbonate bulk, then quarter-

inch thick disks were cut. The process of coring and disks preparation is explained in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4. 3: Process of carbonate coring and filter disks preparation, (a) rock after coring, (b) core 2.5 x 3 

inches, and (3) disks 2.5 x 0.25 inches.  
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In addition to the carbonate disks, two types of ceramic disks were also used. The ceramic 

disks were obtained from an international supplier. The two types of ceramic filter disks have two 

ranges of permeabilities, as detailed in Table 4.6.  

Table 4. 6: Types and properties of used ceramic filter disks 

Ceramic filter disk Properties Image 

No#170-53 

Diameter: 2.5" (6.35 cm) 

Thickness: .25" (0.635 cm) 

Mean Pore Throat: 50 µm 

Permeability: 15 D 
 

No#170-55 

Diameter: 2.5" (6.35 cm) 

Thickness: 0.25" (0.635 cm) 

Mean Pore Throat: 10 µm 

Permeability: 775 mD 
 

Moreover, various shapes and fractures with different sizes were fabricated out of 

aluminum for the static and filtration experiments. Also, for the wellbore strengthening experiment 

in the dynamic filtration setup, a well-shaped cylindrical aluminum with a 1000 µm vertical 

fracture was fabricated. Table 4.7 gives details on the prepared aluminum fractured mediums. The 

following subsection will show graphically how each filter medium/fractured disks will be used in 

the static and dynamic filtration setups.  

Table 4. 7: Types and properties of used fractured aluminum filter mediums 

Filtration test Properties Image 

Static filtration 

Diameter: 2.5" (6.35 cm) 

Thickness: .25" (0.635 cm) 

Shape: single fracture 

Fracture width: 1000 µm 

Fracture length: 1 inch 

 

Static filtration 

Diameter: 2.5" (6.35 cm) 

Thickness: .25" (0.635 cm) 

Shape: single fracture 

Fracture width: 1000 µm 

Fracture length: 1 inch 

 

Type of Core Blank After PAM/PEI After WBM 

Carbonate 

   

Ceramic Disc  

#170-53 

  

 

Ceramic Disc  

#170-55 
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Static filtration 

Diameter: 2.5" (6.35 cm) 

Thickness: .25" (0.635 cm) 

Shape: single fracture 

Fracture width: 1000 µm 

Fracture length: 1 inch 

 

Static filtration 

Diameter: 2.5" (6.35 cm) 

Thickness: .25" (0.635 cm) 

Shape: complex fracture 

Fracture width: 1000 µm 

Fracture length: 1 inch  
 

Dynamic 

Filtration 

Diameter: 2.5" (6.35 cm) 

Thickness: .25" (0.635 cm) 

Shape: vertical radial fracture 

Fracture width: 1000 µm 

Fracture length: 1 inch 
 

4.2.4 Experiments, Apparatus, and Procedures 

4.2.4.1  Rheology of Drilling Fluid and Gelling Formulations 

A good LCM evaluation study should incorporate a comprehensive rheological analysis for 

various conditions. In this study, several rheological measurements were designed to provide the 

necessary information required for screening, optimizing, and developing the crosslinked 

polymeric LCMs. Three types of instruments were used, the speed dial viscometer, the steady 

shear high temperature rheometer, and the dynamic shear rheometer. Although all these 

instruments are rotational viscometers that rely on the same torque measuring concept where the 

torque is correlated with the viscosity and other parameters, however, each type can conduct 

certain experiments under different conductions to give specific outcomes.  

For instance, the speed dial viscometer is used to obtain apparent viscosity, plastic 

viscosity, yield point, and API gel strength. The second one is the high-temperature rheometer 

with concentric cylinder configuration with an option of testing at downhole conditions, which is 

an essential assessment for degradable LCMs and crosslinked polymers. The third one, the 

dynamic shear high-temperature rheometer, has a parallel plate configuration (25 mm diameter 
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and 2 mm gap), capable of testing solid-like materials such as polymeric gels. The parallel plate 

rheometer also allows testing for dynamic frequencies and strain percentages. The main reason for 

using this rheometer was for studying the gelation kinetics and gel strength of the crosslinked 

polymers at elevated temperature and elevated pressure conditions, as detailed in this section.  

Four main sets of rheology measurements were designed to optimize the crosslinked 

polymer in drilling fluids formulations and capture its gelation kinetics.  

i. Drilling fluids rheology measurements including apparent viscosity, plastic viscosity, 

yield point, and API gel strength. 

ii. Viscosity versus time curves to determine gelation times and onset points. 

iii. Dynamic frequency sweep tests to determine gelation time from storage modulus. 

iv. Dynamic frequency sweep tests to determine ultimate gel strength. 

The automated speed dial viscometer was used for testing the drilling fluid rheological 

parameters. The samples were gradually heated to the desired temperature at 4°F/min under 

constant rotation of 100 rpm. Then the measurements were conducted at different speeds (3, 6, 

100, 200, 300, and 600 rpm) corresponding to shear rates ranging from 5.1 to 1021 s−1. Then the 

apparent viscosity (AV), plastic viscosity (PV), and yield point (YP) values were calculated. The 

AV of is the viscosity corresponding to a specific shear rate, and according to the API, the AV is 

defined for the Bingham plastic rheology model as one-half of the dial reading at 600 rpm, which 

gives a shear rate of 1022 s-1 in the speed dial viscometer. The PV is computed by determining the 

difference between dial reading at 600 and 300 rpm, which represents the viscosity of the fluid 

corresponding to an infinite shear rate. The third parameter, which is the PV is determined by the 

slope of the shear stress versus shear rate based on the Bingham plastic rheology model. From the 
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speed dial viscometer measurements, the PV is calculated by subtracting the plastic viscosity value 

from the dial reading at 300 rpm, expressed in pounds per 100 ft2.  

In the second and third sets of the rheology measurement, the gelation time was determined 

using two different methods: the viscosity versus time curves and the dynamic frequency sweep 

test. The viscosity versus time curves is one of the direct and efficient methods for gelation time 

determination. The apparent viscosity is measured under steady shear for an extended period to 

detect the point where an abrupt change in viscosity occurs. Before the test, the samples are 

conditioned under constant shear (170 s-1) and heated gradually until the desired temperature is 

reached. Various polymeric formulations under different temperatures and pH conditions were 

tested. The experiments were carried using either the atmospheric speed dial viscometer or the 

steady shear HPHT rheometer with the concentric cylinder depending on the required temperature 

of crosslinking. The second type of gelation time experiment was conducted using the HPHT 

rheometer with the parallel plates by calculating the storage modulus by applying a constant 

frequency (10 Hz) while fixing the strain percentage to 10%. Like the viscosity versus time, the 

storage modulus will exhibit a sudden increase in its magnitude when gel formulates, which will 

directly and accurately give the gelation time.   

Finally, in the fourth set of the rheology measurements, the ultimate gel strength was 

obtained for each sample by conducting frequency sweep tests using the parallel plates HPHT 

rheometer. During the frequency sweep test, the strain was fixed at 10 %, intentionally selected 

within the linear viscoelastic region of the weakest polymer sample. The frequency was varied in 

the range between 0.25 to 100 Hz. The storage modulus (G') and loss modulus (G') were collected 

through the test, which are indicators for the solid and liquid phases of the gel before and after the 

gelation occurs. In other words, the loss modulus (G'') is a measurement of the viscous liquid phase 
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of the fluid, while the storage modulus represents the elastic behavior of the produced gel and the 

amount of stored energy in the system. High storage modulus increases the pressure which the gel 

can withstand before fracture reopens.  

4.2.4.2  Static and Dynamic Drilling Fluid Loss and Filtration 

Static mud filtration provides information on loss control and LCM performance when drilling is 

stopped. It can be conducted at low pressure, low temperature (LPLT), or elevated pressure, 

elevated temperature conditions which is the one used in this study. Various testing methods are 

available to assess the performance of LCMs under reservoir conditions, using a cell where the 

bridging materials can be poured and pushed against a filter medium or slotted disk. In this study, 

the static testing apparatus or the permeability plugging apparatus (PPA) is used. The PPA is a 

modified high temperature filtration test capable of testing various porous mediums, rock cores, 

and artificial fractures at pre-determined testing conditions, up to 5000 psi and 500oF. A larger 

LCM receiver modifies the PPA to handle a larger LCM size to avoid plugging part of the testing 

apparatus and not the slotted disks.  

Figure 4.4 illustrates the PPA schematic with the aluminum disk; also, carbonate cores 

were used similarly. The fluid is placed inside the PPA cell and pressurized at 1000 psi before 

been heated to the desired temperature, mainly the onset crosslinking temperature of the polymer. 

After the sample is conditioned, the flow is encouraged by controlling the top back pressure valve. 

The progress of filtration with time is recorded for up to 30 minutes. More time was given, if 

necessary, for the gelation study. The static filtration experiments were conducted under a 

differential pressure of 500 psi across the disks and different temperature conditions. During the 

test, and to evaluate the sealing efficiency, the pressure is increased gradually to obtain the 

maximum sealing and measure the fluid loss volume. The LCM's performance is assessed by the 
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time taken to develop the plug, if any, the amount of lost fluid, and the maximum sealing pressure. 

If a sealing pressure of 1000 psi is achieved, the filtrate volume is monitored for another 10 

minutes.  

 

Figure 4. 4: Schematic of the permeability plugging tester (PPA) and the fractured aluminum disk. 

 Furthermore, a dynamic filtration test was conducted using the dynamic drilling simulator. 

The dynamic drilling simulator provides a method of mimicking radial filtration under downhole 

conditions. The one used in this study is the dynamic wellbore strengthening simulators model 

M2200 shown in Figure 4.5.  The rotational shaft has the option of including a drill bit to simulate 

the drilling operation. At the end of the test, the wellbore strengthening is evaluated by the LCM's 

maximum sealing pressure and the amount of fluid loss.  

The simulator is designed to hold a cylindrical-shaped porous medium and simulates 

fractures with different sizes and orientations. The testing cylinders' dimensions are 1.51 inches 

outer diameter, 1-inch inner diameter, and 1.105 inches height. Figure 4.6 shows the fractured 

cylindrical-shaped aluminum used for this test. A mud volume of 350 cm3 was poured inside the 

cell, and back pressure was applied before conditioning the sample to the pre-determined 

temperature. During the experiment, the cylindrical filtration medium was held inside the core 
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holder, and the rotating shaft is centered through the holder. The filtrates are collected through a 

hose to an automatic collection system.  The collection system is coupled with software handling 

the testing conditions and data collection as per API standard filtration time recommendations.  

 
Figure 4. 5: M2200 dynamic drilling simulator, modified after (Ezeakacha and Salehi 2019a). 

 
Figure 4. 6: Fractured cylindrical wellbore-shaped aluminum. 

4.2.4.3  Post-Experimental Investigations 

The post-experimental investigations carried out were the internal and external filter cack 

evolution examination, filter cake composition analysis, and the status of the gel plug on the 

fractures. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were used to examine the filter cakes, and 

Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis was used to identify the elemental composition. After 
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the filtration experiments, the core or aluminum filter disks were examined visually to check the 

placement of the gel plug. The imaging techniques were included as an essential part of LCM 

evaluation for two reasons. First, the sealing mechanisms require visualization to define the 

bridging patterns and pores and fracture filling mechanism. The second is to evaluate the effect of 

LCM on formation damage.  

In this study, the investigation of filter cake evolution was introduced to expand the 

evaluation of these polymeric gels as LCMs. The goal was to evaluate the invasion of the polymer 

into the near-wellbore area and the possible risk of formation damage. Moreover, SEM imaging 

was used to study how crosslinked polymer activates and forms a gel inside the formation’s pores. 

Figure 4.7 shows the process of preparing the cores for the SEM imaging analysis after the 

filtration experiments.  The disks were cut into two halves, then the extra gel is removed from the 

top, and the filtration direction is marked. The internal filter cake analysis is taken at the indicated 

spot (a), and the external filter cake is taken from the spot (b), as described in Figure 4.7.  

 
Figure 4. 7: Preparation of filter disks for SEM and EDX post-experimental analysis.  
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4.2.4.4  Gel Solubility Test 

After treating the loss zone, the filter cake needs to be cleaned before the production phase to avoid 

damage and productivity reduction. Also, the cementing job may fail with un insufficient removal 

of the filter cake. Therefore, part of the LCM evaluation in this study was removing filter cake 

formed by the polymeric gels. The gel is collected from the filter cake evolved after the static 

filtration on rock cores and fractured aluminum disks. Then different concentrations of ammonium 

chloride solutions were prepared for the gel solubility test.  

 Breaking of the gel was evaluated visually by adding pieces of the gel collected from the 

filter cake to the ammonium chloride solutions and observing the gel's dissolving with time. 

Graduated cylinders were used to mark the phase separation and the suspension of the gel after 

being dissolved. All tests were conducted at atmospheric conditions after the gel is cooled down.  

4.2.4.5 Zeta Potential (ZP) 

The zeta potential is a method of assessing the stability of colloidal crosslinkers in aqueous 

solutions expressed in millivolts (mV). The magnitude of the zeta potential's absolute value reflects 

the electric double layer surrounding the particles in the suspended system. High magnitudes, 

negative or positive voltages indicate high suspension stability. The measurements were conducted 

at room temperature by using a Nanosizer instrument. Samples were homogenized before diluted 

to 5 vol.% to make sure it contains enough suspended particles for the measurement. Then the pH 

of the fluid was adjusted as needed.  

4.3 Machine Learning Approach  

The application of machine learning (ML) in the design of drilling fluids has recently attracted 

more attention. This part investigates ML techniques to evaluate the components that control the 

rheology of crosslinked polymer-based muds. Data science implies using knowledge extracted 
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through systematic studies by conducting statistical analysis to understand parameters' weight and 

interference. The machine learning (ML) approach surpasses conventional statistical analysis in 

many ways; for example, analyzing heterogeneous and unstructured data requires defining the 

complicated relationship between different entities, which is possible by machine learning (Dhar 

2013). The use of the experimental framework, in combination with ML's predictive ability, can 

be used to develop a preventive strategy for an efficient drilling operation.  

In this study, machine learning (ML) was used to develop a framework to identify materials 

composition based on the desired rheological characteristics. The framework aims to assess the 

relationship between rheology and mud components for polyacrylamide/crosslinker-based mud. 

Four different ML algorithms were implemented to model the rheological data for various mud 

components at different concentrations and testing conditions. These four algorithms include: (a) 

k-Nearest Neighbor, (b) Random Forest, (c) Gradient Boosting, and (d) Ada-Boosting.  

The k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) model is one of the most common regression models based 

on the k-nearest neighbors' algorithm. This algorithm can be used in combination with other 

mathematical rules to test the predictive capability. Apart from other industries, the petroleum 

industry is frequently implementing kNN algorithms for prediction applications. For example, 

some studies utilized different machine learning algorithms, including kNN, to predict reservoir 

fluid properties (Onwuchekwa 2018). The success of this regression model is highly dependent on 

the distance metrics from the nearest neighbors. After identifying the desired nearest neighbors, 

the predictive value for input data will be the mean output of the identified samples.  

The second algorithm used here is the random forest (RF) algorithm, which is a robust 

supervised machine learning algorithm, consists of various combinations of decision trees. 

Sometimes, one decision tree algorithm can produce inaccurate results due to variability and over-
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adaptation of the predictions. Thus to overcome this abnormality, a set of decision trees is framed, 

and the final predictions are produced from the average values of all decision trees (Belyadi et al. 

2019). This RF regression model improves individual estimator performance by adopting an 

ensemble-based combined performance strategy (Dietterich 2000; Breiman 1996). An example of 

employing RF algorithm prediction applications in the oil and gas industry is predicting the drilling 

penetration rate from operational and lithology data (Hegde et al. 2015).  

Breiman (2001) built a set of decision trees based on nonparametric regression estimation 

for random forest modeling. A predictor is employed, which consists of a collection of randomized 

regression trees. The predictor estimate for the regression is defined by the following equation 

(Breiman 2001): 

𝑚𝑀,𝑛(𝑿; 𝜃1, 𝜃2 … . , 𝜃𝑀 , 𝐷𝑛) =
1

𝑀
∑ ∑

1
𝑋𝑖∈𝐴𝑛(𝑥;𝜃𝑗,𝐷𝑛)

𝑌𝑖

𝑁𝑛(𝑿;𝜃𝑗,𝐷𝑛)𝑖∈𝐷𝑛
∗ (𝜃𝑗)

𝑀
𝑗=1                                                                                                           (1) 

Equation 1 gives the predicted values for the number of trees (jth) at the query point x. The 

prediction uses the independent random variables of the training sample expressed as 𝐷𝑛, which 

is related to the variable number (n). The predicted value at (x) is denoted by 

𝑚𝑀,𝑛(𝑿; 𝜃1, 𝜃2 … . , 𝜃𝑀 , 𝐷𝑛) where θ1, θ2…, θM are independent random variables for each query 

point (x) located at m and n order. These are randomly distributed and independent of the training 

sample variable (𝐷𝑛). 𝐴𝑛 represents the set of data points selected before tree construction and 

expressed in the form of a matrix where 𝐴𝑛(𝑥; 𝜃𝑗 , 𝐷𝑛) denotes the cell containing the query point 

x. The number (𝑁𝑛) of the cell that falls into the query point is expressed by the term 𝑁𝑛(𝑿; 𝜃𝑗 , 𝐷𝑛). 

Equation 1 also uses the output data point (𝑌𝑖), related to the query point (𝑋𝑖), to generate the 

predictions. 

The error in RF predictions depends on the correlation between any two nodes in the forest 

and individual nodes' strength. The higher correlation between nodes leads to a higher error rate, 
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while greater strength reflects the reduction of error, which is affected by the size of the subset of 

the variables used in tree building. The central theme of RF is to improve the reduction in the 

variance of bagging by reducing the correlation between the nodes without a substantial increase 

in the variance. This can be achieved by growing the nodes through a random selection of the input 

variables (Breiman 2001). The decision tree can be expanded to its maximum depth using a 

combination of features from the input parameters. RF also helps rank the features conducive to 

prediction estimates; however, we have only seven different input parameters. Therefore, we have 

solely focused on testing the accuracy of the test dataset.  

The third algorithm is the Gradient boosting (GB), which is another type of ensemble 

supervised machine learning program that utilizes an additive model in a forward stage-wise 

fashion (Rajadurai and Gandhi 2020). Like the RF, the GB also uses decision trees as a 

fundamental building block for an ensemble of weak models (Friedman 2002). It uses an individual 

weak complementary regressor in sequence. A new weak learner is constructed to provide 

maximum correlation with the negative gradient of loss functions at each stage of iterations 

(Natekin and Knoll 2013). After these loss functions are implemented, a strategy like the artificial 

neural network is adopted. One of GB's common loss functions is logistic regression, which is the 

one used in this study (Friedman 2001; Hastie et al. 2009). A decision tree is then used to make a 

prediction based on a series of rules that consist of different nodes. The difference between 

prediction and actual values describes the error rate. This error rate is represented as a gradient, 

which is the partial derivative of the loss function. The gradient is used to minimize the error for 

the next round of training. The extreme gradient boosting accelerates tree construction and uses a 

new algorithm for tree searching (Torlay et al. 2017). 
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Finally, the AdaBoost algorithm was also used. This algorithm is inspired by numerical 

optimization, and statistical estimation uses a sequence of a simple weighted weak base classifier 

to construct a strong classifier. In each step, it attempts to find the optimal estimator as per weight 

distribution. Each estimator's performance defines its weight in the next iteration, and finally, 

accurate predictors get more weightage (Freund and Schapire 1996; Freund and Shapire 1997).  

Figure 4.8 shows the broad framework for the ML approach prepared for this study. The 

workflow is constructed to automate the process of identifying suitable drilling fluid for field 

applications. First, the desired rheological properties will be defined for each specific drilling 

condition. After that, the machine learning models are used to determine the amount of materials 

required to achieve these rheological properties.  

 

Figure 4. 8: Workflow of the ML study. 

The experimental data and rheological properties are used for the training and testing stage 

to build the ML models. The experimental data is used as input, consisting of materials quantities, 

temperature, and the rheological properties such as plastic viscosity, apparent viscosity, and yield 

point. The dataset consisting of 284 data points was randomly split in 80:20 to train and test 
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different algorithms. Only one crosslinker (PEI) was used in this ML application. In addition to 

the polymer (PAM) and the crosslinker (PEI), other essential drilling fluids additives, including 

barite, caustic soda, lignite, cedar fiber, and calcium carbonate, were used. The experimental 

matrix was designed to investigate the dependency of the rheological properties on each 

component of the drilling fluid formula. Since the three main contributors to the rheology are the 

quantities of PAM, PEI, and bentonite, these three components were varied the most in the data 

set.  The effect of other drilling fluid additives was incorporated using an appropriate range of 

concentrations for each additive. Each parameter was varied individually while keeping others 

constant at their optimized values. Each recipe was tested at four different temperatures. The 

machine learning algorithms were then used to evaluate the relationship and the rheology 

dependency for each fluid based on these established interrelationships. The selected materials and 

concentration ranges used to build the dataset are described in Table 4.8. 

Table 4. 8: Mud component and their range of concentrations 

Component/ 

Temperature 

Concentrations  lb/bbl Weight 

% 

PAM (lb/bbl) 5 6 7 7.5 8 9 10 12.5 17 - 

44 

5 - 12.5 

PEI wt.% (lb/bbl) 0 0.25 0.5 0.8 1 1.25 1.5  0.8 - 

5 

0.25 - 

1.5 

Bentonite wt.% 

(lb/bbl) 

1 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 5  0 - 5 0 - 1.5 

Caustic soda (lb/bbl) 0 0.5 1 1.5      0 - 

1.5 

0 - 0.4 

Mud weight (ppg) /  

Barite (lb/bbl) 

9.5 /  

10 

10 / 

 54 

11.5 /  

90 

       10 - 

90 

2 to 30 

Fiber (lb/bbl) 0 5 10 
 

     0 - 15 3.5 

Temperature (oF) 70 120 160 200             
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Chapter 5: Experimental Results and Discussions 

In this chapter, an optimized formulation of flowing gel for loss circulation treatment is described. 

A screening criterion for selecting the proper range of PAM molecular weight and optimized mud 

formulation is provided. The results of rheology and stability of mixing with drilling fluids 

additives are discussed for several combinations of polymers and additives. This chapter also 

contains the results of the gelation study and sealing efficiency using static and dynamic filtrations 

experiments and filter cake investigations.  

5.1 Optimization of Polymeric Gel Formulation  

The most critical design factors of any gel system intended for loss circulation treatment are the 

rheological properties, the gelation time, the onset temperature, and the final gel strength. Each of 

these characteristics of the LCM gel system plays a vital role in the treatment process. For example, 

the system's rheology affects the pumping requirement, friction loss, and annular pressure losses, 

which affect the ECD. The gelation time, which corresponds to the end of the transition state, 

directly affects the gel placing process. The goal is to have an optimized gel system that can 

provide enough time for the gel to be placed into the targeted depth. Furthermore, the gel strength 

of the final gel gives the sealing pressure and enhances the wellbore strength. A proper amount of 

polymer, crosslinker, retarders, and mud additives will result in an optimized gel system that can 

meet the LCM application requirements.  

Many researchers conducted screening studies on the polymeric gel system components 

for various oil and gas industry applications (Trifunoski and Mostofi 2020; Elkatatny et al. 2020; 

Amir et al. 2018; Reddy 2014). The laboratory results and field experience revealed that suitable 

rheological properties and gel characteristics could be optimized through various controlling 

elements. For instance, the polymer works as the primary viscosity builder. The crosslinkers and 
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pH control agents control the gel strength and onset point, while salts and temperature control 

gelation rate. Amir et al. (2018) conducted an optimization study of PAM/PEI gels for reservoir 

conformance control. They concluded that the crosslinked polymer's optimum formulation is 1.5 

wt.% of PAM and 0.3 wt.% of PEI. The results presented in Amir et al. (2018) demonstrated the 

relationship between PAM and PEI concentrations and their gelation time. The authors were able 

to control the gelation from 10 minutes up to 80 minutes. The following sections explain the 

optimization and gelation studies conducted in this work to develop the polymer-based drilling 

fluid formulation using different organic and inorganic crosslinkers. 

5.1.1 Rheological Screening of Non-Cross-Linked Polyacrylamide 

The rheology of LCM in drilling fluid and LCM pills plays a critical role in the treatment operation 

and its success. The rheology parameters influence LCM performance since it governs the flow of 

drilling fluids into the well and through the fractures and porous surrounding rocks. First, the 

rheological measurements were used to select the most suitable PAM system from the three 

average molecular weights chosen to prepare the polymer bases fluid. Testing these three polymers 

at a temperature range from surface temperature up to 205oF (21 to 96oC) gave an idea of the 

molecular weight range suitable for LCM gel application. The results of viscosity-temperature 

curves for 10 wt.% solutions prepared with non-crosslinked PAM demonstrated the effect of 

temperature on the viscosity for the different PAM batches. The results were compared with a 

typical 9.6 ppg WBM (Ref.Mud#2) containing 55 lb/bbl calcium carbonate as LCM; the complete 

formulation is given in Table 4.2 in section 4.2.1. Figure 5.1 shows the temperature dependency 

of the viscosities where similar trends are observed for the three PAM samples; however, the 

magnitude increases with the molecular weight. The PAM yielded final viscosities of 50, 40, and 

24 mPa.s for the high, medium, and low molecular weight polymers, respectively, while the typical 

mud showed relatively constant viscosity at 40 mPa.s. Based on this result, the medium molecular 
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weight seems to be the better choice. However, looking at the beginning of the viscosity time 

curve, the low-temperature viscosities were very high. Therefore, the PAM with a lower molecular 

weight of 200,000 Da was selected as the best candidate for this study.    

 

Figure 5. 1: Viscosity versus temperature for PAM samples (10 wt.%) having different molecular weights, 

compared to the Ref.Mud#2. 

Another comparison basis was the plastic viscosity measurement. The results for the three 

samples, shown in Figure 5.2, agree with the viscosity-temperature results shown above in Figure 

5.1. The low molecular weight PAM yielded the most matched viscosities. The high molecular 

weight samples showed approximately seven times the reference mud's plastic viscosity (Ref. 

Mud#2).  In drilling fluids, suitable plastic viscosity is required to achieve high drilling rates and 

to avoid pumping difficulties with an increase in energy consumption. The effect of molecular 

weight is also expected to be more pronounced when the polymer is crosslinked with the PEI, 

which will develop a very high apparent and plastic viscosity and gel strength at low temperatures. 

Unless a proper Mw of the PAM is selected, this will result in a non-flexible mud design with 

minimal additives tolerance and difficulties in the mixing and handling process. Therefore, the 

polymer with the lower molecular weight is selected for this study for further investigations.   
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Figure 5. 2: Plastic viscosities of PAM samples (10 wt.%) of different molecular weights, compared to the 

Ref.Mud#2. 

After the polymer system was selected, the optimization was taken to the next step, 

optimizing the polymer base fluid concentration. Optimization aims to provide reasonable 

viscosities for the PAM/PEI system and other crosslinkers for drilling fluid application. Besides, 

optimization aim at minimizing the friction loss and ECD. The gel system was prepared from the 

selected low molecular PAM in a concentration varied from 5 to 12 wt.% to get the optimum PAM 

concentration. These concentrations were chosen to represent a wide range of viscosity above and 

below the typical drilling fluid viscosity. The effect on viscosity was projected through viscosity-

time curves measured at shear rates of 170 s-1, as shown in Figure 5.3. A quick conclusion from 

these measurements is that the polymer gel system's rheology is flexible and easy to control by 

selecting a proper concentration.  
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Figure 5. 3: Viscosity versus temperature of the low molecular weight PAM at different concentrations, 

compared to the Ref.Mud#2. 

Figure 5.4 presents the results of apparent viscosity measurements for the same range of 

concentrations obtained from the viscometer readings at 75oF and 200oF (24oC and 93oC). As 

demonstrated in the results, the PAM concentration increases the apparent viscosity almost 

exponentially. This concentration, which represents the initial viscosity before the gel formation, 

is essential when designing the PAM-based formulas. Also, drilling fluids' viscosity needs to be 

optimized to avoid hole cleaning problems and at the same time prevent pumping difficulties or 

lost circulation due to high equivalent circulation density ECD at high viscosities.  

.  
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Figure 5. 4: Viscosity of PAM (<2x105 Da) with different concentrations at 75oF and 200oF. 

Hence, the apparent viscosity, plastic viscosity, and yield point values were obtained from 

the viscometer dial readings at 200oF (93oC). The results are compared with the reference basic 

mud (Ref.Mud#1), as shown in Figure 5.5a, b, and c. For apparent and plastic viscosities, the best 

matching results were obtained when the PAM concentration of 7.5 wt.% is used. The yield point 

was very low at all concentrations; however, this will be improved with more additives, as will be 

shown in the following sections.   
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Figure 5. 5: The (a) AV, (b) PV, and (c) YP of the low molecular weight PAM at different concentrations 

compared with Ref.Mud#1 at 200oF. 

5.1.2 Optimization of crosslinkers in the polymeric gel formulation 

The next step in the polymeric LCM gel formulation is to crosslink the polymer with the proper 

amount of the crosslinker. Based on the previously discussed result, the viscosity of PAM solutions 

is directly influenced by their molecular weight and concentration. The higher concentration 

accelerates the gelation process, while long chains of the high Mw polymers promote the 

interactions and lead to more entanglements between the polymer and the crosslinker.  

For optimizing the crosslinker concentration, the viscosity versus time curve was used to 

see how the crosslinker and other drilling fluid components will affect gel formation. One of the 

main indicators of gelation is the abrupt increase in viscosities. The increase in viscosity over time 
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will be reflected in the gelation time. The gelation rate is mainly governed by the amount of the 

crosslinker and the temperature of the formation. However, the crosslinker concentration may be 

limited by the required final gel strength of the mature gel, where a sufficient amount is needed to 

form a strong gel. Therefore, at some point, a retarder will be required to extend the gelation time. 

A revisit to the screening of PAM molecular weight shows that even at a relatively low 

concentration of PEI, higher apparent viscosities can be obtained if PAM with a higher molecular 

weight is used. The effect of molecular weight on viscosity becomes more pronounced in the 

presence of the crosslinker. Figure 5.6 represents the viscosity results over time for the three 

screened polymers with low, medium, and high molecular weight. The higher molecular PAM at 

a constant shear rate (170 s-1) showed higher viscosity magnitude overall viscosity versus time 

profile. Changing the temperature with time caused two trends; one decaying trend when polymers 

viscosity degraded with temperature, then an escalating trend after gelation occurs. Reduction in 

viscosity indicates that the gelation process had not been initiated yet, or the effect of temperature 

is more dominant than the crosslinking. The starting viscosity was 75, 145, and 200 mPa.s for the 

low, medium, and high molecular weight PAM, respectively. Then all viscosities decreased due 

heating effect down to around 30 mPa.s before gelation causes the rapid increase.  

The gelation of PAM may occur even at lower than 266oF (130oC). The results showed that 

when the temperature was kept constant at a temperature relatively lower than the crosslinking 

activation temperature, the onset temperature. The gelation occurred when samples were given 

enough time, about 90 minutes. After the temperature was kept constant, the rate of gelation and 

viscosity was highly dependent on the molecular weight of the PAM. Based on these results, the 

crosslinked PAM with high Mw (>1.5x106 Da) yielded a very high apparent viscosity equal to 

more than three times the viscosity developed by the PAM of the lowest Mw. Therefore, for 
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suitable polymeric gel mud, the PAM with low Mw is recommended to ensure more flexibility. 

The high molecular weight may be used for LCM pills in very limited concentrations. 

 

Figure 5. 6: Impact of PAM molecular weight on gelation kinetics on Salt-free water. 

The following section of the results explains the development of the crosslinked polymer-

based LCMs and LCM pills using different crosslinkers. The PAM with the 0.2x106 Da molecular 

weight was used in each gel formulation with other crosslinkers, the aluminum acetate, and the 

functionalized silica. The goal was to achieve higher gel strength with the minimum concentration 

of crosslinkers. This optimization serves two ultimate purposes, first provides enough gel strength 

for the sealing of high permeable rocks and fractured formations. The second maintains the 

rheological properties of the flowing gel system within an acceptable range for simple pumping 

requirements. Moreover, optimization of crosslinkers concentrations will keep the cost of the mud 

loss treatment as low as possible.  

5.2   Development of Crosslinked PAM/PEI-Based Pill 

Polyethylenimine (PEI) was used to crosslink the low molecular weight PAM selected from the 

above rheological screening study. The PAM/PEI systems are known for their wide applications 
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in enhanced oil production applications to shut-off highly productive water zones. The strong gel 

and the exceptional rheological properties allow for flexible drilling fluid formulation. This 

optimization study provides a rheological method for screening the crosslinked PAM/PEI-based 

LCM for drilling formulation to be used for corrective and preventive loss circulation treatments. 

Comparative analysis of rheology of crosslinked PAM with typical water-based drilling fluids 

formulation and proper mixing procedures is provided. The results of this optimization study can 

be used as a reliable tool for designing PAM/PEI-based pills and drilling fluids.  

Various tests were conducted for different PEI concentrations to assess the impact of the 

PAM/PEI ratio on PAM crosslinking and resulted rheology. The PAM concentration was fixed at 

10 wt.%, and the PEI concentration was varied from 0 to 1 wt.%. Measurements were recorded 

right after the sample reached 200oF (93oC) while the mixture was flowing, at the time before the 

gelation process impact the results. First, the 30-minute API gel strength was measured. The results 

presented in Figure 5.7 showed that the gelation process was taking place as reflected in the 

increase of gel strength with time. The 10 sec, 10 min, and 30 min API gel strength for PEI 

concentrations (0.0, 0.25, 0.75, 0.5, and 1.0 wt.%) prepared in distilled water show the high impact 

of the PEI concentration. A substantial increase in gel strength occurred as more than 280% 

increase was obtained in the 30 min gelation when PEI concentration increased by 50%. At the 

end of the test, a rigid mature gel was observed. 
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Figure 5. 7: Effect of crosslinking with PEI on gel strength of 10 wt.% PAM compared with Ref.Mud#2 at 

200oF. 

Furthermore, the effect of PEI concentration on AV, PV, and YP was investigated. The 

measurements at 200oF (93oC) revealed the same conclusion that PEI has little impact on the 

rheology of the flowing gel. The AV, PV, and YP measurements shown in Figure 5.8 reveal that 

the viscosity of the PAM solution exhibited a slight increase with PEI addition. This little impact 

indicates that PEI is a gel strength controlling parameter rather than a viscosity modifier since the 

viscosity only increased by less than 50% with a 100% increasing in PEI. However, in comparison 

with the water-based reference mud (Ref.Mud#1), the PAM/PEI system rheology is still 

competent. Also, the yield point increased but still below the reference value, as shown in Figure 

5.8c. 
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Figure 5. 8: Effect of crosslinking with PEI on AV, PV, and YP of 10 wt.% PAM compared with Ref.Mud#1 

at 200oF (93oC).  
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The previously presented results explained the effect on PEI in the downhole condition, 

but the mixing and injection process takes place on the surface. Similarly, the PEI concentration 

showed less influence on the crosslinked PAM viscosity in surface conditions, as shown in Figure 

5.9. Increasing PEI concentration by 100% only increased the system viscosity by 10% for 

measurement at 75oF (24oC) and is even less at higher temperatures. Again, the PEI concentration 

effect is more significant in the gel strength.  

 

Figure 5. 9: Effect of PEI concentration on AV, PV, and Gel strength. 

Since the gelation process is time-dependent; therefore, viscosity versus time curves was 
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measurements were recorded during the graduate heating process and after the sample reached 

200oF (93oC). Before reaching the on-set temperature of gelation, the PAM/PEI system was 

flowing. Figure 5.10a shows the time-dependent viscosity of PAM/PEI samples with different PEI 
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170.3 s−1, while temperature gradually increased until 200oF (93oC), then kept steady. The heating 

is meant to reflect the gradual increase in fluid temperature while injected into the well. During 

the first period, while the temperature was ramped up, the apparent viscosity of PAM/PEI fluids 

decreased considerably from values higher than 120 mPa.s to less than 40 mPa.s. Once the 

temperature is kept constant, resembling that the polymeric gel has invaded the formation, the 

viscosity will start to build up because of the gelation process. Another observation is that the high 

concentration of PEI reduced the gelation time by increasing the PAM molecules' crosslinking 

chance, as reflected in the viscosity, which increased exponentially with time, as shown in Figure 

5.10b. 

 
Figure 5. 10: Effect of PEI concentration on the viscosity of 7.5 wt.% PAM (a) before, and (b) after gelation 

starts. 

As concluded from the above results, no more than 1% of PEI should be used because 

influence in viscosities and gel strength is insignificant beyond that. Also, the apparent viscosity 

was increased by less than 35% when PEI was doubled, as shown earlier in Figure 5.9. This finding 

was in agreement with many other reported studies where no more than 1% of PEI was 

recommended to give the optimal gel strength (Tessarolli et al. 2019). The extended test on fixed 

temperature and shear rate showed the gelation time with respect to PEI concentration. The PEI 

was optimized to give the maximum gel strength required for fracture sealing. 
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Furthermore, the dynamic shear experiments by the HPHT rheometer were used to 

measures the storage modulus (G') to determine the maximum gel strength that can be attained 

with the 1% PEI. The loss modulus also shows how the fluid is changing from liquid to solid phase. 

The measurements were conducted for the optimized PAM/PEI ratio (7.5:1) and yielded 540 Pa 

(Figure 5.11). This value was validated by the fracture sealing experiments and was more than 

enough for maintaining the integrity of the seal under differential pressures up to 1000 psi.  

 

Figure 5. 11: Dynamic shear experiment for a) optimized PAM/PEI system. 

5.3   Development of Crosslinked PAM/PEI-Based Mud 

From the preceding results, it was observed that the viscosity of the PAM-based fluid deteriorates 

as temperature increases (see Figure 5.10). Therefore, small quantities of bentonite (1 to 5 lb/bbl 

or 0.25 to 1.24 wt.%) were added to the optimized formula (PAM/PEI [7.5 wt.%:1]) to improve 

its rheology, especially at elevated temperatures. The viscosity was measured at the shear rate of 

170 s-1, equivalent to 100 rpm in the automated speed dial viscometer. Figure 5.12 shows the 

measurements of viscosities at 70, 120, 160, and 200oF. There was a noticeable improvement in 

the viscosity of the PAM/PEI solutions with bentonite addition. For example, the viscosity of the 

PAM at 200oF (93oC) was doubled three times by adding 5 lb/bbl of bentonite. Measurements at 
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all temperature ranges conclude that the bentonite amount of 2.5 to 3.5 lb/bbl can be used to 

improve crosslinked PAM/PEI rheology.  

 

Figure 5. 12: Effect of bentonite on PAM/PEI [7.5:1] viscosity compared with the Ref.Mud#2 (indicated by 

the slotted lines). 

Another benefit of introducing bentonite to the formula is to enhance the gel strength and 

plastic viscosity to improve the carrying capacity and hole cleaning capability of the polymer-

based mud. The effect of bentonite was visible when API gel strength was measured with bentonite 

compared to Ref.Mud#1 and Ref.Mud#2, as shown in Figure 5.12. The PAM/PEI-based fluid 

stands alone showed low gel strength, especially before activating the gelation process. Therefore, 

a small amount of bentonite provides better properties and maintains good solids and cuttings 

suspension. With the addition of 5.0 lb/bbl of bentonite, the gel strength of the PAM/PEI fluid 

improved from 1.7 to 5.8 lb/100ft2 compared to 5.6 lb/100ft2 for the reference mud (Ref.Mud#1). 

Bentonite optimization, shown in Figure 5.13 showed good results at 2.5 lb/bbl of bentonite. 
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Similarly, the amount of 3.5 lb/bbl of bentonite in Figure 5.13 can better result in gel strength. 

However, with time, the crosslinking process is expected to improve the gel strength; however, 

2.5 lb/bbl is still an optimized amount.   

 

Figure 5. 13: Effect of bentonite on gel strength of 7.5 wt.% PAM/PEI compared with Ref.Mud#1 and 

Ref.Mud#2. 

During the mixing and preparation stage, it was critical to investigate the impact of the 

mixing method on the stability and rheology of the polymeric formulation. The mixing order is 

crucial for most of the drilling fluid additives. In polymers and clays, the stability and mixture 

properties are highly dependent on the mixing order. Generally, if polymers are mixed first and 

bentonite added later, this will affect the hydration of bentonite, and it will not mix properly. The 

stability may also be affected by the type of PAM. Flocculation of fine colloidal particles such as 

bentonite may occur when cationic PAM is used due to the presence of charges [19, 20]. Although 

the PAM used in this study is non-ionic, some flocculation was still observed due to hydrogen 

bonding. However, the proper order of adding the materials and high mixing speed can solve this 

problem, as shown in the following section. 
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  Different mixing orders of polymer and bentonite were tested. The amounts of bentonite 

were selected based on the previous rheological screening as 2.5, 3.5, and 5 lb/bbl, and the samples 

were prepared using distilled water with 7.5 wt.% PAM and 1 wt.%PEI. 

Two different mixing orders were assessed. In the first method, bentonite was added first 

and slowly to the distilled water, then mixed at a speed of 5000 rpm using a high-speed mud mixer 

for 20 minutes before adding then PAM to the suspension followed by the PEI. The mixture was 

stirred for 5 minutes before testing. In the second method, the PAM and PEI were added first to 

the distilled water and mixed well for 5 minutes to form a 7.5 wt.% PAM/PEI solution. Then 

bentonite was introduced, and the mixture was mixed at high speed of 5000 rpm for 20 minutes.  

The measurements of viscosity versus temperature for three selected bentonite concentrations 

prepared by the two mixing methods are shown in Figures 6.14 and Figures 6.15. From the results, 

it was clear that the order of mixing has a great impact on rheology. The values of viscosity had 

reduced significantly when PAM/PEI was added first before bentonite is well dispersed, as shown 

in Figures 6.14. Overall, the viscosity versus temperature profile decreased by more than 23%, 

33%, and 33% for the samples containing 2.5, 3.5, and 5 wt.% of bentonites, respectively.  
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Figure 5. 14: Effect of mixing order on the viscosity of the PAM/PEI mud when Bentonite is added first. 

 

Figure 5. 15: Effect of mixing order on the viscosity of the PAM/PEI mud when PAM/PEI is added first. 

Another observation on stability was recorded; when bentonite was dispersed first, the 

mixture was more stable, in addition to an increase in pH value from 7 to 10. Samples prepared 
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swelling with aging and no separation. The sample prepared by the "PAM added first" method 

exhibited flocculation and particle separation within the first hour after being mixed. The same 

stability test was conducted using barite. Although the mixing method with barite did not affect 

the rheology, however, the stability was noticeably affected, and quick settling of barite was 

observed. This can conclude that for better stability and suspension, the barite and other drilling 

fluid additives should be added to a mixture of mud prepared by the “bentonite added first” 

method.  

Finally, the crosslinked polymer-based mud (PBM) was designed using the optimized 

PAM/PEI system of 7.5 wt.% PAM, 1 wt.% PEI, 2.5 and 3.5 lb/bbl bentonite, caustic soda, lignite, 

and barite, as shown in Table 5.1. The selected mud weight was 9.6 ppg as an example of a 

moderate low mud weight commonly used in depleted reservoirs and low fracture gradient 

formations to avoid loss circulation. Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the comparison of viscosity for 

the water-based mud (Ref. Mud#2) and the polymer-based mud (PBM) with and without bentonite. 

For muds preparation, caustic soda, deflocculant agent (Desco®), and dispersant are added, in 

addition to barite to increase the mud weight to 9.6 ppg (see Table 4.2 and 4.3). The rheological 

properties were measured at 120oF (50oC) and 200oF (93oC). These two temperatures were selected 

according to API recommended practice for the laboratory testing of drilling fluids for rheology 

and stability evaluation API RP 13B-2 (2018). 

Table 5. 1: Composition of the polymer-based mud (PBM-2.5, 9.6 ppg) 

Component lb/bbl Weight % Volume % 

Water 312.3 77.4 89.8 

Bentonite 3.5 0.87 0.42 

PAM 25.6 6.3 4.8 

PEI 3.4 0.85 0.95 

Barite 58.3 14.4 3.89 
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Figure 5.16 shows the measured apparent and plastic viscosities and yield points at 120oF 

(49oC). The optimized polymer-based mud showed enhanced values higher than the previous basic 

PAM/PEI system. Because in the mixing with mud additives, the plastic viscosity and yield point 

have improved due to the addition of more dispersed solids inside the PAM/PEI. This improvement 

was more evident when samples were tested at elevated temperature (200oF), the polymer-based 

mud rheology parameters did not deteriorate with heating and sustained the required rheological 

properties, as shown in Figure 5.17.    

 

Figure 5. 16: AV, PV, and YP of the optimized polymer-based mud at 120oF compared with Ref. Mud#2 

(illustrated by the slotted line). 

 

Figure 5. 17: AV, PV, and YP of the optimized polymer-based mud at 200oF compared with Ref.Mud#2 

(illustrated by the slotted line). 
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5.4  Development of Crosslinked PAM/AlAc-Based Pill 

The polymeric LCM pill formulated with aluminum acetate as a crosslinker was prepared by 

mixing the PAM with the proper amount of aluminum acetate to produce a pumpable and gelation-

controlled fluid. For the optimization study, the various concentration of aluminum acetate was 

added to the 7.5 wt.% PAM to make the gel, and several rheological measurements were 

conducted. The first set of experiments were the gel strength or storage modulus (G'), which 

reflects the solid-like behavior of the gel and quantifies the maturity of the rigid gel. The G' was 

extracted from the dynamic frequency sweep test, and the final value is considered the gel strength. 

Figure 5.18 illustrates the final gel strength for PAM samples with varying crosslinker 

concentrations (AlAc) from 1 to 5 wt.%., at a fixed temperature of 130°C (266oF) without pH 

alterations. The gel strength appears to increase with AlAc addition until 3 wt.%, then no 

significant change was observed.  

 

Figure 5. 18: Effect of aluminum acetate (AlAc) on storage modulus of 7.5 wt.% PAM. 
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strength, which should be optimized. A set of gelation experiments were conducted for varying 

concentrations of AlAc to investigate its effect. During this gelation experiment, the polymer’s gel 

strength is monitored for a prolonged period under constant frequency (10 Hz) and constant 

temperature (50oC). As shown in Figure 5.19, increasing the concentration of AlAc from 1 to 3 

wt.% reduces gelation time from 40 minutes to few minutes, almost instantly at high 

concentrations. This will cause trouble in the mixing and pumping process during drilling 

operations. To delay this process, reducing the AlAc concentration is not an option as concluded 

from the final gel strength measurements since it directly reduces the strength of the gel, which 

will reduce its sealing capability. Therefore, in the gelation study section, a proper retardation 

treatment will be implemented to control the gelation process of the PAM/AlAc pill. 

 

Figure 5. 19: (a) gelation of PAM/AlAc with time at different concentrations, and (b) Effect of AlAc 

concentration on the final gel strength (storage modulus).  

The effect of AlAc amount on gelation is also noticed in the viscosity versus time curves. 

Figure 5.20 shows the impact of gelation on the viscosity readings for the PAM/AlAc fluid while 

the shear rate was kept constant at 170 s−1. Simultaneously, the temperature was increased 

gradually at approximately 2oC/min until the targeted temperature is reached, then kept constant 

for the rest of the test  duration. The viscosity versus time curves was used to investigate the effect 

of the AlAc on PAM crosslinking at different concentrations. The viscosity profile had two 
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prominent trends. During the gradual temperature ramp-up, the viscosity of PAM/AlAc fluid 

remained almost constant, which indicates that gelation did not occur yet.  

Later at temperatures higher than 50oC (122oF), viscosity started to increase instantly from 

less than 50 mPa.s to more than 1000 mPa.s because of the gelation process. The mature rigid gel 

was observed in the measuring cylinder of the viscometer, as shown in Figure 5.21. The major 

finding from the viscosity versus time curves of the gelation process is that a minimum of 1 wt.% 

of AlAc is required to produce a crosslinked gel with PAM solutions. Therefore, the optimized 

PAM/AlAc formula is recommended to be 7.5 to 1 to achieve both appropriate viscosity during 

the flowing period and rigid gel at the end of the gelation process.  

 

Figure 5. 20: Effect of AlAc concentration on the apparent viscosity. 
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Figure 5. 21: Figure Gel formation on the rotating viscometer pop during the gradual heating. 

Moreover, since the rheology of an LCM pill is a key parameter that influences the 

performance of loss treatment and governs the flow of fluids into the well and inside the fractures, 

more investigations were conducted. Viscosity measurements were performed to evaluate the 

performance of the PAM/AlAc pill for both low and elevated temperature applications. Figure 

5.22 shows the results of viscosity measurements conducted over shear rates range from 5 to 1020 

s-1 at 200oF (93oC). The result of PAM/AlAc fluid is illustrated in comparison with the Ref.Mud#2 

containing calcium carbonate and Ref.Mud#3 containing cedar fiber. The complete formulations 

are detailed in Table 4.2 and 4.3. All fluids exhibited a shear thinning behavior; however, the 

influence of shearing on PAM/AlAc fluid was insignificant. 
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Figure 5. 22: Viscosity measurements at room temperature. 

Similarly, the rheological parameters will be affected by gel formation. Figures 6.23a and 

b show the effect of gelation on the apparent viscosity and plastic viscosity at room temperature. 

From these results, the increase in viscosity seems to be linear with the AlAc concentration. 

Therefore, the minimum optimum amount should depend on the minimum amount necessary for 

gelation. This optimal concentration was obtained by the viscosity-time curve shown earlier in 

Figure 5.19a and found to be 1 to 3 wt.%.  

 

Figure 5. 23: Effect of AlAc concentration on (a) apparent viscosity and (b) plastic viscosity of 7.5 wt.% PAM. 
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While the AlAc has succeeded in crosslinking the polyacrylamide and produce a firm gel, 

it failed to sustain its suspension stability at low temperatures. Before gelation occurs, phase 

separation was observed. The AlAc, which has a particle size of around 10 µm showed severe 

settling reached 100% in 10 minutes. Therefore, nanosilica of 50 nm was introduced into the 

system to enhance its stability. The addition of nanosilica in concentrations 1 to 2 wt.% provided 

better stability to the system since it is expected to give a better particle size distribution with the 

AlAc. The AlAc particles have a high settling rate and low suspension stability, as demonstrated 

by the zeta potential measurement, as shown in the gelation study discussed in section 5.6.2. 

Moreover, the physical observation supported the hypothesis of the effect of nanosilica on the 

AlAc suspension stability. Figure 5.24 shows the observed phase separation before nanosilica 

addition. 

 

Figure 5. 24: Phase separation without nanosilica observed in PAM/AlAc [7.5:3]. 

From a rheology perspective, the nanosilica showed a minor effect on the rheological 

properties of the PAM/AlAc when small quantities are used, up to 2 wt.%. Figure 5.25 shows the 

results of viscometer measurements conducted at 25oC. All rheological properties remained almost 

the same when nanosilica concentration was below 2 wt.%; however, beyond this concentration, 
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the PAM/AlAc fluid exhibited a sharp drop in rheology by 75%.  The shear viscosity also exhibited 

a shear thinning behavior with a more pronounced influence of shearing on PAM/AlAc fluid when 

more nanosilica was used. The bottom line here that the nanosilica did not significantly affect the 

PAM/AlAc rheology. The viscosity increased slightly from 56 to 61 mPa.s with 2 wt.% of 

nanosilica, which was important to enhance the dispersion of the AlAc in PAM.  

 

Figure 5. 25: Effect of nanosilica concentration on the AV, PV, and YP of PAM/AlAc [7.5:3]. 

Table 5.2 summarizes the effect of nanosilica addition on stability and viscosity of the 

PAM/AlAc crosslinked polymer system. It was clear that a minimum of 1 wt.% of nanosilica is 

required to ensure no phase separation in the system before gelation. Also, phase separation will 

reduce the final gel strength of the produced gel and therefore reduces its fracture sealing 

efficiency. Finally, it is important to highlight that excessive addition of nanosilica is not 

recommended, not only because it might reduce the viscosity but also due to economic 

perspectives. Therefore, 1 to 2wt.% of nanosilica is considered as an adequate amount to ensure 

optimum stability, gel strength, and viscosity of the gel.  
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Table 5. 2: Effect of Nanosilica on viscosity and phase separation of PAM/AlAc system 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5  Development of Crosslinked PAM/FNS-Based Pill 

The second inorganic crosslinker used to crosslink the selected PAM with a low molecular weight 

(0.2 x 106 Da) is the triamine functionalized silica (FNS). The PAM/FNS gel was prepared by 

mixing FNS in concentrations from 0.1 to 2 wt.% in a 9 wt.% PAM solution. The gel formation 

was highly dependent on the FNS concentration. No gel was observed in a concentration below 

0.5 wt.%, while high to barely flowing gel formed in concentrations from 0.5 wt.% to 2 wt.%. 

Although triamine functionalized silica (FNS) has been able to crosslink PAM but it is clear from 

the observation that settling of silica is an issue. The settling behavior can be attributed to the micro 

size of the functionalized silica (> 40 µm) and the high concentration used. However, the amount 

of silica that remained suspended was enough to crosslink the polymer but produced a weak gel.  

The FNS failed, stands alone, to achieve the same gel strength achieved by the PEI, as 

shown from the results discussed in earlier sections. The PAM/FNS gel strength is between 1000-

2000 Pa when PAM is 9 wt.%, as shown in Figure 5.26. Thus, nanosilica was introduced to the 

system to enhance both the stability of the particles and the physical strength of the gel.  In the 

beginning, the proper size of nanosilica needed to be defined. Figure 5.26 shows that the final gel 

strength from the dynamic frequency sweep changes with respect to NS concentration and size. 

Also, there is a local maximum at 2 wt.% at most NS concentrations, and the maximum value 

resulted from nanosilica of 50 nm.  

System 
Viscosity 

(mPa.S) 

Phase 

separation 

7.5% PAM + 1%AlAc + 0% NS 60 100% 

7.5% PAM + 1%AlAc + 0.5 % NS 63 40% 

7.5% PAM + 1%AlAc + 1% NS 65 0% 

7.5% PAM + 1%AlAc + 2% NS 70 0% 
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Figure 5. 26: Final gel strength of PAM/FNS with different NS concentrations and sizes. 

The increase in gel strength after adding nanosilica can be explained by the adsorption of 

PAM into the surface of nanosilica by the silanol group and carboxyl via hydrogen bonding. 

However, the decrease in storage modulus at low concentrations suggests that the interaction 

between NS and FNS initially inhibits slightly the crosslinking reaction, which leads to producing 

of a weaker gel. However, after a certain limit, the effect of physical reinforcement overwhelms 

this effect which results in an increase in the gel strength upon the addition of more NS. Figure 

5.27 shows a schematic illustration of the effect of nanosilica size on the PAM adsorption and 

network structure of the reinforced composite PAM/FNS/NS. A similar mechanism was reported 

by Chen et al. (2018) using 28.6 nm silica (Chen et al. 2018).  
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Figure 5. 27: Schematic illustration of the dispersion with respect to the size of nanosilica and molecular 

weight of the PAM.  

For polymeric gel used as LCM, the fluid is required to have moderate low viscosity at the 

surface to facilitate the pumping of fluid into the well and to have high injectivity. Figure 5.28 

shows viscosity measurements at different shear ranging from 0.1 to 1000 s-1 using the viscometer 

at room temperature. The results show that for the same PAM concentration of 9 wt.% the 

PAM/NS/FNS system has lower viscosity compared to the PAM/PEI; however, it is a bit higher 

than Ref.Mud# 2 and 3.  

 

Figure 5. 28: Viscosity measurements at room temperature. 
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5.6  Study of Gelation Kinetics of Polymeric Gel Formulations 

The injection of a polymeric gel into a well is a critical process that requires careful design of 

rheology and gelation time. In a good gel treatment job, the gel should keep its flowing 

characteristics until reaching the targeted depth where the gelation process should take place. If 

the gel rheological properties and gelation process was not carefully designed to match the 

downhole temperature and time to reach the targeted depth, the gelation might occur in the drill 

string. The gelation time depends on the viscosity measurement over time, which accordingly 

defines the gelation time as the time required to reach an inflection point on the viscosity versus 

time curve (Hardy et al. 1998). Under insight of this fact, the gelation process of the PAM with 

different crosslinkers used in this study was investigated under possible downhole conditions of 

temperature, salinity, pH, and time required to reach the target. Among various available 

approaches for gelation time determination (Broseta et al. 2000; Vasquez et al. 2003), the steady 

shear method provides a fast and accurate conclusion. The gelation time is obtained by detecting 

the point where the viscosity exhibits a sharp increase. The point is considered the onset of the gel 

temperature, and the time when it occurs is the gelation time. The second method is based on the 

results of the dynamic shear, which also gives a quantitative estimation of the gelation rate. The 

following subsections discuss in detail the gelation's most influencing parameters of each 

crosslinker.  

5.6.1 Study of Gelation Kinetics of PAM/PEI Based-Mud and Pill 

Rheology experiments were conducted to investigate crosslinking of PAM-based drilling fluid to 

understand their gelation formation process and determine their gel strength. The goal is to define 

the maximum gel strength, which is obtained by using the HPHT rheometer. From the results of 

the dynamic shear, the gel strength was taken as the maximum value of the storage modulus (G'). 

For each crosslinked gel, the viscoelastic region was considered to avoid the destruction of the gel 
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structure; therefore, the tests were conducted within 10% strain under a constant frequency of 10 

Hz. After determining the maximum gel strength, the gelation time was determined by the 

automatic speed dial viscometer and the HPHT rheometer from the viscosity-time curves while 

ramping up the temperature. The gelation process was monitored for the crosslinked polymer with 

and without retardation agent (NH4CL). 

Figure 5.29a and b show the viscosity of PAM/PEI [7.5:1] at two different temperatures 

(95 and 130oC) obtained over an extended testing period of 150 minutes at a constant shear rate 

(170 s-1). At low temperatures below 200oF (93oC), the polymer took a longer time to crosslink, 

indicated by the linear and slow increase in viscosity. The gelation rate was governed by the 

temperature, which reflected on the system's viscosity. Figure 5.29b, shows a sharp increase in 

viscosity at (266oF), which is the onset temperature of PAM gels; therefore, delaying the gelation 

rate should be considered when PAM/PEI-based LCM is utilized in deep wells or where high 

temperature is expected.  

 

Figure 5. 29: Effect of temperature on gelation of PAM/PEI [7.5:1], (a) at 200oF, and (b) at 266oF. 

The gelation rate can also be affected by the amount of crosslinker available in the system. 

The PEI concentration has a significant effect on gelation time, as will be shown from the 

viscosity-time curves for different concentrations of PEI. Using excessive PEI amount may lead 
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to rapid gel formation because it will provide more free functioning groups that can increase the 

chances of the PAM to crosslink. However, the minimum PEI concentration is always limited by 

the maximum gel strength. A sufficient PEI concentration is necessary to form a strong gel. For 

optimizing the PEI concentration, several viscosity experiments were conducted for various PEI 

concentrations. The PEI had slightly changed the viscosity versus time as shown in Figure 5.30a; 

when PEI concentration was less than 1 wt.%, then a sudden sharp increase from 30 to over 500 

mPa.s was observed. Further, the gelation time was extracted from viscosity profiles for each PEI 

concentration, and a power model was used to fit the data, as shown in Figure 5.30b. 

 

Figure 5. 30: (a) viscosity versus time with gelation by different PEI concentration, and (b) effect on gelation 

time.  

5.6.1.1 Retardation with Ammonium Chloride (NH4Cl) 

The previous analysis did not consider controlling the gelation rate, only PAM/PEI was used, and 

the gelation time was about 50 minutes. This time will define the gel formation responding to the 

background temperature. For specific depth and temperature, a suitable gelation time will be 

required to prevent the gel from forming in the pipes and during the placement process, especially 

for high-temperature wells. In the opposite scenario, PAM/PEI gels tend to slow their gelation rate 

at low temperatures. To account for this, designing the gel formulas for lost circulation treatment 

at low depths (low temperatures) should consider fast curing gels because the time taken to reach 
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the loss zone is short.  Quite the opposite, gel intended to treat loss at high temperatures or deep 

wells should incorporate retardation agents to allow for more time to reach the loss zone. The 

precise determination of gelation time is critical. 

Considering the above discussion, the effect of NH4Cl on gelation rate was investigated 

using the viscosity over time measurements at constant temperature and PAM concentration. Two 

concentrations of PEI (0.5 and 1 wt.%) were considered to reflect the response of different PEI 

concentrations to the hindering effect of the retarder (NH4Cl). The amount of NH4Cl was varied 

from 0 to 5 wt.%, as shown in Figures 6.31 and 6.32. The viscosity of pure PAM/PEI rapidly 

increased, while the samples containing NH4Cl exhibited a lower increasing rate due to the slower 

gelation rate.  

 

Figure 5. 31: Viscosity evolution of pure PAM/PEI [7.5:1] gel and PAM/PEI gels containing NH4Cl up to 5 

wt.%. 
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Figure 5. 32: Viscosity evolution of pure PAM/PEI [7.5:0.5] gel and PAM/PEI gels containing NH4Cl up to 5 

wt.%. 

From the results of various NH4Cl concentrations and the two PEI concentrations, the 

gelation time was extracted and plotted in Figure 5.32. The relationship between gelation time and 

the amount of NH4Cl for the two PEI concentrations was linear. However, the viscosity data for 

the lower PEI concentration did not show any gel when 4 wt.% NH4Cl was used. This was due to 

the limitation of the time. However, still, it can be extrapolated to cover for the unseen data. Also, 

this correlation can be used to obtain the proper amount of the NH4Cl required to reduce the 

gelation rate enough for the placement process. Overall, for the time needed to place the PAM/PEI 

[7.5:1] gel, up to two hours can be attained with no more than 5 wt.% of NH4Cl.  
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Figure 5. 33: Gelation time of PAM/PEI containing NH4Cl from viscosity evaluation. 

5.6.1.2  Effect of drilling fluid additives on gelation and gel strength using G' and G''  

Evaluate the interaction of polymers and crosslinker with the drilling fluid additives is essential 

for the proper preparation of gelation polymer-based LCMs. In this subsection, the polymeric 

matrix was interacted with various mud components to evaluate the alteration in the polymer 

gelation process. For example, bentonite is the common component in the water-based drilling 

mud and is known for its PAM interactions which may hinder the crosslinking process.  The 

rheology results for the PAM/PEI [7.5:1] presented in Figure 5.34 showed that adding bentonite 

in small amounts (0 to 2.5 lb/bbl) caused insignificant alteration in gelation time. The gelation 

point decreased slightly from 78.5 to 76.5 minutes. Also, the storage modulus was impacted by 

bentonite addition and decreased by 18% when 2.5 lb/bbl was added.  

Further addition of bentonite up to 5 lb/bbl was investigated, and the results were presented 

in Figure 5. 34a.  The higher concentration of bentonite caused a significant reduction in gel 

strength from 550 Pa to 88 Pa and delayed the gelation time.  The gelation time increased from 50 

minutes to 221 minutes. Although equilibrium was not achieved at the end of the test, the 

conclusion on gel strength reduction was evident from the massive decrease in the gel strength. 
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The alteration of the gelation process was believed to be due to the physical interaction between 

polymeric matrix and bentonite particles. Similar to the earlier discussed results on the effect of 

the mixing method on bentonite and PAM viscosity, the mixing method impacted the storage 

modulus of the produced gel. When bentonite was dispersed first before the polymer addition, the 

crosslinking of the polymer was enhanced.  

Besides, studied literature reports revealed that clays positively affect the crosslinked 

polymers and increase their gel strength (Bhattacharyya and Ray 2015; Haraguchi and Takehisa 

2002). Based on the results presented in this study, the reinforcing effect of bentonite depends on 

the mixing procedures. Still, the positives charges in bentonite will occupy some of the free amine 

groups in the crosslinker, which could weaken the gel if a high dose of bentonite is used. Moreover, 

several studies reported a high adsorption tendency of PAM to bentonite particles (Shaikh et al. 

2018). Consequently, bentonite can reduce the number of polymer chains available for 

crosslinking, which justifies the drop in the storage modulus, as shown in Figure 5.34b.  

 

Figure 5. 34: Effect of bentonite concentration on (a) gelation process and (b) gelation time and storage 

modulus of PAM/PEI [7.5:1] at 130oC.  

Another important component of drilling fluid is the barite. Three samples of PAM/PEI-

based mud were prepared with barite content to increase the density from 9.5 to 10.5 and 11.5 ppg 

to investigate the effect of barite. The results presented in Figure 5.35a reveals that barite reduces 
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the storage models (G') similarly to bentonite as it acts as a barrier that hinders the crosslinking 

reaction. However, by examining the gelation kinetics, an observation can be withdrawn that a 

small amount of barite has barely altered the gelation time and the final gel strength, as summarized 

in Figure 5.35b. At a higher mud weight (11.5 ppg), where a significant quantity of barite was 

added, the gelation time was delayed to more than 100 minutes, and the gel strength dropped by 

35%, down to 350 Pa. 

 

Figure 5. 35: Mud weight effect on (a) the gelation process with time, and (b) gelation time and final storage 

modulus of PAM/PEI [7.5:1]. 

Figure 5.36 summarizes the results of gelation experiments for the various PAM/PEI 

formulas investigated in this study. Overall, all additives had negatively impacted the gel strength 

and caused a delay in the gelation rate. Two different approaches were used to investigate the 

drilling fluid compatibility with the gelling polymer, considering two possible scenarios where the 

polymeric LCM can be applied in the field. The first approach is when the polymeric LCM is used 

in the beginning as a proactive treatment. In this case, the polymer-based mud will be prepared 

from the proper concentration of polymers, crosslinkers, retarders, and other additives to attain a 

specific density, pH, or rheological properties. The second approach is accounting for the case 

where the polymer is used as a corrective intervention solution. In this case, the optimized 

polymeric formulation of 7.5 wt.% PAM and 1 wt.% PEI was mixed with the water-based mud 
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(Ref.Mud#2) at different ratios. This will simulate when the PAM/PEI formula is added as a liquid 

directly to the existing drilling fluid system to cure the lost circulation. The ratio of the polymeric 

formulation to WBM was varied from [5:5] to [9:1].   

The results showed that the crosslinked polymer-based mud (PBM) ratio, less than 0.9 

failed to produce gel since the polymers were diluted. Besides, the different additives proved to be 

hindering materials were in a significant amount in the system. A more concentrated PAM/PEI 

formula can achieve gelation at low mixing ratios with the WBM. At the mixing ratio of [9:1], the 

delay in gelation time was insignificant, but the gel had a storage modulus of 268 Pa with a 

reduction of 50% from the pure PAM/PEI. In addition to the negative effect of bentonite and barite, 

plus the impact of adding lignite and caustic soda was more pronounced. The PAM/PEI system 

showed little tolerance up to 0.5 lb/bbl for each additive, where no gel was produced beyond this 

concentration. The alteration was believed to be due to the high increase in the alkalinity of the 

system (pH > 13), where the polymers are no longer crosslinkable.  

 

Figure 5. 36: Summary of the gelation behavior of the different PAM/PEI based systems. 
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5.6.2 Study of Gelation Kinetics of PAM/AlAc Based-Pill 

The Crosslinking mechanism of AlAc is similar to the PEI, but the response to pH and temperature 

is completely different. Figure 5.37 shows gelation experiments conducted at 3 different 

temperatures (25, 50, and 65oC) and under a constant frequency of 10 Hz for extended periods. As 

illustrated in Figure 5.37a, the gelation experiments showed when the abrupt change in gel strength 

occurred. In addition to the final gel strength represented by the peak of the storage modulus. In 

Figure 5.37b, the variation in loss modulus, which reflects the viscous part of the fluid, increases 

with temperature by 50% and 100% at 50oC and 65oC, respectively. Based on this presented result, 

the temperature has a significant positive effect on gel strength, gelation time, and viscosity of the 

PAM/AlAc. This can be advantageous in shallow depths application for loss circulation treatment; 

however, care must be taken to avoid uncontrolled gelation due to the limited gelation time.  

 

Figure 5. 37: Effect of temperature and time on PAM/AlAc (7:1) (a) storage modulus and (b) loss modulus. 

In addition to the temperature effect, the PAM/AlAc was found to be more sensitive to the 

small changes in pH as shown from the gelation experiments conducted at very close two pH 

values (4.1 and 4.6). The pH showed a reversed gelation triggering effect, where the slight increase 

of pH from 4.1 to 4.6 delayed the gelation from 50 to 80 minutes, as shown from the change in 
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storage modulus (Figure 5.38) and the gelation point indicated by the overlapping of the storage 

and loss modulus.  

 

Figure 5. 38: Gelation profile of PAM/AlAc system. 

Besides the obvious delaying of the gelation process at high pH values and rapid gelling at 

low values, the pH also affects the viscoelastic behavior of the PAM/AlAc system. That was 

clearly observed from the dynamic frequency sweep conducted for different pH values ranging 

from 3.5 to 8.45 at 50oC for frequencies ranging from 1 to 100 Hz. Figure 5.39 shows a high 

reduction in gel strength with the increasing alkalinity.  Moreover, the alkaline condition decreased 

the stability of AlAc suspension in the polymer system. A separation phase was observed when 

the pH was increased. The effect of pH on stability was also proved by measuring the zeta potential 

(ZP) presented in Figure 5.40. When ZP approaches zero, this means the suspension is becoming 

more unstable. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that the gelation rate, stability, and gel 

strength decrease with the pH.  In Figure 5.39b also the strengthening effect of NS can be observed 

as higher gel strength was attained with the addition of 2 wt.% NS to the PAM/AlAc, at similar 

pH conditions. 
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Figure 5. 39: Effect of pH and nanosilica on (a) storage modulus of PAM/AlAc, and (b) frequency Sweep of 

PAM/Alac [9:3]. 

 

` 

Figure 5. 40: Effect of pH on gelation formation and stability indicated by the zeta potential. 

From the gelation experiments results, it can be observed that the original gelation time of 

the PAM/Al/Ac system is about 18 minutes. The time is obtained from the intercept of the two 

tangents of the viscosity profile before and after the inflection point, as shown in Figure 5.41a. 

This time window might not be enough to prepare the gel and pump it through the drill string to 

reach the depth of the loss. Ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) in concentrations of 2.5 to 10 wt.% was 

used to extend this flowing period of the gel. Figure 5.41b shows the results of gelation with the 

presence of NH4Cl. The gelation time was expanded with retardation, which delayed the gelation 

process, as shown in Figure 5.42, where the inflection points shifted with more NH4Cl. 
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Figure 5. 41: (a) Gelation time estimation for PAM/AlAc without NH4Cl retardation, and (b) with retardation 

effect. 

 

Figure 5. 42: Effect of NH4Cl concentration on the gelation process with time. 

5.6.3 Study of Gelation Kinetics of PAM/FNS Based-Pill 

The PAM/FNS gel also showed significant pH and temperature dependency in addition to the 

strengthening benefits of the nanosilica. One way to increase the gel strength and the stability of 

the FNS in the polymer system was by controlling the amount of the nanosilica. Figure 5.43 shows 

that adding nanosilica improves the gel strength of the PAM/FNS system consistently. In the 

beginning, the storage modulus reduced from 1900 Pa at 1 wt. % NS to 1542 and 1868 Pa for 1.5 

and 2 wt. %, respectively. However, after that, the gel strength sharply increased when more 

nanosilica was added.  A high value of 9013 Pa was obtained at 6 wt.% NS, which is about 374 % 
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greater than the storage modulus at 1 wt. % NS and about 13 times stronger than the gel formed 

without nanosilica at the same PAM/FNS concentrations. 

 

Figure 5. 43: Effect of adding 50 nm of nanosilica at different concentrations on the gel strength of 9 wt. % 

PAM crosslinked by 2 wt. % FNS. 

On the other hand, the NS addition helped to increase the stability of the gel, which prevents 

settling of the crosslinker (FNS), which was another reason for forming a stronger gel. Figure 5.44 

shows the zeta potential (ZP) measurement for nanosilica ranging from 8 nm to 85 nm. This result 

shows high negative ZP with nanosilica of 50 nm, which agrees with the dynamic frequency sweep 

results where 50 nm gave the highest final gel strength.  

 

Figure 5. 44: Effect of nanosilica particle size on zeta potential of PAM/FNS solution. 
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Table 5.3 shows the Sydansk code of different gels formed after crosslinking 9 wt. % PAM 

by FNS at various concentrations before and after adding nanosilica. At low concentrations, 

settling behavior was not much affected, whereas 2 wt. % nanosilica completely inhibited the 

settling and strengthened of the composed gel.  

Table 5. 3: Sydansk code of the formed gels using TAS only to crosslink PAM and silica settling 

PAM  

wt.% 

FNS 

wt.% 

NS 

wt.% 
Sydansk Code Silica Settling 

9 0.1 0 A:   No gel No 

9 0.5 0 B:   Highly flowing gel No 

9 1 0 C:   Flowing gel Yes 

9 2 0 E:   Barely flowing gel Yes 

9 2 0.5 F:   Highly deformable non flowing gel Yes 

9 2 2 I:    Rigid gel No 

5.7  Drilling Fluid Filtration and Wellbore Strengthening Experiments 

This section summarizes the performance evaluation of the developed formulations of crosslinked 

polymer-based mud and pills as loss circulation treatment and wellbore strengthening methods. 

The polymeric LCM's main objective is to stop further invasions of drilling fluids into formations 

through fractures and high permeability. For example, the PAM/PEI-based mud can be used as a 

preventive treatment to drill trouble zone. In contrast, LCM pills developed by PAM/PEI, 

PAM/AlAc, and PAM/FNS can be used to treat minor to severe or total loss by completely seal 

loss zones which allows drilling to continue safely. Establishing a rigid gel inside the pores and 

fractures can provide high sealing pressure. The following sections of the results show the 

efficiency of each developed crosslinked polymeric gel formulations in treating loss circulation by 

several static and dynamic drilling fluid filtration and wellbore strengthening experiments 

conducted in various porous and fractured mediums.   
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5.7.1 Pore-Scale Static Drilling Fluids Filtration   

The experiments of pore-scale drilling fluid filtration are intended to evaluate the capability of the 

polymeric gels and polymer-based mud to stop mud loss. The filtration tests were conducted using 

the permeability plugging tester with ceramic filter disks having two different permeabilities, 775 

mD and 15 D.  Effect of temperature and gelation time were considered. The results are compared 

with the performance of a typical water-based drilling fluid containing 55 lb/bbl calcium carbonate 

as LCM (Ref.Mud#2). The results are reported as accumulative filtration volume versus square 

root of time for 30 minutes. Also, the maximum pressure that can be maintained without further 

loss is considered as the sealing pressure. The following two subsections describe the results of 

static filtration using crosslinked polymer-based mud (PBM) and polymeric LCM pills.  

5.7.1.1 Static Filtration in Ceramic Filter Disks 

The developed polymer-based mud (PBM), prepared based on the screening and optimizations 

study, was used to conduct the static drilling fluid filtration experiments. The mud formulation is 

listed in Table 5.1. in section 5.3.  The PBM contains 7.5 wt.% PAM, 1 wt.% PEI, 2.5 lb/bbl 

bentonite, and barite as a weighting agent to prepare 9.6 ppg, which will be referred to as PBM-

2.5. The filtration test conducted using the permeability plugging tester showed the superiority of 

the PBM in elevated temperature in comparison with the regular WBM with calcium carbonate. 

Figure 5.45 shows the results of filtration tests for the calcium carbonate at 75 and 205oF (24 and 

93oC). The calcium carbonate failed to control fluid loss at elevated temperatures. These findings 

agree with previous published experimental work by Ezeakacha et al. (2017). They concluded on 

their testing of several LCM that calcium carbonate is not a good LCM at elevated temperature as 

many other conventional LCMs (Ezeakacha et al. 2017). 

On the other hand, the proposed PBM-2.5 showed a reduction in the filtrate volume by 

80%. This performance is because the crosslinked polymer, when invading the porous or 
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unconsolidated formation, will form a strong gel and plug it efficiently. The mud cake developed 

on the ceramic filter disk is shown in Figure 5.46. The calcium carbonate mud developed about 

4.4 cm cake thickness while the PBM-25 formed a thin layer on the surface of the disc, about 2 

cm. This is another advantage since thick mud cakes increase the potential of pipes sticking.  

 

Figure 5. 45: Comparison of filtration control performance of the PBM-2.5 and Ref.Mud#2. 

 

Figure 5. 46: Filter cake on the ceramic disc, calcium carbonate (left), and PBM-25 (right). 

Another performance evaluation with static drilling fluid filtration experiments was also 

conducted using PAM/PEI pills. The filtration control evaluation results of the WBM containing 

calcium carbonate and filtration profile of the PAM/PEI pill are shown in Figure 5.47. Filtration 

experiments were conducted under 500 psi differential pressure using the two ceramic filter disks 

described in the figure. The PAM/PEI formula stopped filtration through both types of disks in a 

few minutes and peaked at 2 to 5.5 cc for both disks with different permeabilities (755 mD and 15 
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D). As the gelation process takes place when the temperature of the fluid reaches the gel onset 

temperature (266oF), the filtration stopped immediately as the fluid rheology increased. The WBM, 

however, exhibited a progressive filtration over time because of the high-temperature effect and 

the deterioration in mud properties with heating. One interesting observation is that the total loss 

in the disk with higher permeability was slightly less than the loss in the lower permeability. This 

is unusual for conventional LCMs, but for the gel, this is attributed to the mechanism of sealing. 

The gel needs high injectivity at the beginning to be able to invade the pores from the sealing gel 

inside, which makes a strong plug with higher sealing pressure. The process takes more time to 

establish the sealing in the lower permeability disk. As shown in Figure 5.47, the filtration stopped 

4 minutes later than in the high permeability case.  

 

Figure 5. 47: Results of static filtration with ceramic filter disks using PAM/PEI pill and Ref.Mud#2.  

5.7.1.2  Static Filtration in Carbonate  

Carbonate formations usually have natural fractures that cause lost circulation. The purpose of this 

part of the experiments is to evaluate the performance of the polymeric gels in sealing micro-

fractures in carbonate formation. The PAM/PEI formula in its flowing state and the WBM 
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(Ref.Mud#2) were designed to have the same rheological behavior. The difference is that the 

WBM contains various solids particles, as shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, and sized calcium 

carbonate (CaCO3) as primary LCM. On the other hand, the PAM/PEI main sealing mechanism is 

its gelling property attained at the preset onset temperature (130oC). Both fluids have apparent 

viscosities from 15 to 20 mPa.s at 130oF.  

The results of the WBM and the PAM/PEI filtration in carbonate cores are shown in Figure 

5.48. Filtration experiments were conducted under 500 psi differential pressure and 130oC. The 

PAM/PEI formula stopped filtration through the carbonate core instantly after 3 minutes with a 

total loss of only 1 cm3. It outperformed the WBM performance due to forming a high-strength 

gel inside the fracture network of the carbonate under elevated temperature. On the other hand, the 

WBM, which relies on calcium carbonate, exhibited a very sudden severe loss of about 25 cm3, 

and the loss continued at a high rate till the end of the test. The total loss with the calcium carbonate 

at elevated temperature was 42 cm3 compared to the 5.4 cm3 collected at low temperature presented 

in Figure 5.45 from the previous section. The temperature negatively affected the performance of 

the calcium carbonate while improving the performance of the gel.  
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Figure 5. 48: Filtrates volume by PAM/PEI and WBM Ref.Mud#2 from the static filtration experiments in 

carbonate cores. 

The discussed above case simulated the base case where pure PAM/PEI is used as a pill. 

However, in real drilling, there is contamination from the WBM and wellbore fluids, which will 

affect the crosslinking process of the polymer. Based on the gelation study discussed in section 

5.6, bentonite significantly impacts both rheology and gelation kinetics. The effect of bentonite on 

filtration was observed in the results of the static filtration in carbonate cores for the PAM/PEI 

containing 3.5 lb/bbl bentonite shown in Figure 5.49. Figure 5.50 shows the summary of 

cumulative filtration volumes and sealing pressure from the pore-scale static filtration 

experiments. Generally, the cumulative filtration volume at the end of each static filtration 

experiment was directly related to the maximum sealing pressure achieved by the sealing.  
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Figure 5. 49: Effect of bentonite on filtration volume of PAM/PEI compared with WBM (Ref.Mud#2) in 

carbonate cores.  

 

Figure 5. 50: Summary of cumulative filtration volumes and sealing pressure from pore-scale static filtration 

experiments.  

5.7.2 Fracture-Scale Static Drilling Fluids Filtration   

5.7.2.1  Fractures sealing with different polymeric gels 

The results of fracture-scale static filtration using crosslinked polymer-based mud (PBM) are 
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5.3. The gelling mud developed a strong plug inside the fracture, as shown in the image attached 

to Figure 5.51. There was a noticeable delay in achieving the sealing, which was attributed to two 

possible conditions. First, the fracture is larger than the pores of porous filter disks, which take 

longer to seal. Secondly, bentonite and barite in the PAM/PEI-based mud cause a delay in the 

gelation process, as explained earlier in the gelation study section 5.6. Although this delay, the 

sealing was eventually achieved, and filtration peaked at 28 cm3 after 30 minutes. The test was 

extended to 20 minutes to eliminate the low gelation rate effect, and no flow was observed.  

 

Figure 5. 51: Fracture-scale filtration by the PAM/PEI-based mud. 

 Figure 5.52 summarizes cumulative loss volumes and the attained maximum sealing 

pressure for various conducted tests. The polymeric formulations with PEI, AlAc, and FNS all 

succeeded in stopping loss at 130oC (266oF). The slight variations in the performance are due to 

the different gelation times, which reflected clearly on the sealing pressure. The pure PAM/PEI at 

a high concentration of PAM (9 wt.%) showed similar performance to the 7.5 wt.% PAM since 

they both have the same PEI concentrations; they developed a sealing gel following the same 

kinetics. Comparing calcium carbonate and cedar fiber revealed that calcium carbonate fails in 
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sealing fractures while cedar fiber successfully stopped the loss. Figure 5.53 shows the images of 

fractured aluminum disks after the static filtration experiments with the different formulations used 

in this study. Like the filtration volume and sealing pressure, the performance was reflected on the 

fractured disks' physical appearance after the experiments. The polymeric gels established strong 

plugs inside the fractures.  

 

Figure 5. 52: Summary of cumulative loss volume and sealing pressure from the fractured scale static 

filtration experiments.  

 

Figure 5. 53: Images of 1000 microns fractures after static filtration experiment with different formulations.  
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5.7.2.2  Effect of Fracture’s Shape and Size  

One of the critical factors in any loss circulation treatment is the proper understanding of fracture 

characteristics. The shape and fracture size define the selection criteria of the LCM types, size, 

and concentrations. Polymeric gel LCM reduces the limitation in material selection, where one 

formulation can work for multiple fractures with various shapes and sizes. In this subsection of the 

results, several experiments of fracture-scale static filtration were conducted using PAM 

crosslinked with PEI, AlAc, and FNS. Figure 5.54 shows the sealing of a complex fracture with 

PAM/FNS pill, and Figure 5.55 shows the sealing of fractures having different sizes, 1000, 2000, 

and 3000 microns. All experiments yielded similar results, which conclude that the polymeric gels' 

sealing mechanism does not depend on the size or shape of fractures. The most important 

parameter is to properly design the composition to control the gelation time and gel strength.   

 

Figure 5. 54: Sealing of a complex fracture with PAM/FNS pill. 
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Figure 5. 55: Sealing of fractures of different sizes with PAM/PEI pill. 

5.7.2.3 Effect of Temperature on Polymer-Based LCMs 

The gelation process, which controls the flow status of the gel and its viscosity, is mainly governed 

by the temperature and the concentration of polymers, crosslinkers, and retarders. In this study, 

the effect of temperature was investigated by conducting several static filtrations using 1000 µm 

fracture for an extended time instead of 30 minutes. All filtration tests were started after waiting 

on the gel for 20 minutes to activate the gelation process and eliminate the gelation time effect. 

The extended test time also proves that the pill keeps its integrity, and the fractures or loss zones 

in the well will remain sealed enough for the drilling process to be safely continued. 

Figure 5.56 shows the results for the PAM/PEI and PAM/FNS pills. The two temperatures 

selected were the low temperature, where the gel in the flowing state and when under downhole 

temperature matches the onset temperature of gelation (130oC). The effect of temperature was 

evident in the cumulative volume and the injectivity of both crosslinked polymers. The gels tend 

to have high injectivity at the beginning at low temperatures or before the gelation temperature is 
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reached, then the flow stops completely at a time less than 2 minutes for the PAM/FNS pill and 10 

minutes for the PAM/PEI pills.   

 
Figure 5. 56: Effect of temperature on the cumulative loss of (a) PAM/NFS and (b) PAM/PEI pill by static 

filtration experiments in 1000 microns fracture.   

For the PAM/AlAc gels, the fracture sealing experiments were conducted at three different 

temperatures, 25oC, 50oC, and 130oC, while the pressure kept constant at 1000 psi. The progress 

of filtrates volume with time and the maximum sealing pressure were used as performance 

indicators. The temperature range was selected to reflect the operational conditions in the field. 

For instance, the 25oC was tested to simulate the surface mixing and preparation or the injectivity 

before gelation occurs. The results showed high injectivity through the fracture at surface 

temperatures. After the fluid is injected into the well, its temperature gradually increased until it 

reached the gel onset temperature, 50oC for the AlAc. 

Figure 5.57 shows the sealing experiment results at 50oC and 130oC to test sealing 

efficiency at a more comprehensive temperature range. Testing at higher temperatures was 

intended to expand the temperature window of the PAM/AlAc pill. The results presented in Figure 

5.57 showed that both experiments at elevated temperatures have similar filtration trends. In the 

beginning, the filtration rate was 3 cc/min, and then after 3 minutes, the gelation process achieved 

about a 50% reduction in the filtration rate to 1.6 cc/min. The filtration then continued at a 
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sustained rate of about 80% less until the fracture was wholly sealed in 30 minutes. The polymeric 

gel held sealing pressure up to 700 psi and 2000 psi with no flow when experiments were 

conducted at 50oC and 130oC, respectively. The conclusion that can be withdrawn here is that 

temperature has a positive effect on sealing efficiency. The polymers usually have high thermal 

stability, and the ultimate gel strength increases with temperature. Figure 10 shows the artificially 

fractured aluminum discs wholly packed with the polymeric gel. The pill held the pressure across 

the fracture for more than 30 minutes, which was the total time of the experiment. 

 

Figure 5. 57: Effect of temperature on the cumulative loss of PAM/AlAc pill by static filtration experiments in 

1000 microns fracture.  

5.7.2.4  Effect of Gelation time Polymer-Based LSM 

The gelation time should be considered to remediate severe drilling fluid loss. The mature 

polymeric gel can form an efficient sealing material inside the fracture to stop lost circulation when 

both conditions are met, the gelation time and the onset of the gelation temperature. Figure 5.58 

shows an experimental investigation of the effect of waiting time on gel curing and the mud loss 

treatment using PAM/PEI pills. The mud loss was collected at 266oF (130oC) using PPA equipped 

with an aluminum disk holding a 1000 µm fracture. Three different waiting times were given to 
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the PAM/PEI formula before starting the test. In the no waiting case, the PAM/PEI pill required 

about 15 minutes to stop the mud loss, compared to 5 and 4 minutes for a waiting time of 60 

minutes and 120 minutes, respectively. However, the cumulative mud loss was higher by 150%. 

This agrees with the previous rheological investigation of the gelation time by the viscosity over 

time curves. The pure PAM/PEI gel required about 14 minutes to start the gelation process.  

The sensitivity of time on the cumulative mud loss and the maximum sealing pressure that 

the polymeric gel pill can achieve can be recognized from the results illustrated in Figure 5.58. As 

shown in the results, with no waiting time, the gel will escape the fractures until its viscosity 

gradually increases due to the gelation process. The fluid then will cease to flow as the gelation 

process is taking place to form a rigid gel and permanently plug the fracture. The sealing pressure 

(Figure 5.59) is also affected by the time given to the gel to mature since the gel strength of the 

gel is time dependent as well. With enough time for the gelation process to complete, the sealing 

pressure has been able to hold up to 2000 psi compared to 400 psi at the beginning of the pill 

placement. Given that, the setting time for the gel needs to be designed carefully to stop lost 

circulation by using proper retardation to delay the gelation just enough for the fluid to reach the 

targeted depth.  
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Figure 5. 58: Mud loss versus time at different gelation times using PPA with 1000-micron fractured disc. 

 

Figure 5. 59: Cumulative mud and maximum sealing pressure using PPA with 1000-micron fractured disc. 

5.7.3 Fracture-Scale Dynamic Drilling Fluids Filtration   

This section shows the loss profile from the dynamic drilling fluid filtration experiment using the 

dynamic drilling simulator (E2200). The cumulative dynamic fluid loss is plotted against the time 

in minutes from zero to 30 minutes. The sample selected for this test was the optimized PAM/PEI 

formula in a ratio of 7.5:1 and used to seal a 1000 µm vertical fracture. The temperature testing 
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psi differential pressure, while 100 rpm rotational speed was applied.  

During the test, the data acquisition system (DAQS) was used to collect the filtrates every 

five seconds, which will accurately capture the spurt loss. Figure 5.60 shows the filtration profile 

of the PAM/PEI for 30 minutes. Overall, the loss rate was 0.073 cm3/min with a cumulative loss 

of 5.5 cm3. Compared to static filtration results, there is a noticeable delay in the filtration; this can 

be called breakthrough time. The breakthrough time can be defined as the time required for a 

considerable amount of loss to occur, which is also expressed as the spurt loss. In static filtration, 

this takes about 15 seconds. In dynamic filtration, it takes more time due to the flow characteristics 

and the time required to establish the sealing in the dynamic conditions. For this dynamic filtration 

experiment, the PAM/PEI breakthrough was 1.6 minutes, as shown in Figure 5.60. The filtration 

then continued at a low rate (0.06 cm3/min), which is expected to cease complexly after the gel 

fills the fracture and solidates. After the experiment is completed, the aluminum cylinder was 

retrieved to examine the plugging visually. Figure 5.61 shows how the 1000 microns vertical 

fracture is wholly sealed with the gel.     

 

Figure 5. 60: Dynamic fluid loss profiles for PAM/PEI [7.5:1] in 1000 µm vertical fracture. 
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Figure 5. 61: 1000 µm sealed with PAM/PEI gel in dynamic filtration experiment.  

5.8  Investigation of Filter Cake Evolution 

In this research, it was essential to study the evaluation of filter cake resulting from filtration of 

the crosslinked polymers. To the best of the author's knowledge, no previous studies considered 

filter cake investigation and formation damage assessment for the crosslinked polymers. One of 

the hypotheses of this study was that the gelling LCMs should minimize the probability of 

formation damage. It eliminates the need for large granular LCMs to plug larger fractures. The 

filter cake was examined after static filtration experiments to verify this assumption. The filter 

disks cut from carbonate rocks and ceramic disks were used in the filtration experiments. The 

polymeric fluids and the reference WBM were encouraged to filtrate through the filter disks before 

retrieving the disk and examine the filter cake. The internal and external filter cakes were 

investigated. The visual inspection of the external filter cake showed that the PAM/PEI fluid 

formed a thin wavy surface with a uniform structure. Figure 5.62 compares the external filter cake 

of PAM/PEI [7.5:1] fluid compared to mud cake created with the Ref.Mud#2 containing calcium 

carbonate.  Different filter disks showed similar filter cake shapes, and cake thickness was about 

2 to 4 mm for all samples.  
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Figure 5. 62: External filter cake formation on different filter disks. 

5.8.1 Evolution of the Internal Filter Cake 

Figure 5.63 describes the SEM images of the internal filter cake taken from the cross-sectional 

side of the carbonate filter disk as explained in the methodology section. The results presented 

show the internal filter cake for the PEI-crosslinked PAM and the calcium carbonate mud. A 

control sample of carbonate is also presented, which shows clean open pores, as marked in Figure 

5.63a.  The carbonate grains showed different sizes, varying from 5 to 30 µm with many visible, 

connected voids. Figure 5.63b and c describe the cross-sectional side of the carbonate filter disk 

after polymer and calcium carbonate mud invasion. The calcium carbonate and other particulates 

within the WBM penetrated the carbonate pores and filled its void spaces, as illustrated in the SEM 

images shown in Figure 5.63b. The images show a uniform distribution of the calcium carbonate 

particulates inside carbonate core voids which created an internal filter cake with relatively high 

permeability indicated by the high filtration rate.  
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Figure 5. 63: SEM images for the (a) carbonate blank core and the internal filter cake after the PPA test with 

(b) WBM and (c) PAM/PEI.  

In the other case, the PAM/PEI gel barely invaded the carbonate disk. A uniformed paste-

like surface was observed inside the pores.  The shape and structure of the PAM/PEI internal filter 

cake explained their sealing mechanisms; the gels displayed a thick surface and tidy structural 

shape. The filtration stopped because, unlike calcium carbonate, no open pores in the crosslinked 

polymer gel's micrographs, as visualized in Figure 5.63c. The black areas in the SEM images are 

attributed to the high atomic number of the PAM. Based on this microscopic examination, the 

PAM/PEI had plugged all open voids in the carbonate and sealed it entirely.  
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Furthermore, Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis was conducted to quantify the 

internal filter cake composition for the three above samples. The result of the analysis is presented 

in Figure 5.64. The majority of elements are carbon (C) and calcium (Ca) which is typical for 

carbonate cores, close to 90 wt.%. The other detected elements were the minerals that exist in the 

WBM additives. This analysis concludes that in the carbonate core sample where PAM/PEI was 

used, the carbon content was higher by 100%, and calcium was less by 50%, which means that 

pores are covered with the gel. The high carbon content in the cores invaded by PAM/PEI was 

because PAM monomers are primarily composed of carbon and hydrogen, as shown in their 

chemical structure; (C3 H5 N O)n. The EDX results agree with the SEM images' conclusion, which 

showed that carbonate pores were filled with the crosslinked gel.  

 
Figure 5. 64: EDX analysis of the internal filter cake forming in carbonate by WBM and PAM/PEI. 

More analysis of filtration of PAM/PEI was conducted in ceramic filter disks having two 

different pore throat sizes and permeability. The purpose was to see how permeability will affect 

the invasion of the gel into the cores. Figure 5.65 describes the SEM images taken after the static 
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filtration tests. As described in the microscopic images, the comparison between before and after 

PAM invasion clearly shows that void spaces are filled with the gel, pointed by the arrows.  

Additionally, the color of the images indicates the gel's density inside the pores since more 

polymers darken the image due to the high atomic number. Examining both filter disk images; one 

can observe that the permeability had affected the invasion of the gel. The internal filter cake was 

more visible, having dark color in the filter disk with higher permeability (#170-53 with 15 D). 

However, PAM/PEI fluid successfully stopped filtration in both tests and plugged the pores of 

both disks with a slight change in the time when the total sealing was achieved. The low 

permeability disk took three more minutes, as discussed earlier in this dissertation in section 5.7.1.  

 

Figure 5. 65: SEM images for the internal filter on ceramic filter disks #170-53 and #170-55 before and after 

PPA test with PAM/PEI. 
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5.8.2 Formation Damage and Secondary Filtration 

Potential formation damage that may occur was also investigated using SEM images. The 

spectrum of SEM was selected in two areas to explore the deeper invasion. One point was close to 

the filtration side, and the other one was close to the exit side. The areas of interest are indicated 

by the arrows shown in Figure 5.66. The images were grouped into two sections. The top three 

ones describe the disk area close to the filtration direction, which explores the internal filter cake. 

The other three images on the bottom of the figure show the deeper invasion after the fluid passes 

through the internal filter cake.  

The 1500 times magnification shows that the pores of the calcium carbonate within the 

WBM filled these pores, leaving many spaces between its granular particulates, which allowed for 

further filtration. As described in the bottom set of SEM images in Figure 5.66, the fine particles 

of CaCO3 passed through the internal filter cake and reached deeper in the carbonate disk. With 

more pressure exerted on the disk, more fine particulates will invade the core. If these particulates 

were not removed later with a method of filter cake removals, it will significantly reduce formation 

permeability and impair the productivity of the well.  

 

Figure 5. 66: SEM images for the invasion of WBM filtrates inside carbonate disk. 
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On the other hand, The PAM/PEI internal mud cake did not penetrate deep inside the core; 

only about 0.125 inches was affected, as shown in Figure 5.67. The top three SEM images in 

Figure 5.67 show thick polymer gel covering all carbonate pores and sealing it entirely with a thick 

layer of high strength gel and very low permeability indicated by the filtration results. The bottom 

set of SEM images shows clear open pores with no visible traces of polymer. This suggests that 

the resulting internal filter cake from PAM/PEI formula is limited to small areas near the wellbore, 

which will reduce the contamination of the reservoir and causes less formation damage. 

The process mainly depends on the rheological properties and injectivity of the polymer 

fluid.  The injectivity of PAM/PEI fluid will depend on the initial permeability of the rocks in the 

vicinity of the wellbore, which governs the depth of invasion. Later, when the crosslinked polymer 

activates, a mature gel will form inside the formation, sealing the pores entirely and preventing a 

further invasion. After sealing off the loss zone with PAM/PEI gel, the drilling can be resumed. 

 

Figure 5. 67: SEM images for the invasion of PAM/PEI filtrates inside carbonate disk. 
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Chapter 6: Machine Learning Analysis Results and Discussion 

In this chapter, the results from the machine learning modeling and rheology data prediction work 

will be presented. First, the tuning of the model results will be presented for the ML model that 

was built, as explained in section 4.3. then the prediction performance of models will be discussed.  

6.1 Modeling and Tuning of Models Parameters 

The accuracy of each used algorithm can be enhanced by tuning and adjusting the parameters of 

the models. In the k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm, the tuning process was conducted in 

steps. First, a simple model using the KNN algorithm was generated, and the available data set 

was used to train the model. The input parameters were the concentrations of different components, 

and the output was the apparent and plastic viscosity. The parameters of interest in the KNN 

algorisms were the weight, algorithm, leaf size, power parameter, and metrics. A uniform weight 

was adopted, and an auto algorithm selection was implemented. The power parameters and leaf 

size were set to 2 and 30, respectively. For the metrics, the Standard Euclidean distance metrics 

were selected. The maximum accuracies for apparent and plastic viscosity predictions were 67.8% 

and 77.9%, respectively. 

Since the number of the nearest neighbors governs the accuracy of the kNN algorithm, the 

number of nearest neighbors was varied accordingly to explore the behavior of the algorithm. The 

prediction accuracy had changed significantly with the change in the nearest neighbors, as 

illustrated in Figure 6. 1. The combination that yielded the maximum prediction accuracy was 

determined to 3 closest neighbors sampling for plastic and apparent viscosity. 
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Figure 6. 1: Accuracy of the kNN algorithm regarding the number of nearest neighbors for (a) plastic 

viscosity and (b) apparent viscosity. 

For the Random Forest (RF), the mean square error was used to determine the quality of 

split and reduction of the variant. The nodes were set to expand until all leaves have less than two 

samples or all leaves are pure. The minimum number of samples for establishing the leaf node and 

weight fraction of the total weights were considered 1 and 0, respectively. The RF model was 

based on all six components of the data set, which are the different inputs that contribute to the 

rheology of the formula. These various inputs were used to be as features in the model. The main 

parameter in the RF is the number of trees. In this tuning stage, the number of trees was varied 

from 0 to 100. Figures 4 present the effect of changing the number of trees on the accuracy of the 

prediction for apparent and plastic viscosity. The accuracy increases seem to increase with the 

number of trees up to 20. However, after 13 trees for apparent viscosity and 22 trees for plastic 

viscosity, the accuracy did not change much, as shown in Figure 6. 2a and b. The maximum 

accuracies with the RF were 60.6% and 87.9% for the apparent and plastic viscosity, respectively.  

The tuning of parameters was also conducted for the Gradient Boosting (GB) algorithm 

using the least-squares regression to optimize the loss function. The learning rate for shrinkage 

contribution from each tree was 0.1. The quality of splitting the data set into a training set and 

testing set was estimated by the mean squared error. The main attribution used for testing the 
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performance of the model was the number of boosting stages since they are directly impacting the 

performance of the model. Therefore, the number of boosting stages and the accuracy of the test 

data were determined and presented in Figure 6.3. The accuracy increases with the increase in the 

boosting stages until it reached a stable peak of around 20 iterations. The maximum accuracy GP 

algorithm for apparent and plastic viscosity was 74.3 and 90.7, respectively. 

 

Figure 6. 2: Random Forest classification accuracy vs. the number of trees for (a) plastic viscosity 

and (b) apparent viscosity. 

 

Figure 6. 3: The test dataset accuracy corresponding to the number of boosting stages for Gradient 

Boosting algorithm for (a) plastic viscosity and (b) apparent viscosity. 

The last tuned algorithm in this study was the AdaBoost (AB) algorithm. In this model, the 

main tuning parameters were the based estimator, number of estimators, learning rate, loss, and 

random state. The considered base estimator and learning rate were 3 and 1, respectively. The 

number of estimators was varied in the form of boosting stages. The AdaBoost algorithm's 
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performance depends on the iterative steps, which improves estimators' performance with the 

boosting stage. Therefore, the algorithm was tested corresponding to the increase in the boosting 

stage. Results indicated that the maximum accuracy is obtained around 25 boosting stages. The 

maximum accuracy was 74.3% and 88.5% for apparent and plastic viscosity, respectively, as 

shown in Figure 6.4.  

 
Figure 6. 4: Accuracy in the prediction of plastic viscosity and apparent viscosity using AdaBoosting 

algorithm. 

6.2  Performance and Accuracy of Predictions 

Reliable predictions of rheological data can be obtained for other systems of PAM/PEI and mud 

additives by using different algorithms. Figure 6.5 compares the predicted values of the testing 

data set with actual values using the four algorithms tested in this study for the high shear rate 

values. It can be assumed that the overall predictive capability of gradient boosting is higher than 

any other algorithm for plastic and apparent viscosity. However, AdaBoost's performance in 

predicting a higher range of plastic and apparent viscosity trumps other algorithms' performance. 

Applying the same methodology for the low shear rate data was challenging. The prediction 

performance reduced significantly, and the predicted values differed from the actual values shown 

in Figure 6.6. The efficiency of these algorithms was evaluated based on a randomly selected 

training and testing dataset with a ratio of 20:80. For both viscosity values, each algorithm was 
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executed 20 times, and statistical analysis was conducted. Table 5.4 shows the overall result for 

each algorithm for the high shear rate data.  

 

Figure 6. 5: Predicted Vs. Actual values of (a) PV and (b) AV of the testing dataset for different 

algorithms at high shear rate. 

 

Figure 6. 6: Predicted Vs. Actual values of AV at (a) 6 rpm (10 s-1) and (b) at 3 rpm (5 s-1) of the testing 

dataset for different algorithms. 

Table 6. 1: Performance of algorithms in predicting plastic and apparent viscosity (R2) 

Algorithms Performance 

Plastic Viscosity Apparent Viscosity 

k-Nearest Neighbor 0.69 0.48 

Random Forest 0.88 0.60 

Gradient Boosting 0.89 0.74 

AdaBoosting 0.75 0.37 
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Chapter 7: Environmental Impacts, Economic Feasibility, and Case Studies 

7.1 Environmental Impact Assessment 

The previous chapters emphasized the significance of types and properties of drilling fluid, type 

of LCM, and their concentrations for a successful drilling operation. To take it even further for 

field application, the evaluation of drilling fluid performance should also consider compliance with 

public concerns, technical requirements, and regulations. Evaluating the impact of drilling fluids 

impact on health, safety, and environment (HSE) is as important as their performance in the drilling 

operation. Basically, there is no ideal drilling fluid with zero impact on the environment and can 

fulfill all industry requirements. Therefore, there is always room for research and development of 

new formulations. 

HSE concerns are crucial aspects of drilling fluid formulation. The impact is mainly due to 

the disposal of waste such as drilling fluids, chemicals, additives, and drilling cuttings, in addition 

to the mixing and treatment process (Ogeleka and Tudararo-Aherobo 2011). For instance, in 

offshore drilling, when fluid is dumped into the sea, the degree of environmental impact depends 

on water depth, amount of disposed of materials, and the drilling fluid type (Melton et al. 2004). 

The common assessment of the potential environmental impact of materials is their toxicity 

(Onwukwe and Nwakaudu 2012). The toxicity associated with the drilling operations can be 

attributed to three mechanisms, chemistry of mud components, storage and disposal practices, and 

chemistry of drilled rocks  (Khodja,Khodja-Saber, et al. 2010).  

According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA), measuring 

the drilling fluid's degree of toxicity and its impact on the environment is conducted by the Mysid 

shrimp bioassay test. The toxicity test is a protocol for recording the mean mortality percentages 

of mysid shrimp for varying concentrations of mud sediments in seawater, as per the National 
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Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES 2001). The Organization for Economic Co-

Operation and Development (OECD) established a bioassay testing protocol that involves 

preparing solutions of mud sediment in seawater in different concentrations varies from 31.25 to 

500 mg/L.  The shrimps are placed inside the treatment tanks, and observations are made every 24 

hrs. The common observations are irritability, broken appendages, erratic movement, and mortality 

percentage (Ogeleka and Tudararo-Aherobo 2011; OECD 2004). 

In this study, crosslinked polyacrylamide-based mud and LCM comprising organic and 

inorganic crosslinkers were developed. The organic crosslinker is the polyethyleneimine (PEI), 

and the inorganic crosslinkers are the aluminum acetate and functionalized silica. The main 

component of the developed gelling mud is the polyacrylamide in concentrations of 7.5 to 10 wt.%. 

The PAM is a macromolecule produced by the polymerization of acrylamide and acrylic acid, as 

shown in Figure 7.1.  

 

Figure 7. 1: Polymerization of acrylamide with acrylic acid. 

The produced polymer has large molecules that cannot penetrate the membrane of aquatic 

organisms or microorganisms; therefore, it is considered nontoxic (Berndt et al. 1991). However, 

commercial PAM contains residuals acrylamide monomer that can adversely impact the 

environment (Seybold 1994). According to the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and 

Restriction of Chemicals (REACH), the PAM is classified as carcinogenic category 1B and 

mutagenic category 1B substance, which refers to “presumed human carcinogens” (Bradley 2008). 

Some states in the US specify the acceptable exposure level of acrylamide by 0.2 micrograms per 
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day (Cowan et al. 2014). European regulations limit the maximum acrylamide allowed in water by 

0.1 µg/l (Blondel et al. 1998). Many studies evaluated the biodegradation of acrylamide in the 

environment (Shanker et al. 1990; Shukor et al. 2009; Labahn et al. 2010). Overall, the results 

showed that acrylamide's microbial degradation is widespread in various environments, such as 

soil, sediments, and water. Therefore, the flocculated compounds resulting from acrylamide are 

not expected to persist in the environment.  

Another major concern regarding the developed crosslinked drilling fluid is the corrosion 

effect on the drill pipe. A recent study conducted by Dong et al. (2019) investigated PAM's impact 

on the corrosion behavior of N80 steel, which is commonly used in drill pipes and casing. The 

author used weight‐loss analysis and electrochemical tests to simulate the downhole environment 

in the presence of H2S and CO2. The study revealed that PAM penetrates the N80 steel surface and 

forms a protective layer that prevents contact between the solution and the steel. Moreover, high 

PAM concentration increases the pH and promotes the ionization of H2S. Figure 7.2 shows PAM's 

effect on the corrosion mechanism of N80 steel in the presence of H2S and CO2. The PAM 

dissolves the corrosive gases into (HS-) and (HCO3-) (Dong et al. 2020). 

 

Figure 7. 2: Effect of polyacrylamide/H2S/CO2 on the corrosion mechanism of N80 steel (Dong et al. 2020). 

The second major component in the developed polymer-based drilling fluids is the 

crosslinkers. The first organic crosslinker, the PEI, is a water-soluble cationic polymer with a broad 
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molecular weight range. The one used in this study is a highly branched PEI with a molecular 

weight of 750,000 Da. The PEI is considered an environmentally friendly additive in drilling fluid, 

commonly used as a shale inhibitor (Guancheng et al. 2016). The PEI is widely used in 

bioengineering, wastewater treatment industry (Wong et al. 2019), and as a catalyst (Park and Kim 

2015).  

The crosslinked PEI polymers, particularly PAM/PEI gel, are widely used for water shut-

off application in temporary plugging of water zone in producer wells as an environmentally 

friendly crosslinker as an alternative to chromium acetate (ElKarsani et al. 2015b). Moreover, the 

good HSE record of PEI promoted its wide application in medical applications such as drug and 

gene delivery systems (Song et al. 2018). 

The inorganic crosslinkers (AlAc and FNS) were used in this study to expand the 

application of the developed gelling formulation for a wider temperature range. The aluminum 

(Al+3) is an insoluble mineral; the acetate form of the aluminum is prepared by mixing Al with 

acetic acid and acetic anhydride (Downs 1993).  High percentages of aluminum may exhibit toxic 

effects on the environment. The aluminum toxicity is due to the high reactivity of the (Al-

(H2O)6)
3+ ion. Hydrolysis of this ion in presence can lead to the formation of a toxic form of 

monomers, Al-(H2O)5(OH)2+ and Al-(H2O)4(OH)2
+ (Thomas et al. 1991). On the other hand, 

nanosilica and functionalized silica also have a minimal environmental impact. They have been 

used intensively for shale inhibition as an alternative to conventional inhibitors in WBM (Boul et 

al. 2017; Saleh and Ibrahim 2019) 

7.2 Gel Cleaning and Filter Cake Removal 

Cleaning of polymeric gel is the filter cake removal process from the wellbore wall after drilling. 

It is not only crucial for drill-in fluids for oil and gas production but also for successful primary 

cementing. The conventional drilling fluids usually contain acid-soluble or water-soluble 
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particulate solids bridging agents. Removal treatment involves using acids and oxidizers. The acid 

is used to degrade the inorganic portion of the filter cake, while the oxidizer is used for the organic 

portion (Munoz Jr 2009). 

In this study, the developed gelling mud contains polyacrylamide crosslinked with organic 

and organic crosslinkers. These types of gels have been used widely in water shut-off and 

permeability alteration in produced wells. The difference between water shut-off and LCM 

application is the required gel's time to hold its strength. In water shut-off applications, the gel 

should be stable for a prolonged time. The period extends from months to years. However, in 

drilling, LCM's filter cake should be removable immediately after the section is drilled.  

The crosslinked polyacrylamide polymer is known for its high stability at high temperature 

of 150oC (302oF), as reported by many researchers and filed case studies. A producer well in West 

Texas was treated with 625 bbl of polyacrylamide crosslinked with phenol and formaldehyde to 

shut off water zones and reduce water cut. The treatment succeeded in reducing water production 

from over 1200 bbl/day to 350 bbl/day. The gel was stable for more than 54 months at a 

temperature of 110oC (230oF) (Moradi-Araghi et al. 1993a). Chromium acetate crosslinked PAM 

was also survived two years of aging under 104oC (220oF) (Moradi-Araghi et al. 1993b). Hardy et 

al. (1999) claimed using organically crosslinked acrylamide and t-butyl acrylate (PAtBA) to seal 

the water zone in a well in the North Sea that was completed in naturally fractured chalk formation. 

The well was successfully put into production with reduced water cut through the life of the well. 

Several laboratory studies also showed stability of PAM/PEI crosslinked polymers at temperatures 

above 150oF (302oF) (Al-Muntasheri et al. 2008; Mohamed et al. 2018) 

From the above discussion, filter cake removal with crosslinked polymer gel is different 

from the conventional treatment techniques and requires special considerations. The major concern 
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is the high stability and high strength of the mature gel. Another challenge is due to the filtration 

process. The polymer concentration within the filter cake is higher than the initially used 

concentration in the system. This fact was highlighted by Reddy et al. (2014); the author observed 

that due to fluid leak-off, the polymer concentration in the formed filter cake was several times 

higher than the original concentration. 

Very few studies were conducted in gel breaking since the common application is intended 

to keep it for an extended period. The thermal stability of the gel can be broken by three 

mechanisms, the rupture of polymer chains, the breakage of crosslinker chains, and hydrolysis of 

polymer. The breaking reaction depends on polymer and breaker concentrations, temperature, and 

pH. Kihara et al. (2019) treated a crosslinked acryloylhydrazine polymer with a sodium 

hypochlorite solution. The crosslinked polymer dissolved in water due to de-crosslinking via 

oxidative degradation. 

Sarwar et al. (2011) studied the effectiveness of different oxidizers such as sodium 

peroxide, calcium peroxide, sodium persulfate, and ammonium persulfate. The author evaluated 

the breaking of supermolecule polymers at a temperature ranging from 75oF to 300oF (24 to 

150oC). All used breakers removed the polymers up to 93% at low temperature and varying 

performance at high temperature. The persulfate oxidizers did not function well in temperatures 

higher than 60oC (140oF). The author also highlighted that using galactomannans enzyme 

(carbohydrate residue and D-galactose) enhances the breaking process with less breaker 

concentration. Some researchers suggested using encapsulated persulfate to overcome their 

temperature limits, but it was expensive, and degradation takes a long time (Patil et al. 2013).  

In a similar study, Hanes et al. (2006) proposed an alternative for the persulfate oxidizers; 

the author suggested de-crosslinking the gel by competing for the crosslinker using poly aspartate 
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and polysuccinimide in the system. An experimental evaluation of the proposed breaker was 

conducted by Reddy et al. (2013) on a zirconium crosslinked guar polymer. After the invasion on 

5-micron discs, the filter cake analysis showed that poly aspartate de-crosslinked the gel and 

completely prevent filter cake buildup on the disk. Gunawan et al. (2012) developed a bio breaker 

consisting of non-enzyme-based chemicals, while the breaker's chemistry was not disclosed. 

However, the author claimed that the breaker functions in a temperature range from 79oC to 107oC 

(175oF to 225oF) and under alkaline conditions. 

Since organic and inorganic crosslinkers were used in this study, the dissolving in salts 

solutions is recommended to give the best cleaning results. As an example, the ammonium chloride 

(NH4Cl) was evaluated under different concentrations to break the gel. The solubility of aluminum 

acetate crosslinked polyacrylamide (PAM/AlAc) was tested in a solution of ammonium chloride 

with two different concentrations (5 wt.% and 10 wt.%) at room temperature. The gel was cooled 

down after complete gelation in 30 minutes at 50oC (122oF). A controlled sample was submersed 

in distilled water (0 wt.% NH4Cl); the observation showed immediate and complete dissolving of 

the gel in the 10 wt.% ammonium chloride solution. The 5 wt.% solution also dissolved the gel in 

less than 2 minutes, while the gel settled down in the distilled water without been dissolved; the 

observations are shown in Figure 7.3.  
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Figure 7. 3: Observation on gel dissolving using ammonium chloride (NH4Cl). 

7.3  Economic Feasibility Analysis: Case Studies 

7.3.1 Cost Analysis  

Lost circulation is a costly problem due to the loss of expensive drilling fluid and the additional 

NPT spent regaining the circulation. In addition to the performance evaluation and environmental 

aspects, the cost plays a vital role in selecting the LCM types and treatments method. Based on 

industry data published in response to a Notice of Data Availability (NODA) issued by the US 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the cost of WBM, OBM, and SBM is 45 $/bbl, 75 $/bbl, 

and 200 $/bbl, respectively. More recently published reports indicate that the OBM and SBM cost 

70 to 90 $/bbl. The EPA expects the cost of the SBM to become around 160 to 300 $/bbl because 

of the need for high functioning drilling fluid to meet the industry requirement and regulations and 

to drill in challenging downhole environments (Johnston and Rubin 2000; Ali et al. 2020) 

This research serves as a guide for developing novel, cost-effective drilling fluids. The cost 

analysis compares crosslinked polymer-based mud and the gelling pill developed in this study as 
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lost circulation treatment with the conventional and currently available solutions.  The pricing list 

used for this analysis (Table 7.1) was averaged from different commercial suppliers. The data on 

the current formulations of lost circulation treatment used in the industry were collected from an 

international drilling company. The costs of commercial formulations were compared with the 

formulation developed depending on the type of treatment and the loss severity. Figure 7.4 shows 

the costs of crosslinked polymer-based formulas compared with a typical WBM containing CaCO3 

at the recommended concentration (55 lb/bbl) in proactive treatment (Ezeakacha and Salehi 

2019b). Figure 7.5 compares the concentrated pills used in the oil field with the developed gelling 

pills prepared by PAM and the three different crosslinkers with the optimized concentrations. 

Appendix A contains cost analysis, including the optimized PAM/PEI-based mud proposed by this 

study and the composition of the commercial pills and WBM. 

Table 7. 1: Pricing list and range of concentrations of the developed gelling mud and pill 

Component lb/bbl Price ($/lb) 

PAM 17 - 44 0.68 

PEI 0.8 - 5 1.13 

Caustic soda 0 - 1.5 0.14 

Bentonite 0 - 5 0.14 

Calcium Carbonate 0 - 55 0.16 

Fiber 0 - 15 0.2 

Barite 10 - 90 2.3 
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Figure 7. 4: Cost of PAM/PEI-based mud in comparison with a typical WBM. 

 
Figure 7. 5: Cost of gelling PAM/PEI based LCM in comparison with commercial pills. 
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7.3.2 Case Studies 

7.3.2.1 Description of Case Studies 

The two case studies of interest are two wells located in the Gulf of Mexico within the Mississippi 

Canyon. According to a survey by major drilling contractors and operators, the annual non-

productive time costs on a high-tech platform in the Gulf of Mexico can exceed $120 million, and 

$24 million of that is due to drilling problems, mostly lost circulations. The two wells of the case 

studies were designated as Well-A and Well-B, both drilled in the Mississippi Canyon field. The 

average water depth is 2000 ft (610 m). The geological structure in these wells is mostly 

interbedded sandstone and shale (Mannon 2013).  Several previous statistics also revealed that lost 

circulation tendency increases in some formations because of the lithology. For example, a study 

conducted by Rosenberg and Gala (2012) on NPT reported in 30 wells drilling in GoM showed 

that 29% of mud loss was associated with loose sand, shale, limestone, and depleted sand 

formation. In well A, 11,986 ft of shale and 564 ft of sand were drilled. Well B drilled through 

18,271 ft of shale and 1,518 ft of sand. The sand was unconsolidated and depleted with a low-

pressure gradient due to the long life of production from the field, which complicated the drilling 

fluid program.  

Another situation in these two wells was the overestimation of the fracture gradient from 

pore pressure analysis. The mud weight density used to drill the main hole in both wells varied 

from 12.5 to 13.5 ppg, which was within the operational mud window according to the pre-drill 

pore pressure analysis. However, frequent kicks and loss circulation events occurred, which 

increased the NPT and cost of these two wells. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the performance plot of 

Well-A and well-B. Both wells experienced trouble and spend a lot of time on unplanned activities 
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due to lost circulation problems. The primary cause of the frequent loss event was the depleted 

sand and salt diapir.  

 

Figure 7. 6: Well-A performance plot, after  (Mannon 2013). 

 

Figure 7. 7: Well-B performance plot, after  (Mannon 2013). 

The drilling time of both wells shifted from the planned ideal case. Well-A was drilled in 

82 days instead of 34 days, while Well-B was drilled in 106 days instead of 36 days. However, 

many other situations such as weather, casing, and cementing problem have contributed to the 

extra days in the actual performance, but the lost circulation and poor hole conditions caused the 
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major portion of the NPT. Figure 7.8 shows the share of each NPT event. Poor hole condition 

caused 23% of the NPT in Well A and 50% in Well-B, and lost circulation caused about 19% of 

NPT in both wells.  

 

Figure 7. 8: Events contributed to NPT in Well-A and Well-B, data from (Mannon 2013). 

7.3.2.2 Attempted Remedial Actions  

The well programs were planned according to the pre-drill pore pressure analysis, which dedicated 

a safe mud weight to be around 12.5 ppg. Still, well-B experienced a kick at 9850 ft TVD with a 

mud weight of 12.5 ppg, and they had to increase the density to 13 ppg to kill the well and mitigate 

the loss of well control. This case resulted in a lost circulation situation, and they had to use a liner 

to avoid it. A lost circulation also occurred at a higher depth at 9400 ft TVD while preparing the 9 

5/8” casing. The attempted solution was to spot squeeze LCM pills and cement to stop the losses. 

The attempt succeeded, and the casing was installed, but it cost the rig 19 days. Another major loss 

occurred in Well-3 at 10735 ft TVD due to a low-pressure gradient. The efforts to solve the loss 

were unsuccessful, and the well had to be plugged, cemented, and sidetracked, which caused 

another 15 days of NPT.  

Well-A also experienced lost circulation in shallow depths due to high mud weight (12.9 

ppg). The solution involved using casing and liners. Cement squeeze LCM pills were used several 

times, however at a depth around 10850 ft TVD, the bit entered depleted sand that was producing 
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for nearly 5 years before Well-A was drilled. The mud weight was reduced to 12.3 but still 

exceeded the sand fracture gradient, and severe loss occurred, which could not be cured, and 

eventually, the well was plugged and abandoned. 

7.3.2.3 Proposed Solution 

Based on the reported drilling performance for the two wells, the two main problems were the 

depleted sand and the inaccuracies in the estimation of fracture gradient at some depths. The loss 

was both at shallow depths as 1000 ft TVD and in deep intervals as 10,700 ft TVD. These two 

situations match perfectly with the range of applications discussed in the results sections of this 

dissertation. Two possible scenarios for applying crosslinked polymer LCM can be recommended 

based on the results presented in this research.  

The first proposed solution is utilizing a flowing polymeric-based drilling fluid comprising 

PAM and PEI for proactive treatment to drill risky sections where there are uncertainties in fracture 

gradients. Figure 7.9 can be used to formulate the base fluid, and the average value can be selected, 

for example, 7.5 wt.% PAM can work for all intervals in both wells. Other additives based on the 

pressure gradient can be added as explained in Table 5.1 in section 5.3 to prepare a 12.5 ppg mud. 

The cost of such mud will be 21.8 $/bbl, based on the cost analysis presented in section 7.3.1. 

However, this cost is a little bit higher than the price of the water-based mud (14.2 $/bbl) but 

utilizing this proactive treatment will strengthening the loose sand in the depleted formations and 

prevent lost circulation events. The ultimate benefit of using the developed crosslinked polymer-

based mud will be the huge reduction in the NPT by up to 9 days in Well-A and 19 days in well 

B, which will cover the cost of the mud and save a lot of rig day.   

The second proposed solution is using a gelling LCM pill. This will solve the severe lost 

circulation in Well-A that led to plugging and abandonment action after 83 days. Based on the 
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optimization and gelation study conducted in this research, the optimal candidate is the aluminum 

acetate crosslinked polymer. The aluminum acetate can make crosslinked polymer at a temperature 

less than 200oF (90oC) with gelation time ranging from 20 minutes to 50 minutes, depending on 

the downhole temperature. Successful single treatment of spotting the developed gelling pill is 

believed to save up to 19 days in well-B spend in the casing and sidetracking and save Well-A 

from plugging and abandonment.  

 

Figure 7. 9: Design chart for lost circulation at different depths and temperatures. 
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Chapter 8: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

8.1 Summary 

This dissertation addressed the lost circulation problem that rises in narrow operational drilling 

windows encountered in unconsolidated formations, naturally fractured and depleted reservoirs, 

or abnormal pressure intervals. Drilling in such risky intervals has created the need for wellbore 

strengthening technologies and innovative lost circulation materials. This study investigated 

different essential factors for developing novel formulations for lost circulation treatment 

comprising organic and inorganic crosslinkers and gel controlling agents. Several factors 

impacting the performance of these gelling LCMs have been discussed and experimentally 

investigated using pore-scale and fracture-scale filtration tests in static and dynamic conditions. 

The study also included cost analysis and an evaluation of environmental impacts, and an 

assessment of filter cake evolution and potential formation damages. A machine learning approach 

was adopted to build validated models to predict rheological properties and provide a materials 

screening tool for preparing polymeric formulas for quick field intervention.  

8.2 Conclusions 

The utilization of crosslinked polymers in drilling fluid formulations can solve various lost circulation 

problems where the operational and pre-existing downhole conditions limit conventional LCMs. The 

following conclusions have been drawn based on the results and observations: 

1. The most critical design factors of any gel system intended for loss circulation treatment 

are the rheological properties, gelation time, onset temperature, and the final gel strength. 

The sealing efficiency depends on the accurate adjustment of the polymer gelation process 

under different downhole conditions.  
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2. Lost circulation at high temperatures requires slow gelling systems to avoid gelation during 

the injection process. 

3. The PAM with a low range of molecular weight (2x105) at appropriate concentrations of 

7.5 to 9 wt.% is the optimal candidate for drilling fluid applications. The amount of 

crosslinkers is not recommended to be more than 1 wt.% for PEI, 2 wt.% for FNS, and 3 

wt.% for the AlAc, to avoid fast gelation.  

4. The PEI and the FNS crosslink the PAM only at elevated temperatures above 130oC 

(266oF), however, at temperature less than 90oC (195oF); viscosity may increase due to the 

changes in viscoelastic properties of the polymer and crosslinker with heating.  

5. The AlAc was capable of crosslinking the PAM at temperatures starting from 50oC 

(122oF), making it a good candidate for treating lost circulation at shallow depths.  

6. Nanosilica of 50 nm in small concentrations (1 to 2 wt.%) increased the stability of the 

AlAc and FNS suspension in PAM solutions, with a slight increase in viscosities by 5 to 

10%. These crosslinkers are controllable, and without nanosilica they were able to form a 

strong gel; however, phase separation from 40% to 100% was observed when the nanoslica 

was reduced to less than 1%.  

7. The system of PAM/AlAc has a gelation time of around 50 minutes at a temperature of 

75oC, making it suitable for near-wellbore fractures plugging. The AlAc has the widest pH 

window of applicability.  

8. Bentonite in small quantities has no significant effect on the performance of the PAM/PEI 

system. It accelerates the gelation by 25%; however, excessive concentration delays the 

gelation process by 100% and reduces the final gel strength by 70%.  All investigated 

additives showed a similar delay in gelation from 50 minutes to more than 3 hours.  
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9. The Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX) showed that the PAM/PEI gels filled the 

carbonates' pores and formed a uniform internal filter cake. However, the internal filter 

cake formed by PAM/PEI gel was limited to a small area near the filter disks. This will 

reduce deep invasion and isolate reservoir fluids which cause less formation damage. 

10. Static filtration experiments showed an 80% reduction of filtration volume when tested 

with the PAM/PEI-based drilling fluid in filter disks cut from carbonate core.  

11. All polymeric formulas showed high sealing pressure, up to 1000 psi, and were able to stop 

fluid loss in few minutes independent of the size and shape of the fractures.  

12. Based on the machine learning modeling, the Gradient Boosting performed significantly 

better than other algorithms, including k-Nearest Neighbor, Random Forest, and 

AdaBoosting. The Gradient Boosting algorithm's accuracy was 91 and 74% for plastic 

viscosity (PV) and apparent viscosity (AV), respectively. 

13. The cost of water-based mud was estimated to be $14.23 $/bbl, which is around $7 cheaper 

than the PAM/PEI-based mud (21.81 $/bbl). However, this cost is still considered 

competitive to the average prices of water-based mud because it can be compensated by 

the cost of NPT saved with the PAM/PEI-based mud.   

8.3 Recommendations 

Based on the results, findings, and conclusions presented in this study, recommendations for future 

research in this area have been made. These recommendations include but not limited to:  

1. Some of the gaps in the knowledge of polymeric gels application as LCM can be filed by 

investigating the interactions, compatibility, alteration of gelation kinetics of the polymer 

system considering other types of drilling fluids such as OBM and SBM.  

2. Using seawater as a retarder to delay the gelation in offshore drilling is a cost-effective 

option instead of ammonium chloride.  
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3. For more options of retardation agents, calcium and sodium salts can be used, besides the 

formation water, after careful analysis and optimization studies.   

4. Results showed that bentonite was needed in the polymer-based mud formula to enhance 

its rheology; however, it adversely impacted gel strength. Therefore, an optimization study 

is recommended, in addition to looking for other reinforcement additives. Also, the 

crosslinker amount can be increased to compensate for the gel strength reduction.  

5. Filter cake removal for crosslinked polymer gel is different from the conventional 

treatment techniques and requires special considerations and more investigations to find 

effective cleaning methods.  

6. Based on the preliminary results, organic crosslinkers are recommended for deep wells 

because they have high crosslinking onset temperature, while inorganic crosslinkers are 

recommended for shallow wells. 

7. In real-time drilling, careful estimation of required injection time and correlating it with 

depth and temperature of the loss zone are highly recommended for a successful placing of 

the gel.  

8. The rheology data at the low shear rate were challenging, although the prediction 

performance was poor; still, some good predictions were obtained at the low values of 

viscosities where low concentrations of mud additives were used. Increasing the size of the 

data set is expected to improve the performance of the model. 

9. Considering environmental-friendly crosslinkers such as chitosan, acetate, amino-acetate, 

nitrate-based crosslinker, and other polymers such as tert-butyl acrylate (tBA) will 

introduce more potential crosslinked polymers, especially in offshore applications.  
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Nomenclature     

Acronyms 

AdaB   Ada-Boosting 

AV  Apparent Viscosity 

AMPS   2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid 

bbl  barrel 

CMC   carboxy-methyl cellulose 

CwD   casing while drilling 

DCM   drilling choke manifold 

DSC   differential scanning calorimetry 

DTPA   Diethylene triamine penta acetic acid 

ECD   equivalent circulating density 

EDTA   Ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid 

EOR   enhanced oil recovery applications 

EPA   environmental protection agency 

FCS   fracture closure stress  

FIP   fracture initiation pressure  

FPP   fracture propagation pressure  

FPR   fracture propagation resistance  

FNS   functionalized silica 

GB  Gradient Boosting 

GoM   Gulf of Mexico 

gpm  gallons per minute 
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HMTA  hexamethylenetetramine 

HPAM  hydrolyzed polyacrylamide 

HPG   hydrophilic polyacrylamide gel 

HPHT   high-pressure high-temperature 

HQ   hydroquinone 

IADC   the international association of drilling contractors 

IPNs   the interpenetrating polymer networks 

IPT   ideal packing theory  

IUPAC  the international union of pure and applied chemistry 

KNN  K-Nearest Neighbor 

lb   pound 

lb/bbl  Pound per barrel 

LCM   lost circulation materials 

LPLT  low pressure low temperature   

LWD   logging while drilling tools 

ML  Machine Learning 

MPD   managed pressure drilling 

MPP   mandarin peels powder 

MWD   measure while drilling 

NODA  notice of data availability 

NPs   nanoparticles 

NPT   non-productive time 

N-S   Navier-Stokes 
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OBM   oil-based mud 

OECD   Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

PAC   polyanionic cellulose  

PAM   polyacrylamide 

pcf   pound per cubic foot 

PDAC   polydiethyl diallyl ammonium chloride 

PEI   polyethyleneimine 

PHPA   partially-hydrolyzed polyacrylamide 

PIT   pressure integrity test  

PPA  permeability plugging apparatus  

PPDA   polypentadienamide 

ppg   pound per gallon  

PV  Plastic Viscosity 

RDC   rotating control device 

REACH  registration, evaluation, authorization, and restriction of chemicals 

RF  Random Forest 

ROP   rate of penetration  

rpm  rotation per minute  

SBM   synthetic-based mud 

SDS-Gr  sodium dodecyl sulphate- modified graphene 

tBA   tert-butyl acrylate 

TVP   thermo viscosifying polymers 

UBD   under blanked drilling 
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US-EPA  the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

WBM   water-based mud 

WS   wellbore strengthening 

ZP  zeta potential  

Symbols 

A  Nodes in Random Forest Regression 

Dn  training sample of independent random variables 

f  Fanning friction factor 

jth  Family tree 

k  permeability 

mn  predicted values 

Nn  number of nodes 

P  pressure 

Pa  pascal  

To  onset temperature 

Greek Symbols 

ε   roughness height (m) 

Ө  independent random variable  

γ  shear rate at cake surface [ l/sec] 

μ   apparent viscosity (cp) 
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APPENDIX A: COST ANALYSIS FOR THE GELLING MUD, PILLS, AND 

COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE FORMULATIONS  

 

A.1. Cost Analysis of Drilling Fluids 

Component 
PAM/PEI-Based Mud Water-Based mud 

Amount, lb/bbl Cost, $ Amount, lb/bbl Cost, $ 

Caustic soda 0.5 0.07 0.5 0.07 

Lignite 0 0 4 1.28 

Bentonite 3.5 0.49 20 2.8 

Mud deflocculant 0 0 4 1.28 

Calcium 

Carbonate 
0 0 55 8.8 

PAM 25.6 17.408 0 0 

PEI 3.4 3.842 0 0 

Total 1 bbl 21.81 1 bbl 14.23 

 

 

A.2. Cost Analysis of PAM/PEI Pills  

Pill Additive 
Concentration, 

lb/bbl 
Price per pound, $ Cost, $ 

Pill-1 
(PAM/PEI) 

PAM 27.10 0.68 18.43 

PEI 3.61 1.13 4.08 

Amonium Chloride 18.06 0.11 2.05 

Total 1 bbl   24.56 

Pill-2 
PAM/Al/Ac 

PAM 28.57 0.68 19.43 

Aluminium acetate  11.43 0.39 4.41 

Nano silica 3.81 544.22 2073.20 

Amonium Chloride 19.05 0.11 2.16 

Total 1 bbl   2099.20 

Pill-3 
(PAM/FS) 

PAM 27.04 0.68 18.39 

Functionalized silica 10.82 1206.35 13047.38 

Nano silica 3.61 544.22 1962.01 

Amonium Chloride 18.03 0.11 2.04 

Total 1 bbl   15029.82 
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A.3. Cost Analysis Commercially Available Pills  

Losses Additive 

Concentration, 

lb/bbl 
Price per pound, $ Cost, $ 

Seepage losses Bentonite 25 0.14 3.5 

< 40 bbl/hr Calcium carbonate 50µm 3 0.187 0.561 

 

Calcium carbonate 

150µm 
3 0.217 0.651 

pump 15-20 bbl 

Calcium carbonate 

600µm 
3 0.22 0.66 

 Composite LCM 3 0.7888 2.3664 

 Fiber 3 0.7504 2.2512 

  Walnut shell 3 0.1864 0.5592 

  Total 1 bbl   10.55 

Losses between Bentonite 25 0.14 3.5 

40-150 bbl/hr Calcium carbonate 50µm 6 0.187 1.122 

 

Calcium carbonate 

150µm 
6 0.217 1.302 

pump 20-40 bbl 

Calcium carbonate 

600µm 
6 0.22 1.32 

 Composite LCM 12 0.7888 9.4656 

  Total 1 bbl   16.71 

Losses between  Bentonite 25 0.14 3.5 

150-300 bbl/hr Calcium carbonate 50µm 5 0.187 0.935 

 

Calcium carbonate 

150µm 
5 0.217 1.085 

pump 20-40 bbl Composite LCM 10 0.7888 7.888 

 Fiber 10 0.7504 7.504 

  Total 1 bbl   20.91 

Losses >300 

bbl/hr Bentonite 
25 0.14 3.5 

pump 20-40 bbl Composite LCM 30 0.7888 23.664 

 Fiber 15 0.7504 11.256 

  Total 1 bbl   38.42 

Complete Loss Bentonite 25 0.14 3.5 

pump 20-40 bbl Fiber 60 0.7504 45.024 

  Total 1 bbl   48.52 

 

 

 


